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Resumen

Antecedentes
Las Tecnologías de Información y la Comunicación están cambiando el Mundo por la infiltración
profunda y extensa de nuevos métodos, algunos de ellos revolucionarios e incluso disruptivos, en
todos los campos de la tecnología y las ciencias. Uno de estos campos es, por supuesto, el
transporte de mercancías y personas por carretera. La conjunción de infraestructura y tecnología
de la información fue identificada en Estados Unidos, el año 1991, como los Sistemas Inteligentes
de Transporte (Intelligent Transportation Systems, ITS), y se define:
Los Sistemas Inteligentes de Transporte son sistemas donde las tecnologías de la información y la comunicación son aplicadas en el campo del transporte por carretera,
incluyendo infraestructuras, vehículos y usuarios, y gestión de tráfico y movilidad, así
como las conexiones con otros modos de transporte.
Esta es pues una disciplina de conocimiento extensa, con docenas de áreas tecnocientíficas muy
variadas. Acudiendo en busca de un modelo que nos oriente, encontramos la guía más adecuada
en el congreso internacional sobre ITS (IEEE ITSC), habitualmente dividido en áreas técnicas cuya
enumeración proporciona una primera aproximación a los sistemas inteligentes de transporte. De
los múltiples seminarios celebrados en ediciones recientes del ITSC, esta Tesis Doctoral se enmarca
cómodamente en tres de ellos: Vehículos sensores conectados (Connected and Probe Vehicles),
Modelado y simulación (Modeling and Simulation) y Teoría del tráfico para ITS (Traffic Theory
for ITS).
La presente Tesis doctoral versa sobre caracterización del flujo de tráfico en una carretera.
Tradicionalmente, la caracterización este flujo se ha realizado mediante medidores o sensores
situados en puntos específicos de la infraestructura (por ejemplo, espiras electromagnéticas o cámaras). Estos sensores proporcionan velocidades medias y ocupación, generalmente en promedios
de un minuto. El empleo de sensores fijos presenta algunos inconvenientes: desde costes de instalación y mantenimiento elevados, -un problema que no debe despreciarse por no ser estrictamente
científico-, hasta la falta de precisión y exactitud cuando las velocidades son demasiado bajas y las
ocupaciones muy altas. Este último es un problema conocido y ampliamente documentado. Por si
fuera poco, las últimas investigaciones en la materia han revelado que las medidas promediadas en
tiempo y puntuales en el espacio, son inapropiadas para capturar fielmente la dinámica del tráfico.
La alternativa a los sensores fijos o tradicionales, es la utilización de aportaciones individuales
de los conductores, en un conjunto conectado de vías urbanas e interurbanas, con el objetivo de
estimar el estado de tráfico en toda la red. Este método recibe el nombre de Datos Flotantes de
Tráfico (Floating-Car Data, FCD) y se ha popularizado con la ubicuidad de los dispositivos móviles
dotados de receptores de posicionamiento por satélite. Los datos así recolectados se envían a un
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centro de fusión de datos, que los analiza y relaciona, y propone rutas a los usuarios del sistema.
El uso habitual de estos sistemas es la estimación de la matriz de adyacencia de un grafo que
representa la utilización, por parte de los conductores, de la red de carreteras. Esta matriz se
conoce comunmente como matriz Origen-Destino o matriz de distribución de viajes. Los métodos
FCD clásicos no están exentos de problemas: Diversos estudios han revelado que estos sistemas
no son respetuosos con la intimidad de los conductores al requerir una definición, a priori, de un
modelo de origen y destino basado en sus hábitos y conducción en el día a día. Por si fuera poco,
estos sistemas son vulnerables a los ataques informáticos como así se ha demostrado recientemente.
En esta Tesis, los datos proporcionados directamente por los vehículos se utilizan con un
propósito diferente: La reconstrucción del flujo de tráfico, tan exacta y precisa como sea posible,
en una sóla carretera. El desafío radica en que los sistemas FCD no están preparados para muestrear
un fenómeno físico peculiar como el flujo de tráfico. Un muestreo clásico, con una tasa regular (y
elevada) en espacio y tiempo, provocaría la congestión del enlace de subida en las redes celulares,
una cantidad de datos inconmensurable en el centro de fusión de datos, así como un claro deterioro
de la intimidad y la confidencialidad de los conductores.
De acuerdo con estudios recientes, las tecnologías de comunicación entre vehículos mediante
enlaces inalámbricos ad-hoc, llamadas comunmente comunicaciones Vehículo a Vehículo (V2V) y
Vehículo a Infraestructura (V2I), pueden servir para descongestionar los enlaces de subida de las
redes de telefonía móvil. Respecto al potencial volumen de datos que el flujo de tráfico rodado
pudiere ocasionar, la idea de reconstruir dicho flujo partiendo de un pequeño y disperso conjunto
de vehículos, -muy inferior a la cantidad total de vehículos implicados en el tráfico-, resulta muy
atractiva desde el punto de vista tecnocientífico; es en estos puntos, precisamente, donde se
concentra la presente investigación.
Objetivos
En esta Tesis se propone el paradigma de Red de Sensores Inalámbricos (Wireless Sensor Network, WSN) para formar una Red Vehicular de Sensores (Vehicular Sensor Network, VSN). Esta
red hace uso de una pequeña fracción de vehículos, llamados vehículos sensores, que reportan
medidas de su propia velocidad y posición, y que además, forman una red de comunicaciones
inalámbricas multisalto. Mediante la red, dichas medidas se encaminan hacia receptores instalados en determinados puntos de la infraestructura (Road Side Units, RSUs). Finalmente, esta
información espacio-temporal es recogida en un centro de fusión de datos, donde se reconstruye
el fenómeno físico del flujo de tráfico.
La hipótesis de partida de esta Tesis es:
El flujo de tráfico es un fenómeno colectivo y complejo. A pesar de su complejidad, el flujo de
tráfico puede representarse a partir de una pequeña parte de los vehículos que lo componen.
Así, el objetivo principal consiste en reconstruir la dinámica espacio-temporal del flujo de tráfico
a partir de un conjunto de muestras muy reducido y disperso. En virtud de la hipótesis de trabajo,
la cantidad de muestras necesaria para este fin se encontraría muy por debajo de la cantidad de
muestras que todos los vehículos implicados en el tráfico pudieren aportar potencialmente.
Una breve reflexión sobre el objetivo aquí planteado desencadena algunas preguntas necesarias
que inevitablemente configurarán el camino para probar la hipótesis de partida. La primeras
cuestiones, y posiblemente la más importantes, son aquellas relacionadas con el flujo de tráfico en
sí. El tráfico está formado por unidades individuales vehículo-conductor, cada una con sus propias
características. A pesar de esta realidad indiscutible, el tráfico se ha caracterizado históricamente
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(ya desde 1936 por el Ingeniero Greenshields en EE.UU.) con magnitudes macroscópicas físicamente
análogas a aquellas utilizadas en mecánica de fluidos. Por ello, la primera cuestión que emerge es
relativa a la naturaleza (o incluso la manifestación física) del fenómeno que aspiramos a reconstruir.
En esta Tesis se plantea una representación de tráfico a partir de la evolución espacio-temporal
de vehículos individuales, conocida tradicionalmente como caracterización microscópica del tráfico. Desde este punto de vista, los vehículos que conforman el tráfico configuran un campo de
velocidades, es decir, una distribución espacial de una magnitud física, la velocidad, que muestra
una variación según la región del espacio y el instante temporal. Es precisamente este campo de
velocidades, -y no magnitudes típicas de la mecánica de fluidos como flujo o densidad-, el objeto
de la reconstrucción.
En virtud de la hipótesis de partida, el primer objetivo concreto es el desarrollo de un método
de reconstrucción coherente con las características microscópicas y macroscópicas del tráfico. El
método debe posibilitar el establecimiento de la relación entre las prestaciones de la reconstrucción,
la cantidad de vehículos involucrados en la recolección de datos de tráfico y la frecuencia de
muestreo empleada por cada uno de estos vehículos.
Los Vehículos Sensores, imbuídos en el tráfico, se comunican entre sí mediante enlaces inalámbricos multisalto. De este modo, se hace necesario el análisis del impacto de las condiciones del
tráfico en las prestaciones de dichos enlaces para caracterizar la probabilidad de pérdida de paquete
extremo a extremo.
Estas cuestiones están acopladas precisamente por la naturaleza de la red vehícular de sensores.
La probabilidad de transmisión de las muestras extremo a extremo puede condicionar (o no), las
prestaciones en la reconstrucción. Así, es imprescindible establecer la relación entre la calidad de
la reconstrucción y la pérdida de muestras debido a errores de transmisión.
Retornando a la cuestión de las condiciones de tráfico, habitualmente se distinguen dos: Tráfico
fluido y tráfico congestionado. Esta clasificación, si bien no es incorrecta, es incompleta. Se han
identificado, gracias a observaciones realizadas en carreteras de todo el Mundo, otros regímenes
o patrones de congestión que pueden reproducirse total o parcialmente mediante los modelos
de tráfico adecuados. Es por ello imprescindible relacionar las prestaciones de los métodos de
reconstrucción con las diferentes condiciones de tráfico. Idealmente, la calidad de la reconstrucción
debería ser invariante ante cualquier situación de tráfico, pero no hay que olvidar, -y de ahí la
importancia de esta cuestión-, que las muestras proceden directamente de vehículos imbuídos en
el tráfico.
El número de vehículos sensores frente al total, o fracción de vehículos sensores, es un parámetro
fundamental en el resultado de la reconstrucción. No menos importante es la distribución espaciotemporal de dichos vehículos. En una primera aproximación, consideramos una ocurrencia natural,
o proporcional al flujo, de los vehículos sensores. En una segunda aproximación, trataremos
de determinar cual es el subconjunto de vehículos sensores que mejores resultados produce en la
reconstrucción. La búsqueda del subconjunto óptimo, con la restricción del tamaño o el número de
vehículos sensores, es un problema de optimización combinatoria muy difícil y computacionalmente
costoso. La resolución satisfactoria de este problema requiere el uso de herramientas matemáticas
sofisticadas.
Metodología
Para el desarrollo de la Tesis ha sido fundamental profundizar en la teoría del flujo de tráfico.
En el capítulo 2 se tratan los problemas de medida de las características o magnitudes macroscópi-
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cas del flujo de tráfico, la representación microscópica de trayectorias de los vehículos por medio
de los diagramas espacio-tiempo, el significado (y validez) de la Relación Fundamental del Tráfico, así como las teorías más relevantes de formación de atascos. También se proporciona una
clasificación histórica de los modelos de flujo de tráfico. En este punto, se describen en detalle los
dos modelos microscópicos que se han utilizado para disponer de datos estadísticamente realistas
en los experimentos de muestreo. Se trata del Modelo de Conductor Inteligente (Intelligent Driver
Model o IDM), de dinámica longitudinal, y del Modelo de Minimización de Frenada por Cambio de
Carril (Minimizing Overall Braking Induced by Lane Change o MOBIL), de dinámica transversal.
En el capítulo 3 se describe en detalle el modelo de sistema de la VSN. Los vehículos sensores
reportan periódicamente muestras de espacio, tiempo y velocidad que se transmiten a través de
una red inalámbrica multisalto basado en el grupo de estándares IEEE Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environment (WAVE). Así, los datos microscópicos de tráfico fueron generados con los modelos
de movilidad IDM y MOBIL, junto a un modelo sencillo de origen-destino y una parametrización
basada en el ajuste de datos empíricos procedentes de una autopista real. Los enlaces de comunicación inalámbricos fueron modelados considerando la interferencia interportadora (Intercarrier
Interference, ICI) de un sistema de Multiplexación por División de Frecuencias Ortogonales (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM), bajo los efectos de un canal Doppler con
desvanecimientos Rayleigh.
Los datos recuperados por la VSN se colocan en una malla desestructurada tridimensional cuyas
coordenadas son espacio, tiempo y velocidad. Sobre esta malla se contruye una triangulación de
Delaunay, base para la resolución de una Red Irregular de Triángulos (Triangular Irregular Network,
TIN). Dicha red permite interpolar cualquier elevación (velocidad) que esté contenida en el interior
de la envolvente convexa de la triangulación de Delaunay, dando lugar a un campo de espaciotiempo-velocidad (campo STV). Hasta donde llega nuestro conocimiento, es la primera vez que
esta metodología se utiliza en la interpolación de datos espacio-temporales en el contexto del flujo
de tráfico.
Se ha ensayado un barrido completo de fracción de vehículos sensores, frecuencias de muestreo
y distancias entre RSUs. Este último es un parámetro determinante en la red de comunicación
inalámbrica ya que condiciona el número de saltos si el tráfico es denso, y por lo tanto, la probabilidad de pérdida de paquete extremo a extremo. También se ha considerado la recuperación de
los datos con una red sin pérdidas de transmisión extremo a extremo, es decir, considerando un
canal inalámbrico perfecto. Finalmente, se ha esbozado el problema de optimización combinatoria
mediante el análisis de las regiones espacio-temporales más relevantes para la reconstrucción del
campo de velocidades.
En el capítulo 4 se ha utilizado el modelo IDM en conjunción con una cuidadosa afinación de
las condiciones de contorno, para producir 12 patrones espacio-temporales de tráfico diferentes.
De esta forma, estudiamos la sensibilidad del método de reconstrucción al estado del tráfico.
Adicionalmente, se han ensayado cuatro políticas diferentes de selección de vehículos sensores,
entre las que se incluye la ocurrencia natural o proporcional al flujo estudiada en el capítulo 3.
Tal como se ha apuntado, la búsqueda del subconjunto óptimo de vehículos sensores, sujeto
a una restricción de tamaño, es un problema combinatorio computacionalmente muy costoso. En
esta Tesis se propone la división del patrón o campo espacio-temporal en regiones más pequeñas
llamadas celdas. Estas celdas componen un vector de variables aleatorias que representa la distribución conjunta de dichas variables aleatorias. En virtud de las premisas adecuadas, que incluyen la
relación entre el número de variables aleatorias (número de celdas) y número mínimo de muestras
en cada celda, es posible estimar una matriz de covarianza bien condicionada. Esta matriz captura
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la fenomenología del tráfico disminuyendo sustancialmente el tamaño del problema. Por si fuera
poco, el proceso de tráfico así modelado exhibe una cualidad muy interesante y es que, bajo la
asunción de Proceso Gaussiano, es posible maximizar la función de conjunto Reducción media de
varianza en los lugares no observados explotando la propiedad submodular de dicha función, mediante un algoritmo voraz (Greedy). Esto permite seleccionar aquellas celdas que mayor importancia
tienen, en términos de reducción de incertidumbre, en el proceso espacio-temporal del tráfico, sin
necesidad de evaluar (y ordenar) todas las combinaciones. Si bien la solución obtenida puede no
ser la óptima, existe una garantía teórica de que dicha solución es, en el peor de los casos, un 63%
de la óptima.
Así, es posible elegir los vehículos sensores que, en su movimiento por la carretera, cruzan la
combinación de celdas cuasi-óptima para la reducción media de varianza en las celdas no observadas. Las muestras recuperadas por los vehículos sensores son utilizadas, como en el capítulo 3,
para construir el campo STV mediante la interpolación TIN.
Finalmente se realizaron experimentos en 12 escenarios diferentes, con 4 políticas de muestreo
y de 1 a 8 celdas cuasi-óptimas consideradas (es decir, 384 experimentos diferentes, donde cada
uno se ha repetido 100 veces). Las figuras de prestaciones han sido sometidas a un test de
hipotesis mediante remuestreo Bootstrap para determinar si dichas figuras de prestaciones, para
dos esquemas de muestreo a priori diferentes, realmente lo son. La hipótesis nula es que las dos
políticas de muestreo ofrezcan las mismas prestaciones. Se realiza el test frente a la hipótesis
alternativa, esto es, que las prestaciones sean diferentes. La hipótesis nula es descartada si la
media de las muestras es, en efecto, diferente.
Resultados
Sobre el escenario configurado en el capítulo 3, con una fracción de vehículos sensores tan baja
como 9% ó 10%, toda la fenomenología del tráfico es capturada, incluyendo las regiones transitorias espacio-temporales más pequeñas. En estas circunstancias, es posible incluso incrementar
el periodo de muestreo en aquellas regiones más congestionadas, sin un incremento sustancial del
error.
La VSN presenta dos fuentes principales de errores de transmisión: El canal Doppler y la
retransmisión multisalto. En condiciones de tráfico fluido, el efecto Doppler es la fuente de error
dominante. En tráfico congestionado, los errores de transmisión son debidos fundamentalmente
a las retransmisiones entre vehículos sensores. Una de las conclusiones más interesantes es que
ninguna de las situaciones anteriores son relevantes para reducir el error en la estimación del campo
STV, es decir, las muestras que se pierden debido a los errores de transmisión no afectan de forma
relevante a la reconstrucción del fenómeno de tráfico.
Respecto a los experimentos adicionales realizados en el capítulo 4 sobre 12 escenarios diferentes, los resultados muestran que las condiciones de tráfico tienen un efecto no despreciable en la
reconstrucción del campo STV. En general, los campos que muestran grandes áreas de velocidad
homogenea se reconstruyen mejor (y con una menor fracción de vehículos sensores) que los campos
con episodios de tráfico oscilatorio. En estos casos, los resultados son más sensibles al periodo de
muestreo y la fracción de vehículos sensores.
La selección de vehículos sensores que atraviesan las celdas cuasi-óptimas, ha proporcionado
mejores resultados que la ocurrencia natural o proporcional al tráfico. Precisamente, las mayores
ventajas de una política de selección frente a otra ha sido en tráfico con oscilaciones espaciales y
temporales.
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Uno de los resultados más interesantes ha sido la deducción de los diagramas flujo-densidad
construidos a partir de trayectorias individuales. Se trata de diagramas flujo-densidad locales. Una
fracción muy pequeña, entre un 2% y un 3% de vehículos sensores elegidos aleatoriamente, pero
con la condición de que atraviesen las celdas cuasi-optimas, representan fielmente las transiciones
de tráfico fluido a tráfico congestionado.
Conclusiones
A lo largo de esta Tésis se han recogido evidencias que confirman la hipótesis de partida:
Se ha demostrado mediante la utilización de métodos estadísiticos modernos, tales como los
test de hipótesis mediante remuestreo Bootstrap, que sólo es necesaria una pequeña cantidad de
vehículos sensores para reconstruir, con un error mínimo, el campo de espacio-tiempo-velocidad
que caracteriza el flujo microscópico de tráfico.
Así, en las circunstancias favorables anteriormente mencionadas, es posible reconstruir el patrón
espacio-temporal de tráfico con tan sólo un 3% de los vehículos implicados. En cualquier caso,
incluso en aquellos más desfavorables debido a la presencia de oscilaciones espacio-temporales
aleatorias, y sin la posibilidad de elegir un subconjunto de vehículos sensores específico, una
fracción del 10% es suficiente para proporcionar una caracterización de alta calidad del flujo de
tráfico.
No obstante, un análisis crítico permite reconocer algunas limitaciones técnicas que deberán
considerarse en una futura investigación:
Las prestaciones del método de reconstrucción TIN no son buenas en el caso de tráfico fluido.
Prueba de ello es que las figuras de mérito utilizadas para comparar modelos son muy bajas. De
hecho, en este caso concreto, la velocidad media a lo largo del campo resulta un mejor estimador
que el interpolador construido a partir de los vehículos sensores, sobre todo con fracciones de
vehículos sensores pequeñas. Esto es debido a que la interpolación TIN establece una relación entre
vehículos sensores adyacentes que en realidad no existe. Una alternativa que deberá estudiarse en
trabajos futuros son las interpolaciones mediante funciones de base radial. Utilizando este tipo de
funciones, los puntos a interpolar son una función de la distancia (radio), lo cual parece prometedor
para la interpolación de campos STV.
Hemos observado que, a mayor fracción de vehículos sensores, mejores prestaciones se obtienen
en la reconstrucción; pero también hemos observado que, la adición de nuevos vehículos a un
conjunto de diseño grande, resulta en una ganacia menos significativa que añadir los mismos
vehículos a un conjunto más pequeño. Esta propiedad sugiere que el conjunto de todas las posibles
particiones de vehículos sensores, junto a una función de evaluación apropiada, es submodular, y
por lo tanto, pudiera beneficiarse de las técnicas de optimización discutidas en esta Tesis. Se hace
necesario encontrar pues una prueba formal, más allá de la intuición científica.

Abstract

This Doctoral Thesis is about the characterization of traffic flow using data from a small part
of the vehicles that comprise such flow. We propose the use of an ad-hoc wireless network formed
by a fraction of the passing vehicles, the probe or sensor vehicles, to periodically recover their
positions and speeds. These vehicles, together with wireless bridges located close to the road
shoulder, the Road Side Units (RSU), compose the Vehicular Sensor Network. Gathered data
are then rearranged in a time-space diagram as a part of microscopic traffic flow representation.
Finally, the speed/position information or Space-Time Velocity (STV) field is reconstructed in a
Data Fusion Center by means of interpolation techniques.
We have used widely accepted theoretical traffic models (car-following, multi-lane and overtakeenabled) to replicate the nonlinear characteristics of the traffic flow in representative situations
along several experiments with different traffic-related parameters. In order to obtain realistic
packet losses, we have simulated the multihop ad-hoc wireless network with an IEEE 802.11p
PHY layer. The interpolation is based on the generation of Triangular Irregular Network, to our
knowledge, is the first time such a interpolation is used in traffic context. In addition, we have
performed discrete optimization to recover the most relevant time-space regions (cells) and the
relation of such cells with traffic flow and the ocurrence of probe vehicles. Finally, we have derived
a local density-flow diagram from sensor vehicles which occurs in selected cells.
This Doctoral Thesis conclude that: 1) for relevant configurations of both sensor vehicle
and RSU densities, the wireless multihop channel performance does not critically affect the STV
reconstruction error; 2) the system performance is marginally affected by transmission errors for
realistic traffic conditions, 3) the STV field can be recovered with minimal error for a very small
Fraction of Sensor Vehicles (FSV) ≈ 9% in any traffic condition, it can be further reduced for
congested traffic; 4) for that FSV value, the probability that at least one sensor vehicle transits the
spatio-temporal regions that contribute the most to reduce the STV reconstruction error, sharply
tends to 1. 5) In addition, for certain traffic conditions, the local density-flow diagram is rendered
from a mere 3%.
Thus, a random and sparse selection of wireless sensor vehicles in realistic traffic conditions,
together with the proper interpolation and space-time data analysis techniques, is sufficient to get
an accurate reconstruction of any STV field.
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Resumen breve

Esta Tesis Doctoral versa sobre la caracterizacion del flujo de tráfico utilizando datos proporcionados por una pequeña fracción de los vehículos que conforman dicho flujo. Se propone una
red ad-hoc inalámbrica formada por una fracción de los vehículos, los vehículos sonda o sensores,
que periodicamente recojen su posición y velocidad. Estos vehículos, junto a encaminadores próximos a la calzada (Road Side Units, RSU), componen la Red de Sensores Vehiculares (Vehicular
Sensor Network, VSN). Los datos recuperados son organizados en una malla espacio temporal
desestructurada, como un subconjunto disperso de un diagrama tiempo-espacio microscópico. Finalmente, se construye un campo de espacio-tiempo-velocidad (STV field) mediante una técnica
de interpolación.
Para ello, se han utilizado modelos de tráfico microscópicos de dinámica transversal y longitunidal para replicar las características no lineales del flujo de tráfico, en situaciones representativas,
a lo largo de varios experimentos. Para obtener pérdidas de paquete realistas en la VSN, se han
simulado los enlaces de la red inalámbrica multisalto con un modelo del nivel físico del estándar
IEEE WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment), que es el IEEE 802.11p. Se ha utilizado,
por primera vez en el contexto del flujo de tráfico, una interpolación basada en la generación de
una Red Irregular de Triángulos. Adicionalmente, mediante técnicas de optimización discreta, se
han identificado las regiones espacio temporales (celdas) más relevantes para la reconstrucción
del campo STV, así como la relación de dichas celdas con el flujo de tráfico y la ocurrencia de
los vehículos sensores. Finalmente, se he deducido un diagrama densidad-flujo local utiliando los
datos proporcionados por los vehículos sensores que transcurren por las celdas así seleccionadas.
Esta tesis doctoral concluye que: 1) Para configuraciones relevantes de vehículos sensores y
densidades de RSUs, las prestaciones de la red inalámbrica multisalto no afectan de forma crítica
al error de reconstrucción del campo espacio temporal de velocidades; 2) las prestaciones de la red
inalámbrica multisalto sí se ven afectadas por las condiciones de tráfico, pero sólo marginalmente;
3) el campo espacio temporal de velocidades puede recuperarse con un error mínimo, en cualquier
condición de tráfico, para una fracción de vehículos sensores (FSV) tan pequeña como un 9%.
Esta fracción puede ser aun más pequeña en tráfico congestionado. 4) Para el mencionado FSV,
la probabilidad de que al menos un vehículo sensor pase por las regiones más relevantes para
la reconstrucción del STV, tiende abruptamente a 1. 5) Además, en las condiciones de tráfico
adecuadas, es posible representar un diagrama flujo-densidad que captura las transiciones entre
regímenes de tráfico, desde solamente un FSV del 3%.
Por lo tanto, una selección aleatoria y dispersa de vehículos sensores imbuidos en un flujo de
tráfico físicamente realista, junto a las herramientas de interpolación y análisis espacio-temporal
adecuadas, es suficiente para conseguir una reconstrucción fiel del flujo de tráfico en cualquier
situación.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This Doctoral Thesis is about the characterization of traffic flow using data from a small part
of the vehicles that comprise such flow. Traditionally, data sampling for characterizing traffic flow
was achieved by static sensors. This type of sensing enables the collection of basic data, essential
for vast majority of applications related to Traffic Management Systems (TMS). This way of
providing data to TMS, although in some cases it is effective and even can be sophisticated, has
strong limitations.
The new Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are profoundly changing the
world, permeating with revolucionary methods a huge variety of science and technology fields. Of
course, one of these fields is road transport. This new mixture of infrastructure and information
technology was identified as Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and was the centerpiece of
the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) 1 .
In the ISTEA (pronunced Ice Tea), ITS is loosely defined as:
"[...] the application of computers, communications, and sensor technology to surface
transportation."
Although ITS may refer to all modes of transport, EU Directive 2010/40/EU (7 July 2010)
defines ITS:

2

"[...] systems in which information and communication technologies are applied in
the field of road transport, including infrastructure, vehicles and users, and in traffic
management and mobility management, as well as for interfaces with other modes of
transport."
Therefore, ITS is a vast subject with dozens of technical areas. A practical way to explore the
topics of ITS is through the participation in the International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC), the annual flagship conference of the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems
1

The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (Public Law 102-240; ISTEA) is a United States
federal law that posed a major change to transportation planning and policy.
2
Available: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:207:0001:0013:
EN:PDF
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Society3 . A small sample of these topics is: Transportation Smartification, Intelligent logistics,
Sensing, Detectors and Actuators, Connected and Probe Vehicles, Advanced Driver Assistant Systems (ADAS), Intelligent Vehicles, Vision and Environment Perception, Vehicle localization and
autonomous navigation, Traffic Theory for ITS, Modeling and Simulation and Advanced Public
Transportation Management. This thesis would be within the topic Connected and Probe vehicles,
Modeling and Simulation and Traffic Theory for ITS.
The first chapter starts with a general introduction to traffic data gathering and its relation
with other ITS technologies. Next, the main hypothesis of this work is posed, beside a presentation
of the outline of this document and the steps to answer the research questions derived from the
hypothesis. Finally, the main research contributions published in journals and conferences are also
provided.
However, we have considered necessary a brief journalistic exploration of the actual problems
derived from traffic congestion.
1.1

Why do we need to deal with traffic congestion?

Economic waste. The European Commission has estimated that economic losses due to traffic
jams represent 1% of gross domestic product [Com11]. In the United States a study by INRIX 4 has
estimated the cost at 124$ billion considering three main sources of direct cost: time wasted whilst
delayed in congested traffic; fuel wasted and the effect of traffic congestion on the environment.
It also considered indirect costs, given that it is more expensive and time-consuming to transport
goods or attend meetings in traffic congested cities. The same company elaborated a similar report
focusing in Europe: In London, Cologne, Amsterdam and Brussels, drivers spend more than 50
hours a year in road traffic jams. In Utrecht, Manchester and Paris, they spend more than 70
hours stuck on roads. However, the really serious problem (on a unprecedented scale), occur in the
developing countries. An explosive development of private transport with traffic mismanagement,
archaic or simply nonexistent, produces recurrent and massive congestion episodes [Jai12] [Har13].
Greenhouse effect. Regarding the consumption of fossil fuels (and therefore CO2 emissions),
transport is responsible for about a quarter of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions. 12.8% of overall
emissions are generated by aviation, 13.5% by maritime transport, 0.7% by rail, 1.8% by inland
navigation and 71.3% by road transport [Gue13]. So that, the road transport is the main source of
transport fossil fuel consumption. These facts are closely related to traffic congestion: It is known
to be an average of 45% higher when traffic suffers intermittent stops, against the flow without
interruptions [Bar08].
Public health concerns. In the EU-27 countries, 60% of the population lives in areas where
the annual EU limit value of N O2 is exceeded [Sut11]. Recent research has revealed that decontamination systems installed in some vehicles are completely ineffective and only work to meet
emission standards in laboratory conditions [Tho14]. A recent study in Shanghai on trucks with
high tonnage [Che07], finds the 59% of emissions of hazardous substances to health (nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides and solid particles) occurs during acceleration phases causing by the intermittent
traffic.
3
4

http://sites.ieee.org/itss/
Source: INRIX. Available in http://inrix.com/economic-environment-cost-congestion/
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Road accidents. The collisions in high-capacity roads was the most common type of accident
with victims in Spain during 20145 . These are produced right on the spatial transition from
uncongested traffic to congested traffic. They can be produced by such transition, or be the
actual cause of congestion. One of the most relevant data on traffic accidents are labor commuting
accidents. During 2014 were recorded in Spain 52411 traffic accidents with victims, representing
11% of total accidents. Such accidents, 72.5% were accidents in itinere (38010), those that
occurred when going to or from work; and the remaining 23.2% were on mission, i.e. during the
workday.
So that, there are some clear indications that traffic jams are not only the cause of huge
economic losses, are also linked to serious health problems, the vast majority of greenhouse gas
emissions (due to transportation) and traffic accidents with fatalities.
1.2

Traffic data gathering and ITS

The starting assumption is that traffic conditions on road and highway networks, e.g., the
ring road system of a large metropolitan area, result from complex confrontation of supply and
demand. Supply is determined by the available infrastructure, which is usually classified according
to their capacity. Demand is the collective result of individual decisions of drivers, including the
determination (or not) of a journey, the departure time, itinerary to be followed, etc.
The estimation of the traffic conditions of a complete road network goes first to understand
the characteristics of the traffic flow in single arterials, on-ramps or single road segments. Thereby,
the study of traffic congestion has been performed using sensors (cameras, magnetic loops, CW
radar, etc) placed at specific points on the road, reporting velocity and occupation, generally every
minute. Static sensors present several drawbacks, such as their deployment and maintenance costs
or accuracy [Led08]. In some cases, it is necessary to perform a high density sensor deployment,
e.g. the variable message signs in the M42 Birmingham that require a density greater than 6
loops/km/lane to work properly [Reh11].
Floating car data (FCD) is an alternative method to determine the traffic speed on the road
network. The principle of FCD is to collect real-time traffic data by locating the vehicle via cellular
phones or Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) over the entire road network. Every vehicle
is equipped with mobile phone or GNSS receiver which acts as a sensor for the road network. Data
such as car location, speed and direction of travel are sent to a Data Fusion Center (DFC) by
means of cellular uplink. After being collected and extracted, useful information (status of traffic
or alternative routes) can be redistributed to the drivers on the road [Led08].
The popularity of smartphones equipped with accurate GNSS receivers has led to the emergence of public and private real time traffic services using position and speed of the users to suggest
alternative routes. Examples of such services are INRIX [INR], Waze [WAZ], Google Traffic [GOO]
or public real-time traffic information services offered by traffic agencies like Spain’s Traffic Authority [DGT]. In addition, the expected market penetration is even greater with the integration
of those services on vehicle head-units, e.g. Android Auto 6 and Apple CarPlay 7 .
One of the great advantages of FCD over the static sensors is that allow to study the traffic
of the entire road network from individual contributions. However, achieving the aforementioned
5

Source DGT. Available in: http://www.dgt.es/es/seguridad-vial/estadisticas-e-indicadores/
accidentes-30dias/tablas-estadisticas/2014/
6
List of car makers, system features and developing tools available in: https://www.android.com/intl/en_
us/auto/
7
Idem: http://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/
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features, additional data are required, e.g., origin and destination. The INRIX service requires
entering the destination and it explicitly performs user tracking [PET14], [Bal14]. Additionally, a
figure of merit is not provided since
[...if] the number or density of probe vehicles in a region of the road network is low
there may not be sufficient information available to reliably determine traffic conditions
[PET14].
Waze also requires the introduction of the destination address and to passively contribute [with]
traffic road data [WAZ]. Further, Waze and Google applications show serious vulnerabilities both
in the preservation of the anonymity of users and in the resistance to the injection of traffic data
to generate artificial traffic jams [Jes13].
Some of the problems in confidentiality and anonymity may be partially circumvented [Hoh12]
by means of Virtual Trip Lines, which obfuscate individual spatial information. Though providing
both privacy and performance measurements, it results in a higher-than-real density estimation
when the average speed decreases. A near-optimal solution to this problem is achieved by means
of submodular optimization methods [Kra08b]. However, the best results with these methods
require the a priori definition of a Origin-Destination model. An extremely low sampling frequency
for position and speed (one sample per day) can be used in order to preserve privacy of drivers
[Kra11]. However, this sparse approach is only useful to calculate long term statistics of a road
system usage, not to estimate short-term congestion or even to predict journey times.
Precisely the actual aim of FCD is to estimate and predict the use of the entire network from
the habits of drivers, mainly from its routes, in order to fullfill a Origin-Destination matrix or trip
chart [Voo13]. Subsequently, Wardrop’s principle of user equilibrium is applied, wherein each driver
chooses the shortest path, subject to every other driver doing the same [LeB75]. The difficulty
here is that travel times are a function of demand, while demand is a function of travel time, the
so-called bi-level problem [Bar13].
In this thesis, the idea of collecting traffic data directly from vehicles is taken with a different
purpose: The reconstruction of traffic flow, as accuratelly as possible, of a single road. The
engineering challenge lies in that FCD systems are not designed to sampling the traffic flow in
a classic way (Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem) or substitute the moving observer method 8
[Wri73]. Attemping to collect FCD in a configuration of high density and high sampling rate may
lead to the congestion of the uplink in mobile cells [Ara13]. In addition, the confidentiality and
privacy issues may get worse due to the enormous quantity of gathered data. Intuitively, Googlelike services running in all the smartphones embedded in the traffic flow, such a deployment is not
actually required.
Emergent wireless Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication
technologies, sometimes termed Vehicle-to-X (V2X) or car-to-many, allow the composition of
microscopic traffic information in a similar way that FCD collected through cellular networks.
They are implemented either by adapting existing technologies like WiMAX or LTE (Long Term
Evolution), or by using dedicated standards such as IEEE 802.11p, which composes the physical
and medium access control layers of Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE). Recent
studies show that a reduction of up to 95% in the cellular network load can be achieved by using
8

The “moving observer method” was proposed by Wardrop and Charlesworth (1954) as a way of estimating
the average flow and journey time of traffic travelling in either direction over a road link solely from measurements
made from a moving vehicle.
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V2V communications [Sta13]. Therefore, V2V and V2I communications are to be the preferred
means for passing information from vehicles to traffic information processing centers.
On the other hand, in the area of wireless massive data gathering and processing, huge strides
have been taken towards scalable architectures. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have evolved
from simple planar networks composed of but a few static sensors [Aky02a] [Aky02b] to large-scale,
self-organized, mobile multimedia data gathering networks [Aky08]. In order to search for scalable
mobile architectures to be used in vehicular traffic data gathering, WSN represent a paradigm
worth of exploration.
1.3

Aim, objetives and structure of this work

In this thesis, we propose the use of the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) paradigm in order to
build a Vehicular Sensor Network (VSN). Such VSN will make use of a fraction of the vehicles as
sensors to communicate (via wireless multihop relaying to other probe vehicles) measures of their
individual velocities and positions to road side wireless bridges, termed Road Side Units (RSUs) in
the V2X literature. The RSUs, in turn, forward this space-time distributed information to a Data
Fusion Center (DFC) which reconstructs the traffic flow in a given road.
The working hypohesis is:
Traffic flow is a collective and complex phenomenon. Despite its complexity, Traffic
flow can be represented from a small part of the vehicles that comprise it.
The aim of this thesis is to reconstruct the time-space dynamics of traffic flow from scattered
samples provided by floating-car data. Under the working hypothesis, the required amount of
samples are well below the potential amount of data that the whole traffic flow may source.
Under the working hypothesis, several research questions and problems naturally emerge. These
will be exposed in the next chapters, among engineering solutions and derived challenges:
• Chapter 2 is devoted to the theory of traffic flow. This chapter addresses the problems of
measuring the macroscopic characteristics of the traffic flow, the microscopic representation
of single vehicle trajectories by means of time-space diagrams, the validity of Fundamental
Relation of traffic flow and the main theories of jam formation (with some level of disagree
among them). A historical classification of traffic models is also provided, including a deeper
description of the traffic models used (and implemented) to provide data to sampling experiments described in next chapters. In addition to the orthodox summary of traffic modelling
and data gathering, we have introduced a derivation of microscopic density-flow diagrams
from single vehicle trajectories.
• Chapter 3 deals with the design of the VSN and the evaluation of traffic flow reconstructing
capabilities. The system model is described in detail. A small subset of vehicles embedded
in the flow, the sensor vehicles, periodically reports space, time and velocity samples via
wireless multi hop relaying based on IEEE WAVE standard. Subsequently, the gathered
data are used to interpolate a space-time-velocity surface. This surface is compared against
the actual trajectories of non contributing vehicles, the passive vehicles. The experiments
has been performed by the generation of synthetic traffic flow with multi-class microscopic
models (calibrated with empirical data) and a origin-destination model. Several sampling
periods and fractions of sensor vehicles (over the total flow) are evaluated. In addition to
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wireless channel model and the reconstruction method, an strategy to solve the problem
of finding the optimal subset of sensor vehicles is posed by means of submodular function
maximization.
• Chapter 4 addresses additional research questions derived from the results presented on
Chapter 3. In order to test sensitivity of the reconstruction method to the traffic situation,
different traffic conditions are generated, comparing the reconstruction performance with
several figures of merit and error. Additionally, four selection policies of sensor vehicles
are tested, including the selection of those vehicles which cross the space-time regions that
maximizes the expected reduction in variance of space-time-velocity field.
• Chapter 5 includes the general conclusions of this thesis and the future work.

1.4
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• del Arco E., Rodrıguez-González A.B., Wilby M.R., Ramiro-Bargueño J.,
Vinagre-Díaz J.J., DF Llorca D.F., Sotelo M.A., Ramos J., and Caamaño
A.J., Cooperative wireless sensing for characterization of congested traffic states IEEE
Workshop on Emergent Cooperative Technologies in Intelligent Transportation Systems,
2010.
• del Arco E., Morgado E., Ramiro-Bargueño J., Mora-Jimenez I. and Caamaño A.J., Vehicular Sensor Networks in congested traffic: Linking STV field reconstruction and communications channel, 2011 14th International IEEE Conference on Intelligent
Transportation Systems, ITSC, pp. 606–613, 2011.
• del Arco E., Morgado E., Chidean M.I., Ramiro-Bargueño J., MoraJimenez I., and Caamaño A.J., Sparse Vehicular Sensor Networks for Traffic Dynamics
Reconstruction, IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, vol. 16, 5, pp.
2826–2837, 2015.
• del Arco E., Barquero-Pérez Ó., Chidean M.I., Ramiro-Bargueño J., and
Caamaño A.J., Near-Optimal Collection of Floating-Car Data for Traffic Flow Reconstruction, Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2016.
Book Chapter Related to Vehicular communications and new techniques in knowledge transfer
and education:
• Figuera C., Morgado E., Gutiérrez-Pérez D., Alonso-Atienza F., del
Arco E., Caamaño A.J., Ramos-López J., Ramiro-Bargueño J., RequenaCarrión J., A Multidisciplinary Problem Based Learning Experience for Telecommunications Students, Enhancing the Modern Organization through Information Technology Professionals: Research, Studies and Techniques, pp. 126 – 139. IGI Global, 2013.
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• Chidean M.I., Morgado E., del Arco E., Ramiro-Bargueño J. and Caamaño A.J., Self-Organized Distributed Compressive Projection in Large Scale Wireless
Sensor Networks, IEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio
Communications, PIMRC, pp. 2000–2004, 2013.
• Chidean, M.I., Morgado E., del Arco E., Pastor G., Moreno-Carretero
A., Ramiro-Bargueño J., and Caamaño A.J., Incremental Similarity Metric to Evaluate Complexity of Human Gait: A Distributed Wireless Sensor Network Approach, IEEE
Sensors, pp. 2207–2210, 2014.
• Chidean M.I., Morgado E., del Arco E., Ramiro-Bargueño J. and Caamaño
A.J., Scalable Data-Coupled Clustering for Large Scale WSN, IEEE Transactions on Wireless
Communications, vol. 14,9, pp. 4681–4694, 2015.
• Chidean M.I., del Arco E., Morgado E., Ramiro-Bargueño J., and Caamaño A.J., Ambulatory Gait Measurement System for Natural Environments, Submitted
to IEEE Transaction on Instrumentation and Measurement, 2016.
Additional contribution Developed during the PhD period, however not related to this doctoral
thesis:
• Alberto-Romero A., Alonso-Neira M.A., Blanco-Jiménez F.J. and del Arco
E., Modelling And Prediction Of Internet Diffusion In The African Continent: The S-Shaped
Internet Diffusion Curve, 25th European Conference on Modelling and Simulation (ECMS),
2011.
National conferences and seminars Related to this doctoral thesis:
• del Arco E., Seguridad, Eficiencia y Entretenimiento en la Carretera, II Seminario Fundación Vodafone España – Universidad Rey Juan Carlos: Comunicaciones Vehiculares y
Accesibilidad, 2009.
• del Arco E., Accesibilidad en el diseño de servicios web: La experiencia de la Escuela
Técnica Superior de Ingeniería de Telecomunicación de la Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, III
Seminario de Comunicación Social y Accesibilidad, 2013.
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• del Arco E., Aplicaciones para el Transporte Accesible y Eficiente VIII Seminario Fundación Vodafone España – Universidad Rey Juan Carlos: Accesibilidad en las ciudades del
futuro, 2014.
• del Arco E., Análisis de tráfico, energía y contaminación: Floating-Car Data, La noche
Europea de los Investigadores, Madrid, 2014.
• del Arco E., La clave del tráfico eficiente: Floating-Car Data, La noche Europea de los
Investigadores, Madrid, 2015.

Chapter 2
Theory of Traffic Flow

2.1

Microscopic characteristics of traffic flow

Road traffic is formed by vehicle-driver units, each presenting its own characteristics. These
characteristics are called microscopic when considering that traffic is made of streams (or traffic
flows) of vehicle-driver units. Traffic dynamic is mainly determined by interactions between individual units, whether those produced by psychological aspects (driver’s behaviour and performance)
[Eva04] or by physical aspects of vehicles.
The process of traffic participation is strongly linked to human driver psychology. Therefore
it seems important to include human factors in traffic-describing models. However, to consider
fatigue, aggressiveness, medical conditions or distorted environment perception results in an excessive complexity of traffic models. Hereafter vehicle-driver units shall be considered indivisible, so
that their observable characteristics or adjustable parameters will answer to a mix of psychological
and physical aspects. In line with this reasoning, vehicle-driver units are called vehicles.
2.1.1

Microscopic variables

Each individual vehicle α in a traffic flow presents the following variables:
• Length lα .
• Longitudinal position xα .
• Transversal position yα .
• Velocity vα =

dxα
dt

• Acceleration aα =

dvα
dt

=

d2 xα
dt2

Position xα may be any point in the vehicle, although usually either bumper is taken, e.g. the
rear bumper. As for the transversal position yα , it is a discrete one, simply a label to indicate
the lane where the vehicle is situated. Therefore, the only vehicle dimension to be considered is
length. In some models, driver reaction time τα is also considered.
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A vehicle cannot have absolute freedom to change direction and velocity as it is subject to
physical restrictions which, moreover, depend on the vehicle’s state vector. Maximum longitudinal
acceleration is limited to motor power and velocity, but also to adherence of tires to pavement. The
same applies to lateral acceleration. These accelerations are limited, ultimately, by the forces circle
[Pac06], also known as friction ellipse or Kamm circle, which establishes maximum magnitude of
forces friction for each tire. In this thesis, physical forces acting on the vehicle are ignored (e.g.
gravity, wind and road friction, angular moments...), since limits established by vehicle capacities
in terms of lineal and angular accelerations exceed by far those usually observed in traffic. There is
a single interesting case which traffic engineers need to consider, namely heavy vehicles driving up
a steep hill (a lorry going up a mountain road). Velocity in such vehicles is necessarily reduced and
its effect on other traffic is not to be dismissed. In fact, as it will be later discussed, an exceedingly
slow vehicle may cause congestion.
2.1.2

Microscopic traffic flow: space-time diagrams

According to microscopic variables presented above, let us consider two consecutive vehicles
in the same lane within a traffic flow: a follower α and a leader α − 1. Vehicle α leaves a certain
space headway with vehicle α − 1, in length units:
∆xα = xα−1 − xα

(2.1)

This distance includes the length of one vehicle as it is a bumper-to-bumper measure ∆x, as
well as the real distance of front and rear bumpers of α y α − 1 respectively, termed gs :
∆xα = gsα + lα

(2.2)

Time headway Tα is also defined, in time units:
Tα = gtα + oα

(2.3)

Where gt is the time gap y o is the ocupation. When velocity in both vehicles is constant, time
gap is the time needed for vehicle α it to reach the present position of vehicle α − 1. . In other
words, it is the time that a motionless observer, standing on the road shoulder, would measure
between consecutive vehicles. Occupation o is the time the vehicle takes to complete its own
length with the present velocity:
oα =

lα
vα

(2.4)

On the other hand, the Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are related with the instantaneous velocity of
vehicle α:
vα =

gsα lα
=
gtα oα

(2.5)

A usual way to represent vehicle trajectories is with a time-space diagram (Fig. 2.1). In such
diagrams each vehicle’s position is represented in relation to time, xα (t). Temporal dimension is
horizontal and space dimension is vertical, so that vehicle velocities show as tangents to trajectories.
Thus, a section of horizontal trajectory represents a stopped vehicle (vα = 0m/s). A vertical
trajectory segment is not possible, as it would imply that a vehicle has been in at least two
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Figure 2.1: Space-time diagram composed by individual vehicles. α vehicle follows α − 1 vehicle and so on. The
spacing ∆xα is the sum of rear-to-front bumpers and lenght of α vehicle. The time headway Tα is the sum of time
gap (the time needed for vehicle α it to reach the present position of vehicle α − 1) and the ocupation oα .

different positions at the same time.
In one-lane infrastructures, vehicles always maintain the relative order. Order conservation is
sometimes called First In, First Out, FIFO [Dag95a]. If the infrastructure has several lanes in each
direction, (or one lane with sections allowed for overtaking), vehicle trajectories cross one another
(Fig. 2.2(a)). If only one lane is represented, trajectories of vehicles leaving that lane disappear
from the diagram as they leave (Fig. 2.2(d) en x(t) = 100m). Likewise, if a vehicle moves into
the represented lane, the trajectory appears in the position and time it has done so (Fig. 2.2(d)
en (t, x) = (50s, 300m)).
2.2

Macroscopic characteristics of traffic flow

Traffic has traditionally been considered from a macroscopic viewpoint instead of considering
each vehicle individually. Such viewpoint treats traffic flow as a fluid running within a pipe.
Macroscopic magnitudes are:
• density : Number of vehicles in a space unit.
• flow : Number of vehicles in a time unit.
• velocity: Average velocity of vehicles in one road section and/or during a given time.
In traffic flow, building a macroscopic magnitude necessarily implies aggregation of microscopic
variables. As a result, precise mathematical definition of macroscopic magnitudes is completely
conditioned to the physical nature of aggregation interval. The latter might be spatial only,
temporal only or a space-time hybrid.
2.2.1

Measuring regions

According to the nature of the aggregation, three aggregation or measure regions are defined
[Mae05a]:
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Figure 2.2: Time-space diagrams. Road section of 500 m during 60 s. Vehicles move from botton to top. (a)
Simultaneous view of two lanes. In x(t) = 250m and t = 10s, two vehicles leave the lane. Assuming vehicles has
the same length, both time headway and space headway are very similar. (b) Trajectories at constant speed but
different time headway and space headway. Taking x(t) = 0m as reference, the ocurrence of vehicles is not regular.
(c) Slow and dense traffic. (d) Transition from congested-traffic to free-traffic due to an additional lane.
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• Fixed space region Rt : These are measures taken in a fixed place in space dx during a time
period Tmp . An example of such measures will be those taken via electromagnetic loops
embedded in the pavement; this is the most usual measuring device. This sort of measuring
has served to develop various reference traffic theories and models, such as the Kerner Three
Phase Traffic Theory [Ker04a] or the state diagram and microscopic models developed by
Helbing et al. [Hel01b] [Tre00a].
• Instantaneous time region Rs : These are measures taken in a road section of K length in a
given instant dt. This type of measure is obtained via aerial photographs or cameras placed
at fixed points along the road and equipped with adequately wide vision. Such a measure is
not used on its own, but as part of obtaining Rt,s .
• Arbitrary time-space region Rt,s : It is usually a rectangular region, i.e. along a road fragment
of K length during a Tmp time period. This measured is obtained with video cameras located
at fixed points along the road, through analysis of the video sequence, or collecting floatingcar data from all the vehicles. It is built from Rt sequential regions.
The measuring regions are displayed in Fig. 2.3. In the following sections aggregation models
are defined, which allow calculation of macroscopic magnitudes from individual trajectories. Possible errors of data obtained in the measure regions shall not be considered. However, it is advisable
to enunciate some problems raised by techniques used to obtain these measures. These problems
shall be discussed at length in the corresponding section.
2.2.2

Density

Density is the number of vehicles per length unit, usually 1km, at a given instant. Density
may be measured in a particular Rs region, or calculated in temporal regions Rt . Using the space
region Rs , single-lane density is defined as:
N
(2.6)
K
Where N is the number of vehicles and K is the length of the fragment being considered. However,
vehicle reckoning along a road section is not the most usual method. Density is generally calculated
from measures taken in a Rt region:
ρ=

ρ=

1

N

∑ Ti
Tmp dx i=1

(2.7)

Where Tα is the journey time of the i-nth vehicle in Rt , along a distance dx, and is defined:
Ti =

dx
vi

(2.8)

Where vi is the individual velocity of the i-nth vehicle. Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) results in the calculated
density:
ρ=

1 N 1
∑
Tmp i=1 vi

(2.9)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of measurement regions over time-space diagram. (a) Measurement regions.
(b) Fixed space region Rt . This is the most usual measurement regions by means of electromagnetic loops under
the tarmac. (c) Arbitrary concatenated time-space regions Rt,s , built from Rt sequential regions. (d) Same with
uncovered regions of size G.
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Generally density is defined as the total time spent by all vehicles in the region being considered,
divided by the area of that region. Such a region may be spatial (expresión (2.6)) or temporal
(expresión (2.9)).
With the above definition, extending the density measure to Rt,s conceptually simple, although
difficult to bring about in practice (it is necessary to know all the journey times Ti ). Assuming
that density ρ(t) is known along several consecutive Rs , density ρ of a region Rt,s is:
1 Tmp
ρ=
∑ ρ(ti )
Tmp i=1

(2.10)

Finally, density ρ can be defined in terms of the microscopic characteristics traffic flow (defined
in section 2.1.2). We redefine K length as the sum of space heads in the Rs region
N

K = ∑ ∆xα

(2.11)

α=1

Substituting in Eq. (2.6), density ρ can be defined as the inverse of the average space head:
ρ=
2.2.3

1
N
=
K ∆xα

(2.12)

Flow

Flow is a measure of the number of vehicles per time unit, usually 1 hour, in a given place. To
measure flow Q in a region Rt (for single-lane traffic) the following expression is used, based on
vehicle counting:
Q=

N
Tmp

(2.13)

Where N is the number of vehicles that has driven through the measure place. Flow is usually
calculated using a spatial region Rs :
Q=

1 N
∑ Xi
Kdt i=1

(2.14)

Where Xi is the distance made by the i-nth vehicle during a time dt. As was the case with density:
Q=

1 N
∑ vi
K i=1

(2.15)

Flow is generally defined as the distance made by all the vehicles in the measure region, divided
by the area of that region. This region may be a temporal (Eq. (2.13)) or spatial stretch (Eq.
(2.15)).
Thus, flow calculation may be extended to a Rt,s region taking the time average of consecutive
flows in Rs regions. Considering t as stretches of a total duration Tmp , flow in Rt,s turns out as:
Q=

1 Tmp
∑ Q(ti )
Tmp i=1

(2.16)

Concerning the relation to microscopic flow, procedure is similar to the one used for density.
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Time Tmp is redefined as the sum of time heads in the Rt region:
N

Tmp = ∑ Tα

(2.17)

α=1

Substituting in Eq. (2.13), the flow Q can be defined as the inverse of the average time head:
Q=

2.2.4

N
1
=
Tmp Tα

(2.18)

Velocity

In order to resume reasoning of direct measures on individual vehicles (microscopic variables),
average velocity of traffic flow is defined as the distance made by all vehicles in the measure region,
divided by the time spent by all vehicles in that region.
N

∑i=1 Xi
(2.19)
N
∑i=1 Ti
Where Xi y Ti are the distance made and the time spent by the i-nth vehicle respectively. This
definition provides expressions of the average velocity for Rs and Rt .
For a region Rs , calculation is the arithmetic mean of instantaneous velocities:
Vs =

Vs =

1 N
∑ vi
N i=1

(2.20)

For a region Rt , the calculation is the armonic mean of instantaneous velocities:
Vs =

N
N
∑i=1 v1i

(2.21)

Velocity calculated with the above expressions is called spatial average of velocity and includes
stopped vehicles. If in region Rt the arithmetic average of instantaneous velocities is calculated,
the temporal average of velocities V t is obtained:
Vt =

1 N
∑ vi
N i=1

(2.22)

The temporal average of velocity in the Rs region was deduced in [War52]:
Vt =Vs+

σs2
Vs

(2.23)

Where σs2 is the sample variance of velocity in Rs calculated from instantaneous velocities vi :
σs2 =

1 N
2
∑ (vi − V s )
N − 1 i=1

(2.24)

Therefore, temporal average is always above spatial average except when vehicle velocities are
identical. The term σs2/V s is called dispersion index or Variance to Mean Ratio (VMR).

2.3. Fundamental relation of Traffic Flow Theory
2.3
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A relation exists between the three magnitudes of macroscopic traffic: Density ρ, Flow Q and
average spatial velocity V s .
Q=ρ⋅Vs

(2.25)

It is called Fundamental Relation of Traffic Flow Theory and it provides a connection between
the three magnitudes. One of the most frequent uses of the fundamental relation is density
estimation. Density is difficult to measure in a direct way. Using fundamental relation (2.25),
density can be estimated from flow measures and average spatial velocity:
ρ=

Q
Vs

(2.26)

However, the fundamental relation cannot be used in just any circumstance. Certain conditions
must be met:
i) The relation is only valid if macroscopic variables are continuous or a filtered approximation.
ii) If traffic is formed by sub-flows (e.g. both light and heavy vehicles), additionally:
– Homogeneous traffic: Different sub-flows are identifiable and comprised of vehicles
that behave in an identical or very similar way, each within its class, within the measure
region.
– Stationary traffic: Vehicle trajectories are, in the measure region, parallel and equidistant.
Traffic that meets the above conditions is in a equilibrium state or steady state.
2.3.1

The Fundamental Diagram

Historically, the term Fundamental Diagram is based on the hypothesis of the existence of a
unidimensional curve that relates flow to density. This hypothesis is called Lighthill and Whitham
Fundamental Hypothesis [Lig55]:
At any point of the road, the flow Q is a function of the density ρ.1
Probably the most typical form of a fundamental diagram, is that of flow versus density curve,
described by the following expresion:
Qe (ρ) = ρ ⋅ Ve (ρ)

(2.27)

Where Qe and Ve are flow and average speed in equilibrium state. Usually the subscript indicating equilibrium conditions is omitted, leading in a common conceptual mistake: The fundamental
diagram can be only plotted in equilibrium conditions. An example of a true fundamental diagram
is depicted in Fig. 2.4. The fundamental diagram has the following properties:
1

Notation have been changed to this work
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⇢

Figure 2.4: Typical plot of equilibrium curve representing the fundamental relation of traffic flow or Fundamental
Diagram. The diagram relates density ρ and flow Q in equilibrium state. There are two main traffic regimes,
free-flow traffic and the congested traffic. The maximum flow or capacity Qmax is reached at the critical density
ρc . The space-mean speed V s for any point on the curve is defined as the slope of the line through that point and
the origin. The slope of the tangent points on the curve is the propagation speed w of the shock wave. ρjam is
the density on fully congested traffic. Usual figure is ρjam ≈ 140 vh/km and ρc ≈ 30 vh/km for short vehicles.

i) With low density, the relation between flow Q and ρ is a linear function, with a positive
slope close to the maximum road velocity. This is the free-traffic or free-flow traffic limb of
the fundamental diagram.
ii) Maximum flow Qmax is reached with medium to low densities. Some authors call this density
critical density ρc .
iii) For ρ > ρc , flow decreases with ρ. This fall is smooth. This is the congested traffic limb of
the fundamental diagrama.
iv) The space-mean velocity V s for any point on the Q(ρ) fundamental diagram, can be found
as the slope of the line through that point and the origin.
v) Taking the slope of the tangent in any point of the diagram, we obtain what the kinematic
wave speed. These speeds w are shock waves encountered in traffic flows. The shock waves
travel backwards or upstream in congested traffic (w ≤ 0).
Relation between velocity and density was first described in the paper Empirical fundamental
diagrams by Greenshields in 1936 [Gre36], and it is considered the first scientific work on traffic.
Greenshields outlined the first relation between density and velocity on the sole basis of seven not
independent measures. Although the methodology has raised much argument, the fact is that he
established the bases of what would be the fundamental relation in a very intuitive way: drivers
tend to decrease their speed as traffic becomes more congested, whereas velocity stays unaltered
according to each driver’s wishes if density is low enough. Thus, velocity and density have a
negative correlation.
The key aspect in Lighthill, Whitham’s and Richards approach lay in the fact that they broadened the flow-density curve’s validity, including also conditions of non-equilibrium traffic. This
approach is based on the tendency of vehicles to reach (or stay) in equilibrium. The bivariate
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Figure 2.5: Greenshields’original linear relation between the density and the mean speed. Note that the regression
line is based on only seven measurements points. These measurements were aerial observations taken on September
3rd (Monday, Labor Day), 1934. Six were taken in free-traffic condicitons and one was obtained on a different road
on different day during a congested traffic episode. [Gre36]

functional relationships between the traffic flow characteristics Q(ρ) and Vs (ρ), are based on observations and there is no direct causal relation assumed between any two variables, only possible
correlations.
2.3.2

Empirical characteristics

Measures carried out in the last decades on roads worldwide, using different techniques, show
a linear relation between velocity and density. This relation can be used to adjust a function of
the type (2.27), where V s (ρ) is a function that relates velocity to obtained density, both from
measures, via an adequate fitting technique. The vast majority of measures confirm that acquired
data and functions Vs (ρ) and Q(ρ) have common characteristics the world over [Hel01a], in
addition (or in contrast!) with the aforementioned properties of fundamental diagrams:
i) The velocity-density relation is decreasing monotonous, i.e: dVs (ρ)/dρ ≤ 0.
ii) For ρ > ρc , flow decreases with ρ. This fall is not a smooth one.
iii) The shape of the complete function is similar to λ. [Kos83]. The ascending limb of this
silhouette represents low-density, uncongested traffic or free-traffic (the prefered term in this
work). The descending limb represents high-density or congested traffic.
iv) Measures, taken with Tmp = 60s use to fit very well to the growing section (of low density)
in the silhouette described above, whereas they present much dispersion in the decreasing
section (of high density). Over the last decades, papers have been published showing various
reasons for dispersion. Such dispersion is reduced as Tmp increases [Leu88]. (See Fig. 2.6
for Rt measurements and Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 for Rt,s measurements). Another reason for the
dispersion is the coexistence of several traffic substreams formed by different vehicles.
v) A discontinuity appears around (ρc , Qmax ). Apparently, it leads to overlaping limbs of the
free and congested regimes, resulting in a multi-valued fundamental diagram.
vi) The tip of silhouette λ is a region of high flow Qmax and density close to ρc . Its appearance
immediately precedes congested flow regime and its duration is short. This traffic is usually
termed capacity-flow traffic.
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An example of (ρ, Q) diagrams from simulated data are in the Fig. 2.6. Note that we
dropped the adjective fundamental because there are composed by measures in non-equilibrium
conditions. The measurement region is Rt (typical of electromagnetic loops embeded in tarmac).
They present the common empirical characteristics enunciated above. One can appreciate the
free-traffic and congested regimes and also the multi-valued (ρ, Q) region or flow tip. However,
the descending limb of λ appears to be horizontal and wide. In other words: This measurement
method overestimates the flow Q under congested traffic conditions, or even worst, there are some
traffic phenomena erased in the aggreation procedure.
Let us consider the (ρ, Q) diagrams of Figs. 2.7. These diagrams are composed by measurements over a time-space region Rt,s , testing different Tmp , K and G (See Fig. 2.3(d) and
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.10)). They represent the same traffic phenomena that in the Fig. 2.6, but
different aggregation model produces a true inverse lambda silhouette (λ). Thus, the flow is not
overestimated in congested traffic.
In the (ρ, Q) diagrams of Rt,s measures, the flow take on two different values depending on
the traffic conditions, i.e. whether traffic is moving from the free-traffic to the congested traffic
limbs on the λ silhouette. One can understand this hysteretic behaviour following this intuitive
sequence of events:
1. In the free-traffic limb, the flow steadily rises with density.
2. At the critical density ρc , for small disturbances, traffic is stable, but when these disturbances
are sufficiently large, they lead to a cascading effect resulting in the traffic breakdown, droping
the flow onto the congested limb.
3. In order to recover from the congested to the free-traffic flow, the density has to be reduced
substantially (in comparison with the reverse transition), i.e. well below the critical density
ρc . After this recovery, the flow is Q < Qmax , which is called the outflow from a jam or Qout .
In Fig. 2.7 and 2.8, the flows Qmax ≈ 2250 vh/h and Qout ≈ 1000 vh/h with ρ ∈ [100, 10]
vh/km. The traffic regime can jump abruptly from one limb to another in the diagram. A
possible explanation is that upstream of a jam, vehicles arrive with high speeds, resulting in strong
decelerations; a sensor located at this point would observe traffic jumping from the free-traffic
part immediately to the congested-traffic, without necessarily having to reach Qmax . This is
shown clearly in Fig. 2.7(d), beacuse the distance between detectors is G = 1000 m, all the
intermediate phenomena is not captured.
2.3.3

Relation with traffic regimes

Considering a stream of traffic flow, several types of flow charateristics or regimes (often called
traffic phases or states, adopted terms of physics and statistical mechanics) can be distinguised.
Traditionally, these regimes are quantitatively classified from the aforementioned macroscopic measurements. The simplest and most commom classification divide the traffic stream in two possible
regimes: free-flow traffic and congested traffic.
This classification can be enriched by adding the aforementioned capacity-flow traffic, the
stop-and-go traffic, whereby the vehicles encounter stop-and-go waves, an the motionless-traffic
or jammed traffic. The stop-and-go waves require the vehicles to slow down severly, or even stop
completely, in oscillating patterns which propagates through time and space. The jammed traffic
is considered the extreme case of congested traffic, where Q = 0 vh/h and ρ = ρjam ≈ 140 vh/km.
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(a) G = 100 m

(b) G = 250 m

(c) G = 500 m

(d) G = 1000 m

Figure 2.6: Representation of density-flow pairs (ρ, Q) for Rt aggregation method (electromagnetic loops). Four
aggregation intervals Tmp = {30, 60, 90, 120} s. are tested on each subfigure. The lighter gray is Tmp = 30 s and
the darker is Tmp = 120 s. In the other hand, (a) to (d) differ in the distance between electromagnetic loops,
G = {100, 250, 500, 1000} m respectively. As predicted in [Leu88], the dispersion is reduced as Tmp is increased.
Note that the distance G does not have any effect in the dispersion of the data. A smaller distance G between
sensors implies more sensors and more data. Thus, the subfigure (a) has 10 times more pairs than (d).
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(a) G = 0 m

(b) G = 250 m

(c) G = 500 m

(d) G = 1000 m

Figure 2.7: Representation of density-flow pairs (ρ, Q) for Rt,s region. Integration time is Tmp = 30 s. Each
subfigure represent K = {14, 35, 49, 70} m. from darker to lighter grey. (a) G = 0 m. Sensing regions are adjacent
like in Fig. 2.3c. Note the free-traffic region from ρ = [0, 25]. ρc ≈ 25 vh/km. Qmax ≈ [2000, 2500] (smaller K
captures higher local flows on Qmax tip). Note the constant flow around Q = Qout = 1000 vh/h, with clearly visible
mean-speed V s slopes. Such a region is multivalued, with decreasing congested limb sharing the density domain.
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(a) Tmp = 30 s

(b) Tmp = 60 s

(c) Tmp = 90 s

(d) Tmp = 120 s

Figure 2.8: Comparison for several time agregation intervals Tmp for G = 500m. By increasing Tmp , the extension
of both limbs in the density-flow space is reduced.
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A microscopic approximation to traffic flow treats the vehicles and their interactions as manyparticle systems. In this context, the collective behaviour of their constituents is approximately
described using statistical techniques. For a given point in the road, or even a Rt,s region, the
change can be characterized from one traffic regime to another as a phase transition. Within
thermodynamics and statistical physics, an order parameter is often used to describe the phase
transition. Generally speaking, the two most common phase transitions are first-order and secondorder transitions. During first-order transition, a system either absorbs or releases a fixed amount
of energy per volume. During this process, the temperature of the system will stay constant as
heat is added: the system is in a mixed-phase regime in which some parts of the system have
completed the transition and others have not, despite the transition is discontinuous or abrupt. A
classic example is the boiling of water. In contrast to this, second-order phase transitions are also
called continuous phase transitions and expose a more complex behaviour
Other regimes are claimed in the Kerner’s Three-Phase Theory, that includes a regime known
as syncronised traffic or the Helbing’s Universal phase diagram, containing a whole plethora of
patterns of congested traffic states.
In this work we assume that it is necessary to know the complex details of traffic modeling
before proceeding with the discussion of the existence or nonexistence of additional regimes and
the nature of the transitions. Next section is a brief summary of the most relevant traffic models
and finally we shall address the problem of the origin of jams and the relationship with the traffic
models and the fundamental diagram.
2.4

Traffic modeling

Over the past 60 years mathematicians, physicists and engineers have put forward, with varying success, scores of traffic models. Such models may be classified according to different criteria (stochastic or determinist, continuous or discrete, analytical or numerical, longitudinal or
transversal, etc.). Model classification is an important issue that has drawn attention from several
researchers, so that in recent years classification systems useful for particular purposes have been
published. These studies are veritable taxonomies, classifying various aspects of models according
to scores of different criteria. Instances of such studies are taxonomies for VANETS and traffic
management [Här09].
In the present paper a simpler and more fundamental classification is preferred [Hoo01]. The
main reason is that hybrid models presents different properties in different aspects (e.g. models
with continuous output in space and discrete in time obtained via a certain scheme of numerical
integration). Classification presented here uses two dimensions, one of which indicates aggregation
level in representation and the other aggregation level in internal function. Both dimensions use
a scale that evolves from minimum aggregation level, i.e. the individual vehicle, to the maximum
level, which uses macroscopic magnitudes. In this bi-dimensional classifying space, models appear
and they may be labelled as follows:
i) Aggregation level of representation: The model output or representation may be microscopic or macroscopic. The mean point is the mesoscopic representation. Below microscopic
level are sub-microscopic derivates.
ii) Aggregation level of inner model operation: Regardless of the representation, the model
can operate internally with macroscopic characteristics, consider individual vehicles, even an
statistical mechanics approach.
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As previously discussed in section 2.1.1, microscopic characteristics link individual vehicles to
other vehicles in traffic flow. Therefore, microscopic models describe individual vehicles’ behaviour
according to these characteristics. Likewise, macroscopic models describe traffic flow (not individual vehicles) through its macroscopic characteristics (section 2.2).
In accordance with aggregation level, there are two additional categories. Mesoscopic models
describe behaviour at a medium level between macroscopic and microscopic, i.e. they describe
behaviour of vehicle groups. This kind of model provides a probability of finding vehicles in a
bi-dimensional time-space grid, instead of vehicle trajectories or macroscopic magnitudes.
The other category comprises sub-microscopic models, also called picoscopic. Their purpose is
to describe behaviour of sub-systems within the vehicles (gas emissions, energy or fuel consumption,
and telecommunications between vehicles) or psychological aspects of drivers (aggressiveness level,
fatigue, skill and recently, behaviour of autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles). This type of
model links internal components of the vehicle-driver duality with other vehicles forming the traffic
flow.
The model choice essentially depends on objectives of the application. Thus, if the application
does not call for high accuracy in time and space, macroscopic models may be used, fed and
calibrated from aggregate data, obtained with low spatial density (hundreds of meters) and/or
high temporal averages (above one minute). On the contrary, applications for controlling and
getting traffic data that imply communications between vehicles (as in the present work) require
microscopic and sub-microscopic models, both in representation and in internal function, and with
minimum resolutions of at least 1s and 10m.
2.4.1

Requirements for a good traffic model

Generally speaking, whether because the engineering problem to be solved is a demanding one,
or because the purpose of the study is a better understanding of traffic nature, a good traffic
model, whatever its type, must have certain desirable characteristics [Hel01a]:
i) The model must have few variables and parameters so calibration is made possible and
results are robust and coherent.
ii) Parameters must be intuitive, easy to measure and must be directly related to traffic. Ideally,
parameters and variables must be those described in sections 2.1.1 y 2.2.
iii) The model must reproduce empirically observed phenomena and not only a part of them.
Such phenomena are free-flow traffic, high-density and congested traffic, both localised
and spatially extended, as well as transitions between traffic types. The model must also
reproduce the above mentioned hysteresis phenomenon, the shock wave phenomenon and
the stop-and-go traffic waves (also called density waves or rarefaction waves).
iv) The model must not provide non real vehicle densities, negative nor abnormal velocities. If
the model is accident-free, two vehicles must not occupy the same space at the same time.
v) Numeric simulation of the model must not be computationally costly. Ideally, the numeric
integration scheme should be intuitive and simple.
vi) The best model should provide predictions of the existence of traffic situations or states not
yet empirically observed.
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In the present work the most important microscopic models are briefly described. For didactic
reasons, the fundamentals of macroscopic and mesoscopic models will be presented, without going
into detailed descriptions of the function and scope of particular models.
Finally, all of the above is applicable to those models focused on traffic flow, i.e. on longitudinal
dynamics. A mathematical description of road traffic would not be complete without models to
explain and reproduce lane changes or transversal dynamics. Such models allow for adjustment
of lane behaviour, which implies consequences in terms of density and flow change. The present
section shall engage in the study of a microscopic transversal model.
2.4.2

A brief overview of microscopic models

Microscopic models assume that behaviour of vehicle α is determined by surrounding vehicles.
In the case of longitudinal car-following models, also called follow-the-leader models, behaviour of
vehicle α, is determined by vehicle α − 1, i.e. the preceding vehicle, taking the journey direction
as spatial reference.
Safety distance models:
The first model of this type was the 1953 Pipes model [Pip53], also called safety distance
model. This model assumes that the distance between vehicles ∆xα = xα−1 − xα must be:
∆xα = s0 + l + T ⋅ vα

(2.28)

Where s0 is the distance between vehicles when stopped and l is the vehicle length. T is a
proportionality parameter with velocity of vehicle α. Thus, the higher velocity the higher distance.
The model is simple, but does not reflect empirically observed density waves.
Leutzbach [Leu88] iintroduces a more sophisticated model based on the Pipes model, adding
a quadratic dependence on velocity and two parameters, friction µ and gravity g, which must be
adjusted:
∆xα = s0 + l + T ⋅ vα +

vα2
2µg

(2.29)

Stimulus response models:
These are dynamic models that describe drivers’ reaction as a function of changes in velocity
and distance of the preceding vehicle. These models reproduce the typical driver’s wish (α) to
occupy the empty space behind the preceding vehicle (α − 1) while also leaving a reasonable safety
distance. To this purpose, the driver controls acceleration in his own vehicle.
The first model of this type was the Chandler model [Cha58], where acceleration aα is proportional to relative velocity ∆vα = vα−1 − vα :
1
⋅ ∆vα (t)
(2.30)
T
The left side of the equation is the response that vehicle α will give with a delay (or reaction
time) of ∆t, and the right side is the stimulus experienced by the driver. Parameter 1/T is sensitivity
to the stimulus. The most important characteristic of this model is stability: small perturbations
aα (t + ∆t) =
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(small changes in ∆vα ) can be amplified or lessened (stability vs instability) depending on sensitivity
value.
Both reaction time and sensitivity must be adjusted for the model to reproduce empirical
characteristics. Field experiments showed that sensitivity depended on distance between vehicles ∆xα = xα−1 − xα . Thus, sensitivity is raised by vehicle proximity, resulting in the following
expression:
1
1
1
=
⋅
T T0 ∆xα (t)

(2.31)

Depending on spatial-temporal extension of perturbation effects, we can differentiate local stability, where perturbations are confined in the (α)-(α−1) duality, and asymptotic stability, in which
perturbations are propagated in opposite direction to the journey, involving several vehicles. Chandler stated that small perturbations could produce finite space and time oscillations (asymptotic
instability) if ∆t/T > 1/2. Local stability is reached when ∆t/T < π/2.
Gazis [Gaz61] introduced modifications in the sensitivity parameter that remedies the occurrence of unrealistic velocities with a great distance ∆xα .
1 vα (t + ∆t)m
1
=
⋅
T T0
∆xα (t)n

(2.32)

The Eq. (2.32) implies that vehicle α adjusts its velocity vα with a delay ∆t according to
velocity and relative distance. Delay ∆t in velocity adjustment supposes the occurrence of a
response term on the stimulus side. Combining Eqs. (2.30) and (2.32), and reordering terms:
aα (t + ∆t)
1 ∆vα (t)
=
⋅
m
vα (t + ∆t)
T0 ∆xα (t)n

(2.33)

1
1 d
1
d
[vα (t + ∆t)] ⋅
=
⋅ [∆xα (t)] ⋅
m
dt
vα (t + ∆t)
T0 dt
∆xα (t)n

(2.34)

Rewriting terms to integrate:

Assuming conditions equilibrium traffic, the velocity-density relation is found:
⎡
n−1 ⎤ 1−m
⎢
⎥
ρ
Ve (ρ) = V0 ⎢⎢1 − (
) ⎥⎥
(2.35)
ρjam
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦
Where V0 is the arithmetic mean of vehicle velocities in a very low density (ρ < 1 vh/km), which
habitually coincides with the maximum speed in the road and ρmax is the maximum density. It
can be verified that v(ρjam ) = 0, (ρjam = 1/∆xmin = 1/(s0 + l) vh/m). Free parameters m y n
can be estimated from empirical data [Leu88].
1

Models of optimal velocity adaptation:
The above described models have two problems resulting from the follow-the-leader concept.
i) If there is no vehicle to follow, i.e. ∆xα → ∞, the vehicle will definitely not accelerate. ii)
Vehicle α cannot decide its velocity, because it will tend to the velocity of α − 1 (regardless of the
latter being too high or too low).
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The equation for the model of optimal velocity was introduced by Newell [New65], which
considers a desired velocity v0 which is a function of ∆xα , to calculate the necessary acceleration:
1
⋅ [v0 (∆xα (t)) − vα (t)]
τ
Bando [Ban94] suggests the following desired velocity functions:
aα (t) =

v0 (∆xα ) = V0 ⋅ tanh(∆xα )

(2.36)

(2.37)

V0
⋅ [tanh(∆xα − s1 ) + tanh(s1 )]
(2.38)
2
Where V0 is the above mentioned average velocity on the road under very low density conditions
and s1 is a distance to be determined. Eq. (2.36) together with expressions (2.37) or (2.38) result
in the first optimal velocity model. In 1961, Newell [New61] had proposed a similar model:
v0 (∆xα ) =

vα (t + ∆t) = v0 (∆xα (t))

(2.39)

Where ∆t, as in previous cases, is an explicit delay in the vehicle’s reaction. Eq. (2.36) are the
first two terms in Taylor series of Eq. (2.39), with τ = ∆t. In this model, small perturbations may
be amplified into traffic jams if the derivative of desired velocity with respect to distance ∆x rises
past a certain threshold:
∂v0 (∆xα ) 1
>
∂∆xα
2τ

(2.40)

Psycho-physical models:
Models presented up to this point take into account one human element only, reaction time
∆T . On the whole, response to stimuli is completely determinist. However, drivers (no matter
how experienced, or even synthetic drivers) have limitations [VW99]:
i) Perception threshold: Drivers cannot detect a stimulus under a certain threshold. Even
in the case of a synthetic driver measuring distance from the vehicle ahead with a radar, a
lidar or stereo-vision, such a threshold does remain.
ii) Perception failures: Sensitivity to stimulus is not determinist and perception mistakes
may occur. In autonomous vehicles, situations exist where sensors will not function correctly
(very tight curves, or very unfavourable atmospheric conditions [Vah03]).
iii) Control mistakes: In the models above discussed, response to stimulus consists in giving
the vehicle an acceleration or de-celeration with a delay ∆T . In a real vehicle this implies
use of the speed and brake pedals. The use of these controls by a human driver is subject
to a limited precision.
These matters are dealt with in psycho-physical models, or Action Point Model [Bra99]. In this
type of models, psychological action thresholds are introduced in a bi-dimensional phase space,
where the α vehicle trajectory is represented in terms of ∆xα and ∆vα . This scheme is called The
Wiedemann Paradigm [Fel10].
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The present work does not discuss the purely psychological dimension in microscopic models,
as it belongs, strictly speaking, in submicroscopic models, e.g. the (bi-directional) relation between
fatigue and / or aggressiveness with traffic regime. Some of the most relevant publications are: A
unified vision of driver behavior [Ful05]. A study on driver aggressiveness [Mal09]. For a systematic
survey of psycho-physical models, see [[Bra99].
Section 2.5 presents an improved optimal velocity model with built in links for relative velocity
and distance between consecutive vehicles, but without the need to introduce perception thresholds.
Cellular automata:
This model was first presented by Nagel [Nag96]. The objective of these models is to obtain a
representation and function level on a par with car-following models, but improved for computational efficiency and storage capacity. To this purpose, cellular automata describes the road as a
grid of identical-sized cells, usually between 7 and 8 m. Vehicles move from cell to cell at a certain
velocity, so that each cell is characterized by the presence (or not) of a vehicle and a discrete
orderer set of velocity indexes between a minimum velocity and a maximum permitted velocity
vmax . On the other hand, the amount of empty cells between vehicles is the breach, b.
Movement of vehicles and/or velocity is regulated with a minimal set of rules, applied in order:
1. Acceleration: If the vehicle has not reached maximum velocity, it is incremented according
to v ∶= min(vmax , v + 1).
2. Braking: Velocity will be equal to the minimum between velocity calculated in Rule 1 and
breach with the vehicle ahead. v ∶= min(v, b).
3. Aleatory braking: With probability p, if the vehicle is not completely stopped, its velocity
v calculated in Rule 2 is reduced in one unit. v ∶= max(v − 1, 0). If p = 0, this rule is not
applicable (determinist model).
4. Movement: The vehicle’s position is actualized with its new velocity v. x ∶= x + v.
Model calibration consists in finding the adequate velocity sets, time interval and aleatory
braking probability. Note that the model works with indexes, therefore in these rules arithmetic
addition and subtraction are used without considering the units. The duration of time step is
implicit in the rule’s definition.
Despite its simplicity, they exhibit dynamics features such as self-organized criticality, formation
of spirals, and oscillatory or chaotic sequences of states. An interesting work relates characteristics
of macroscopic models with cellular automata [Dag06]. For a recent systematic survey of different
cellular automata models, see [Mae05b].
2.4.3

A brief overview of macroscopic models

Macroscopic representation models, also known as macroscopic models, may be classified in
two groups: i) Continuous traffic flow models and ii) Gas kinematic models. The former model
traffic on the base of behavior of a fluid of continuous nature (i.e. not formed by individual
particles). The latter are based on behavior and macroscopic properties of gases from a statistical
description of microscopic processes (in this case, individual vehicles).
In either type, since they are macroscopic representation models, representation of traffic flow
is made from the flow, density and velocity characteristics defined in section 2.2.
The present section shall briefly describe one model from each category.
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The Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model and derivatives
The Lighthill-Witham model [Lig55], later known as LWR model due to Richards’ contributions
[Ric56], is the most representative (and one of the oldest) among the continuous flow models.
This model is the first in assuming that macroscopic characteristics flow, density and velocity are
continuous and differentiable in time and space. This assumption allows putting forward the flow
conservation equation:
∂
∂
ρ(x, t) +
Q(x, t) = Qin (x, t) − Qout (x, t)
(2.41)
∂t
∂x
The Eq. (2.41) means that every vehicle into a road must exit the road. It also implies that
the number of vehicles in a road section of dx length increases according with the flow difference
Qin − Qout .
Assuming an equilibrium situation, Qin − Qout = 0, Eq. (2.41) results:
∂
∂
ρ(x, t) +
Q(x, t) = 0
∂t
∂x
In equilibrium we can combine Eq. (2.42) with the fundamental traffic relation:
Q(x, t) = ρ(x, t) ⋅ V s (x, t)

(2.42)

(2.43)

Supposing that velocity is a simple function of density:
Q(x, t) = ρ ⋅ Ve (ρ(x, t)) ≥ 0

(2.44)

Combining Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43), with equilibrium and density-velocity assumptions, a nonlinear first-order partial differential equation is obtained, the kinematic wave equation of LighthillWhitham-Richards:
∂
∂
ρ(x, t) + C (ρ (x, y)) ρ (x, t) = 0
(2.45)
∂t
∂x
Kinematic waves model perturbations that are propagated through the traffic flow, with a
velocity C(ρ) = dQe/dρ. Taking into account Eq. (2.44), velocity C(ρ) es:
C(ρ) = Ve (ρ) + ρ ⋅

d
Ve
dρ

(2.46)

d
Since functions that relate density with velocity in equilibrium are decreasing, the term dρ
Ve ≤ 0,
so that C(ρ) ≤ Ve (ρ), i.e. kinematic waves always have an equal or lower velocity to the average
spatial velocity. These waves are represented in the time-space diagram as straight lines with an
slope C. If these lines are cut in time, a congestion occurs and it is characterized by a shock wave
[Ric56] whose velocity is:

w=

Qup − Qdown
ρup − ρdown

(2.47)

Where up and down subindices indicate macroscopic characteristics of traffic in two road regions
such as xdown > xup . Another interesting property of the model is the apparition of acceleration
fans between the wave fronts of the shock waves. These are spatial-temporal regions where traffic
flow increases velocity with a constant acceleration. They are formed in density discontinuities
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provided that ρ(xdown , t) > ρ(xup , t). This phenomenon usually can be observed after a traffic
jam (an increase in the road’s static capacity) or in the immediate yards after a traffic light, when
it changes to green. Vehicles modify their status from being stopped and forming a queue, to
accelerate intensely from the traffic light location.
What are kinematic waves? Although the mathematical model is clear, the reader may consider
the following example: Traffic as a water stream that flows through a lightly inclined ditch. If
we place a floating object in the stream (e.g. a shrub leaf), it will move drawn by the current at
a certain velocity. Representation of the movement of the leaf in a time-space diagram, with an
slope C, is a kinematic wave.
Various analytical solutions of the LWR equation have been put forward since its formulation.
Recent attempts may be pointed out [Maz11] [Lav13]. In any case, it is a mature model with
several numerical implementations. However, the model shows certain unrealistic characteristics
that cannot be ignored:
i) The formation of shock waves depends solely on flow and density difference (Eq. (2.47)),
regardless of initial conditions [Leb02].
ii) Velocity C of the waves converges instantaneously to equilibrium velocity Ve (Eq. (2.46))
without fluctuations of C around this equilibrium velocity (from a dynamic systems point of
view, it is a unidimensional flow [Str14]). Moreover, shock waves are abrupt as well.
iii) The model does not predict the apparition of stop-and-go oscillations, nor the hysteresis
phenomenon (time headways are lessened when spatial density increases and on the contrary
grow when density decreases). This is the origin of phantom jams (see section 2.4.4).
In recent years improvements have been put forward, not necessarily changing the model
fundamentals e.g. different traffic sub-flows (see section 2.4.5 which produce different timeheads
between cinematic lines. One interesting modification whose purpose is to alter unreal behaviors
(i) and (ii) adds a diffusion term (or viscosity) in Eq. (2.45):
∂
ρ (x, t)
∂x
Using the fundamental relation, it is divided by density ρ:
Q (x, t) = Qe (ρ (x, t)) − η

V (x, t) = Ve (ρ (x, t)) −

η ∂ρ (x, t)
ρ (x, t) ∂x

(2.48)

(2.49)

It ensues that Eq. (2.45) is no longer iqual to 0, but to the diffusion term that smooths the
kinematic wave fronts:
∂ρ(x, t)
∂ρ (x, t) ∂
∂
+ C (ρ (x, y))
=
(η ρ(x, t))
∂t
∂x
∂x ∂x

(2.50)

The diffusion term or viscosity produces a propagation velocity of kinematic waves C of the
Burgers type:
∂C(x, t)
∂C(x, t)
∂ 2 C(x, t)
+ C(x, t)
=η⋅
(2.51)
∂t
∂x
∂x2
However, the improved LWR model still does not explain the phenomena described in (iii). This
necessity has brought the Payne model [Pay71]. The continuity flow equation is complemented with
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the Newell microscopic optimal velocity model (Eq. (2.39)), assuming the equilibrium condition
(see the original publication for particulars of the deduction).
The most general form of the Payne model [Liu98] is:
V̇ =

∂V
∂V 1
1 ∂ 2 V ∂P
+V
= (Ve (ρ) − V ) + [η 2 −
]
∂t
∂x τ
ρ ∂x
∂x

(2.52)

Where V̇ is the total variation of the velocity of a moving observer who moves at the same
velocity as the average velocity of traffic flow. (Note that the moving observer does not travel
at the velocity of a particular vehicle, but at a spatial-temporal average of velocities of several
vehicles involved in traffic). In this equation it is observed that variation of velocity comprises:
i) A derivative term of velocity with respect to time.
ii) A term of transport or convection (so called because of the phenomenon of heat transport
in a fluid), which describes changes in velocity due to insertion of new vehicles into the flow
with various velocities.
In the equation’s right side two other terms are shown:
iii) A relaxation term in acceleration as the velocity nears to equilibrium velocity (which is
different for every density, but always monotonically decreasing with density). This term
describes the tendency of traffic flow to adjust average flow velocity to equilibrium velocity
Ve (ρ).
iv ) The last one is an anticipation term pressure – of first-order and viscosity or diffusion – of
second order. This term describes flow behavior due to spatial changes in traffic conditions
(e.g. velocity decrease in the space behind a traffic jam and return to balance velocity in
the space ahead). Thus, when pressure increases (∂x P > 0), total derivative of velocity
(V̇ ) is reduced. On the other hand, the second-order term η/ρ∂x2 V implies velocity increases.
Intuitively, vehicles that exit a congestion area draw other vehicles situated nearby, increasing
velocity V of the moving observer. This interpretation has raised much past argument and
continues to do so.
The best-grounded objections to improvements in the LWR model and in Payne (particularly
about the second-order term of viscosity-diffusion) have been discussed by Daganzo in [Dag95b].
This work shows how some solutions of Eq. (2.52) can bring about violation of anisotropy in
traffic flow, i.e. apparition of negative velocities and flows. On top of this, Daganzo questions
the causality of second-order models for the very reason that they are defined by an equation in
partial derivatives of the hyperbolic type. Daganzo’s reflection is worth quoting here for historical
interest and clarity:
Reasonably, the Payne model and its variants are found to be hyperbolic -meaning
that defining the system’s conditions at time zero is sufficient to establish its future
evolution. This is desirable, of course, but it also implies a particular form of cause
and effect relation between the past and the future that must be understood. More
specifically, it means that the current traffic conditions at any point in time-space are
only affected by the conditions between two locations an instant before (the conditions
at all other locations can be changed without an immediate effect to our location).
Immediately below he adds the well-known sentence:
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[...] it is found that high-order models always exhibit one characteristic speed greater
than the macroscopic fluid velocity. This is highly undesirable because it means that the
future conditions of a traffic element are, in part, determined by what is happening...
BEHIND IT!
Although the model may explain empirically observed phenomena such as instability in medium
densities, stop-and-go waves, phantom jams or oscillations around balance velocity, it is advisable
not to ignore Daganzo’s warnings on apparition of anti-causal phenomena and negative velocities.
The Kerner, Kühne, Konhäuser and Lee model (KKKL) [Ker97] which includes a term with the
characteristics discussed above, is criticized for this reason among others [Tre10] [Tre11].
Some authors argue that Daganzo interprets the models incorrectly [Hel09] and that in fact
anti-causal phenomena are produced by the emergence of a group velocity (greater than average
velocity V s ), which bears no relation to the second-order term.
However, the present section cannot be closed without raising the solution put forward in
[Aw00], namely to substitute the spatial derivative of velocity η/ρ∂xx V in the anticipation term,
with a convection derivative. The result is a continuous flow model with theoretically consistent
results (and the capacity to generate rarefaction waves).
Gas Kinetic Models
Gas Kinetic Models (GKT) are based on the behavior and macroscopic properties of gases
from a statistical description of molecules (statistical mechanics) which, in the case of traffic, are
vehicles.
In these models the starting point is the Boltzmann equation. This equation refers to the
cinematic equation that describes changes in a macroscopic amount of a thermo-dynamic system,
such as energy, temperature or particle number.
One considers the probability that one or several particles be found in a very small part of
space. This region is located through a position vector r and moves at a velocity v (or momentum
p = mv, where particles have the same mass and therefore we are talking mono-atomic gas), in t.
Thus, this place in space is defined with a probability density f (t, r, v).
The whole of all space locations and velocities where particles with a probability density f
may be found is known as phase-space density (PSD). In the case of gases it has 6 dimensions (3
spatial dimensions and 3 velocity dimensions).
Let us suppose that no collisions between particles are occurring (a strong and unreal supposition). In such a case, particle velocity v will remain constant in time. A particle with a velocity
v in the instant t = 0 will move r(t = τ ) = r(t = 0) + vτ . Extending the premise to all of the
phase-density space by means of f , the following equation is obtained:
∂f
+ v ⋅ ∇r f = 0
(2.53)
∂t
If we consider collisions (inevitable in a real gas) the widely-known Boltzmann equation is
obtained, a differential equation in partial derivatives:
∂f
+ v ⋅ ∇r f = B(f )
(2.54)
∂t
Where B is the Boltzmann collision operator or Collision Kernel, which describes what happens
to particles (atoms, molecules) of gas when they come close enough to one another (collision).
Obviously, traffic is not a gas. Some fundamental differences must be considered:
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i) A single spatial dimension and a single vehicle are considered, therefore the phase-density
space has two dimensions and the gas is mono-atomic.
ii) Vehicles accelerate up to a desired velocity and do not go beyond it, which produces a
relaxation term that counters conservation of the momentum and kinetic energy.
iii) When a vehicle comes close to a slower one and overtaking is not possible, it must reduce
its velocity. The interaction does not affect the slower vehicle’s velocity, which remains
unaltered. This type of interaction is called anisotropic interaction.
iv) Behavior of vehicles depends on the situation of traffic ahead, so that interactions between
particles (collisions, in gas kinematic language) are not strictly local.
Resuming discussion of traffic flow, function f is defined from vehicle density at an instant t
an position x, ρ(x, t) multiplied by the density probability function (fdp) in velocities distribution
f (v∣x, t). To avoid confusion, function f como ρ̃:
ρ̃(x, t, v) = ρ (x, t) ⋅ f (v ∣ x, t)

(2.55)

The first model of this type was the Prigogine and Herman model in 1971 (PH model), and for
historical reasons it shall be discussed in some detail. In the PH model, the Boltzmann equation
is as follows:
∂
∂ V0 − v
∂
ρ̃ +
vρ = (
) + (1 − p (ρ)) ⋅ ρ̃ (Vs (x, t) − v)
(2.56)
∂t
∂x
∂
τ
The collision kernel is rather exotic, beacuse introduces traffic particularities as opposed to
gases. The first addition term of B is the acceleration term towards the desired velocity V0 , which
is a function of present velocity during time τ . The second term is expressed as a function of the
probability p(ρ) that a fast vehicle may overtake a slow one (so that 1 − p is the probability of no
overtaking). On the other hand, ρ and Vs are:
ρ(x, t) = ∫ ρ̃ (x, t, v) dv

(2.57)

Vs (x, t) = ∫ v ⋅ f (v ∣ x, t)dv

(2.58)

The adaptation of a cinematic gases model using Boltzmann’s equation is very bold. However,
the PH model does have problems. The biggest one concerns point (iv), i.e. non-local interaction.
where the slower vehicle (to be overtaken or not, according to p(ρ)) might be not one single
vehicle, but a moving queue (several vehicles whose movement is correlated). The model predicts
a phenomenon of successive overtaking actions which the authors assumed as valid, calling it
vehicular chaos assumption.
Alterations in this not empirically observed behavior were later put forward in [PF75], [Mun69]
and recently in [Dix06]. Basically it consists of considering, in various ways, a function of correlation
between adjacent vehicles (which causes a de facto interaction beyond one single vehicle).
2.4.4

Theories of jam formation

Nowadays, qualitatively different mainstream theories exist attributed to different schools of
thought. During the last twenty years, leading scientifics from these schools have engaged in
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Figure 2.9: Alternative "Fundamental diagram" of Kerner’s school of thought. The congested limb is a bydimentional region in density-flow plane formed by two phases, the S region is the synchronised flow phase and the
J represent the one-dimensional equilibrium relation and correspond to wide-moving jams.

impassioned discussions. This chapter would not be complete if we did not refer to different views
of traffic flow theory.
The Kerner’s school
In early seventies, aerial observations of platoon of vehicles performed in [Tre74] revealed
that some traffic jams seem to have no cause no accident or bottleneck, leading to an apparently
emerging phantom jam. In the mid-nineties, accurate measurements by means of aerial photograph
vehicle tracing and high dense deployments of electromagnetic loops revelaed that these jams were
produced by vehicle changing lanes in front of a cluster of closely following cars.
According to Kerner and Rehborn, such jams seemed to emerge in regions of unstable traffic
flow. Its findings culminated in the three-phase traffic theory. The main idea is that traffic jams can
spontaneously emerge, without necessarily having an infrastructural or geometrical reasons. They
proposed three different regimes, separating the congested-traffic regime into two other regimes.
This yields in the following (using the original notation of Kerner and Rehborn): i) free-flow, ii)
synchronised flow and iii) wide-moving jam.
The main difference between synchronised flow and the wide-moving jam, is that in the former
low speeds but high flows (comparable to free-flow traffic) can be observed, whereas in the latter
both low speeds and low flows are observed. Synchronised flow has interesting features appart of the
observed high flow: The high correlations in the average velocity and density among neighbouring
lanes, and the fixed downstream front, usually located at the bottleneck’s position. In contrast,
wide-moving jam can propagate undisturbed in the upstream direction.
The main hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory is the negation of one-dimensional
equilibrium relation or fundamental relation of Traffic Flow. Based on this hypothesis, the steady
states of synchronised flow, cover a two-dimensional region in the density-flow diagram. In Fig.
2.9 the three regimes are represented. The F and J labels the free-flow and wide-moving jams
respectively, which corresponds to the traditional equilibrium state of the fundamental diagram. S
marks the region of synchronised flow, which spans a large part of the density-flow phase space.
Consecutive measurements an its corresponding ρ, Q pairs are scattered within this regions, so
that an incrementation of the flow can happen with higher and lower densities.
The traffic breakdown, i.e, the transition from free-flow to wide-moving jam, is not direct: A
two stage process or two succesive transitions occurs. First F → S and then S → J. The central
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idea of Kerner’s theory, in line with the German school, is that an external geometric reason for
a jam is not necessary. Thus, a disturbance such as a lane change or a sudden and unexpected
maneuver of a vehicle, can cause the F → S transition. This yields in a heavy drop of mean
speed, although the vehicles never come to a full stop (in average). During the second stage,
an effect called pinch effect occurs due to the compression of synchronized flow, transitioning to
wide-moving jam.
Not always a transition occurs in two stages. If a sudden loss of road capacity occurs because
of a serious accident, closure of a lane or the obstruction due to an off-ramp queue, it is possible
to observe a F → J transition. In this case, it is considered that the cause of the jam is external
or induced.
Regarding the time-space patterns of traffic, Kerner distinguishes several of such patterns.
Appart from free-flow traffic, there are three patterns related to synchronized flow: The moving
synchonized pattern (MSP), the widening synchonized pattern (WSP) and the localiced synchronized pattern (LSP). The wide-moving jam can only borns from a SP, and live together in a
alternating process of histeresis, resulting in the general pattern (GP). There are also several types
of GP: the dissolving GP (DGP), the GP under weak congestion and under strong congestion.
There are microscopic models that can reproduce the different empirical tempo-spatial patterns
described by Kerner’s theory. The most refined is the KKW-model (Kerner, Klenov and Wolf)
[Ker02].
The most remarkable achievement of this theory has been the development of two applications
that can recognize and predict the occurrence of the above spatiotemporal patterns. These applications are called Forecasting of Traffic Objets (FOTO) and Automatische StauDynamikAnalyse
(ASDA) [Ker04b].
The Daganzo’s school
The Berkeley school (University of California), formed by relevant members in the theory of
traffic such as Daganzo, supports the theory that all congestion is strictly induced by bottlenecks.
The hypothesis is that there is always a geometric reason for the congestion. The explanation
for phantom jams are caused by other jams (triggered by temporary bottlenecks) that does not
dissipate immediately. Thus, vehicles can enter in the residual jam shockwaves, without percibing
the reason for their presence.
In the Daganzo’s theory, two qualitatively different regimes exist: the free-flow regime and the
queued regime. The latter occurs when a bottleneck becomes active, which results in a queue
growing upstream of the bottleneck while a free-flow regime exists downstream. The bottleneck
capacity is then defined as the maximum sustainable flow downstream. The key concept in this
theory is based on the idea that maximum sustainable flow downstream is different from the
maximum flow observed prior to the bottleneck’s activation.
The Helbing’s school
Another classification of congested time-space patterns is given by Helbing et al.. Helbing
group does not distinguish states in terms of transitions in the flow-density diagram, nor recognize
the existence of a low-speed and high-flow state. To explain the origin of traffic jams, they define
the concept of inhomogeneity, divided in two types: i) non-conserving, where flow changes due to
the inflow or outflow of vehicles from main road caused by a lane addition or lane closures. ii)
Flow-conserving, where a local change in a parameter, e.g., the time headway or road nominal
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speed, cause an increase or decrease of traffic flow. In both cases, the flow change is the indicator
of the bottleneck strength δQ (Eq. (2.59)).
δQ ∶= Qrmp + Qout − Qout
′

(2.59)

Where Qrmp is the on-ramp flow and Qout − Qout is the flow difference in flow-conserving bottlenecks. With this definition, both types of bottlenecks can be combined.
So that, every spatiotemporal patterns can be explained in two-dimensional phase diagram
constructed from the main flow and δQ. The regions in (δQ, Qin ) phase diagram correspond
with a particular spatiotemporal pattern, called congested traffic states [Tre00b] [Tre13]. Apart
from Free-Traffic (FT), this congested traffic states are homogeneously congested traffic (HCT),
oscillatory congested traffic (OCT), triggered stop-and-go traffic (TSG), pinned localised cluster
(PLC), and moving localised cluster (MLC) 2 .
′

2.4.5

First-order vs high-order models

At this point, it is necessary to make the ultimate statement about the nature of first-order and
higher order models. The fundamental equation of macroscopic models is the conservation of the
number of vehicles. First order models, as the LWR, are based on the flow conservation equation
and found that flow only depends on the density. In second-order models, like Payne’s model,
include another evolution equation in addition to the conservation of vehicles: the momentum
conservation. The GTK models can become second-order models introducing heterogeneities in
the behavior of vehicles. A common aproximation is the variance in the desired velocity which
depends on the density [Tre13].
In practice, the main difference between a first-order model (such as LWR) and a second-order
model is that the former maintain a unique equilibrium relation of density-flow, forcing all vehicles
to adjust towards the equilibrium state. So much so, that an abuse of notation, Helbing calls they
models with Fundamental Diagram. In contrast, second-order has a family of density-flow curves.
A possible origin of this multi-valued Fundamental Diagram is the coexistence of populations of
vehicles with different properties: desired speed, time headway, length or maximum acceleration
and deceleration.
In that sense, some scientists as Kerner are very critical of the validity of the fundamental
diagram, since they reject the relaxation of the equilibrium conditions when ploting a density-flow
diagram. Therefore they propose an alternative diagram (Fig. 2.9). Importantly, the microscopic models allow modeling different populations of individual vehicles by the setup of individual
parameters.
It should be noted the recent work of Shimao [Fan13]. In this paper, ARZ models [Aw00] are
interepreted as a generalization of the LWR models, leading to a new model called Generaliced
ARZ. In this model there is a family of average velocity functions which depend on the density
and term called empty road velocity w (desired velocity in other models). These velocity families
must fulfill some requirements to avoid impossible phenomena in the road (e.g., V (ρ, w) cannot
be negative and must be strictly decreasing with density). Finally, a fitting with empirical data by
means of least squares is performed with limited results.
2

Although this nomenclature is used by the authors of Intelligent Driver Model (used in this thesis for traffic
simulations), we have avoided using such a labels.
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2.5

An improved optimal velocity model: Intelligent Driver Model
The optimal velocity model has several shortcomings:

i) It does not consider relative velocity ∆vα , and it is very sensitive to the desired velocity
function. Owing to the absence of a term that would control the behavior of α according to
relative velocity, it is unavoidable for accidents to happen if α − 1 is stopped. One solution is
to make τ very small, but that results in unrealistic accelerations (too high, see Eq. (2.36))
and such a stable behaviour (see Eq. (2.40)) that very great perturbations are required to
recreate traffic jams.
ii) Still on the issue of relative velocity, observations in vehicle behavior reveal that distance
∆xα is growing with ∆vα . Without a relative velocity term, there is no way to reflect this
behavior in the model.
iii) Neither in the optimal velocity model, nor in the remaining microscopic models discussed
above, there is a consideration for different behaviour in acceleration and deceleration. A
realistic microscopic model must reckon with the fact that a vehicle (and its driver) has a
greater capacity for braking than it has for accelerating.
The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [Tre00b] [Tre13] is a simple microscopic model, of the
car-following type, that meets the shortcomings of other microscopic models. The main assets of
this model are the use of parameters that have a clear and intuitive meaning, and a thoroughly
realistic behaviour of individual vehicles. Moreover, collective behavior reproduces macroscopic
characteristics empirically observed (as well as those of macroscopic models in representation,
such as GKT models). Finally, the model does not have accidents and it is computationally
efficient. 3 .
Acceleration in the IDM model is a continuous function of velocity vα , relative velocity ∆vα
and distance ∆xα = xα−1 − xα − l:
δ
⎡
2⎤
⎢ ⎛ vα ⎞
∆x∗ (vα , ∆vα ) ⎥⎥
⎢
aα = a ⋅ ⎢1 − (α − (
)⎥
(2.60)
∆xα
⎥
⎢ ⎝ v0 ⎠
⎦
⎣
This expression is a superposition of a tendency to accelerate and a tendency to brake. Tendency to accelerate to a desired velocity v0 depends only on vα and on the vehicle’s own parameters:
(α

δ⎤
⎡
⎢
⎥
⎞
⎛
v
α
aα = a(α ⋅ ⎢⎢1 − (α ⎥⎥
⎢ ⎝ v0 ⎠ ⎥
⎣
⎦

(2.61)

Where δ is a parameter that abates acceleration when velocity vα is near desired velocity v0 .
Thus, fo δ = 1, acceleration decreases lineally with velocity until desired velocity is reached. With
δ → ∞, acceleration remains constant until it reaches v0 .
Tendency to brake, on the other hand, does depend on interaction with vehicle α − 1:
(α

aα = −a
3

(α

∆x∗ (vα , ∆vα )
)
⋅(
∆xα

2

(2.62)

Model implementations carried out by us, in MATLAB and in Python, solve a scenario of 8 km lenght and 150
min, with an integration step of ∆t = 0.25s in less than 5 s.
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is the relation between desired and actual distance of vehicles α y α − 1.

vα ∆vα
∆x∗ (vα , ∆vα ) = s0 + T (α vα + √
(2.63)
2 a(α b(α
Therefore, desired distance has a similar expression to that in safety distance models but with
two fundamental differences: i) Function depends on relative velocity. ii) There is a specific
deceleration term b which will limit the relative velocity effect.
The model has several parameters, expressed in form θ(α , with clear meaning and effects on
vehicles’ behavior. Moreover, every vehicle α may use a different set of parameters. In other
words, it is possible to model independently every vehicle or to define different vehicle populations
(light and heavy vehicles, fast and slow vehicles, etc.). Parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.
Parameter
s0
T
v0
a
b
δ
l

Units
m
s
m/s
m/s2
m/s2
–
m

Meaning
Distance in jammed traffic
Desired time headway
Desired velocity
Confortable acceleration
Confortable deceleration
Acceleration exponent
Vehicle length

Table 2.1: IDM parameters

As a first approach to collective behaviour, we obtain the density-flow relation in equilibrium
conditions by forcing ∆vα = 0, aα = 0 and identical parameters for all vehicles. In such conditions,
vehicles tend to keep an equilibrium distance ∆xe = ∆xα (vα ):
∆xe =

∆x∗ (vα = v, ∆vα = 0)
√
δ
1 − ( vv0 )

(2.64)

Substituting ∆x∗ (v, 0) = s0 + T ⋅ v:
s0 + T ⋅ v
∆xe = √
δ
1 − ( vv0 )

(2.65)

In congested traffic, velocity is well below desired velocity, (vα << v0 ), and therefore ∆xe (v) ≈
s0 + vT . In some particular cases of δ < 3 it is possible to obtain a closed expression of the
equilibrium equation Ve (∆x) from Eq. (2.65). Some solutions are:
• δ = 1, s0 = 0
∆x2 ⎛
Ve (∆x) =
2v0 T 2 ⎝
• δ = 2, s0 = 0

√
1+

⎞
4T 2 v02
−
1
∆x2
⎠

v0
Ve (∆x) = √
v02 T 2
1 + ∆x
2

(2.66)

(2.67)
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Figure 2.10: Fundamental diagrams of IDM. (a) The exponent δ regulates the acceleration depending on the
proximity of the actual speed v to the desired speed v0 . The lower δ, the smoother transition between regimes.
Slope of free-traffic limb is v0 and minimum flow is obtained in jammed density ρjam = 1/(s0 +l) (b) Several
equilibrium relations for different model parameters. Increasing the desired time headway T or v0 reduces Qmax
(it is most sensitive to T ). Slow and large vehicles, with high desired time headway, substantially reduces Qmax ,
ρjam and ρc .

• δ → ∞, s0 ∈ R+

Ve (∆x) = min{v0 , s0 + x/T }

(2.68)

The relation between local density and distance ∆x (for the given IDM definition) is:
∆x − l = 1/ρ − l = 1/ρ − 1/ρjam

(2.69)

Note that here ρ is local density and not average density give in Eq. (2.12).
We can rewrite the Eq. (2.68), in a function of local density ρ and derived local flow Q.
Extending local microscopic characteristics to macroscopic ones by means of fundamental relation
under equilibrium conditions (Eq. (2.27)), we obtain:
Qe (ρ) = min {v0 ⋅ ρ,

1
⋅ [1 − ρ (l + s0 )]}
T

(2.70)

This function has triangular shape, with two completely separated traffic regimes: i) For a
density below a certain critical density, ρ < ρc , flow is a increasing function of density, with slope
equal to the desired velocity v0 . ii) For ρ > ρc , flow is decreasing function of density with slope
−1/T .
Minimum flow Qmin is obtained in maximum density ρjam = 1/(s0 +l). This equilibirum function
has a smoother transition between regimes as the lower acceleration exponent δ. Fig. 2.10(a),
shows the flow-density relation for several acceleration exponents δ and Fig. 2.10(b) and desired
distances T , desired velocities v0 and vehicle lengths.
Obtaining correct solutions (i.e. individual vehicle trajectories that may be represented in a
time-space diagram) implies the resolution of a coupled system of differential equations. Dynamics
of every vehicle is governed by Eq. (2.60). Thus, if on road there are N simultaneous vehicles,
a system of N Eqs. (2.60) must be solved. These expressions are coupled in first-order, i.e.
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acceleration of vehicle α is conditioned by the behaviour of α − 1 and the later by α − 2 and so
forth.
Resolution of the system may be addressed by numerical integration methods, such as the
Euler or the Runge-Kutta methods. Through the Euler method, also called ballistic integration,
we must consider that acceleration aα to be constant during an interval ∆t, (∆a/∆t = 0). Thus,
once acceleration is calculated via the Eq. (2.60), the necessary variables are obtained following
the general scheme:
Y (t + ∆t) = F (Y (t))

(2.71)

The microscopic variable Y at t + ∆t is a function of the current time t. The functions
represents well known one-dimensional kinematic equations under constant acceleration:
vα (t + ∆t) = vα (t) + aα ∆t

(2.72)

1
xα (t + ∆t) = xα (t) + vα (t)∆t + aα ∆t2
2

(2.73)

Then, the relative velocity and spacing are:
∆vα (t + ∆t) = vα (t + ∆t) − vα−1 (t + ∆t)
∆xα (t + ∆t) = xα−1 (t + ∆t) − xα (t + ∆t) − lα

(2.74)
(2.75)

This method are said to be explicit because calculates the state of a system at a later time
from the state of the system at the current time. According to literature in dynamic systems
[Str14], the time step must be short enough to avoid cummulative errors. According to the model
authors (and our own experiments), the Euler integration yields correct results on condition that
∆t ≤ 0.5s.
Some of the typical representations of the model are those formed by the trajectories of all
vehicles in a time-space diagram. In chapters 3 and 4 are several examples of such representations.
However, there is an illustrative way to observe the microscopic interaction of few vehicles. Such
a representation of its trajectories in a phase-space similar to that used in psychophysical models.
This representation is linked to the stability analysis done by the IDM authors, where there is
a detailed stability discussion for both open and closed systems as function of the macroscopic
characteristics measured before and after an inhomogeneity (see section 2.4.4). Lets go deeper on
this kind of representation by means of IDM.
The Fig. 2.11, constructed from vehicle trajectories (20 vehicles), shows the oscillatory behaviour of vehicles in congested traffic. We have introduced an flow-conserving inhomogeneity (a
local change in parameter) to trigger the transition from free-traffic to congested-traffic. When
vehicles pass through the inhomogeneity, them must reduce its speed to meet the new desired time
headway. If the density-flow situation is close to critical (ρc , Qmax ), the perturbation will propagate
far away the local inhomogeneity, forming a shockwave with negative velocity (upstream direction).
Once the kinematic shock wave reaches the vehicles, such vehicles enter in congested regime.
As is known, this regime involves a much lower average speed and oscillations in the distance
between vehicles and relative velocity. Precisely, adjacent vehicles change their distance and relative
velocity toward and away periodically, describing orbits around a fixed point. The coordinates of
the fixed point in the phase portrait are the relative velocity and intervehicle distance, both desired
by the drivers in such conditions (∆v = 0, ∆xe ). Thus, vehicles are approaching the fixed point
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Figure 2.11: Phase-space representation of vehicle trajectories. The dimensions of phase-space are relative velocity
∆v and intervehicle spacing ∆x. (a) Rendered vehicles come from a free-traffic situation with high spacing between
consecutive vehicles. When the regime transition is done, the vehicles oscillate around the equilibrium fixed point
(∆v = 0, ∆xe ). (b) Detail of the spirals around fixed point. The orbits decrease its radii, describing spirals.

describing orbits that are increasingly smaller, i.e, they describe spirals. From the viewpoint of
dynamical systems, this kind of fixed point is an attractor. The flattening of the orbits is due to
the difference between the parameter of acceleration a and deceleration b.
It is possible to describe the same phenomenon in a transformed phase space: i) express the
distance between vehicles as a local density. ii) extend the validity of the fundamental relation
of traffic flow for deriving local flow from the relative velocity. Thus, it is possible to represent
the paths of vehicles in a diagram where density-flow pairs, instead of coming from macroscopic
aggregate measures (Rt or Rt,s ), are derived from the local and instantaneous microscopic quantities.
Fig. 2.12(a) is a time-space diagram, with spatial average speed represented by color and
inverted height. This surface is composed by Rt,s measures. Additionally, they have been placed
microscopic trajectories of vehicles on the same surface. The oscillations of the vehicles are
completely smoothed by the averaging process measurement methods. Within the jam, the vehicle
speed range from 0 to 40 km/h, swinging up to 30 times 4 km and during 20 minutes, while V s
is between 15 and 20 km/h. Fig. 2.12(b) represent the same traffic situation. The density-flow
pairs formed by the Rt,s measures (the color is V s ) overlaps the vehicle trajectories showed on
Fig. 2.11 by means the aforementioned transformation. Clearly the Rt,s measurements, although
they are consistent (and much better than Rt ), do not capture correctly the oscillations inside
′
the jam. Under the transformation, we observed that ∆xe is now Qout . As vehicles escapes jam,
this constant flow (new equilibrium after the flow-conservative bottleneck) is maintained whilst
the density decreases (incrementation of intervehicle distance). Therefore, the spatial velocity V s
increases gradually.
The density-flow diagram, either microscopic or derived from a phase space, does not reflect
the duration of traffic states or how much they extend in space. Of course, a sequence of images
does, better if it is animated than static one. We propose the addition of a new dimension in
phase space to reflect the temporal or spatial evolution. The simplest way is the dimension is
common to the vehicles on the road, that is, the space instead of relative time. Fig. 2.13(a) is the
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Figure 2.12: (a) Surface view of time-space diagram from Rt,s measurements, where height (an color) represent
V s . Green lines are individual vehicle trajectories. Note that the oscillations are strongly smoothed by the traditional
measurement methods. (b) Transformed phase space with macroscopic measurement and microscopic trajectories.
Clearly microscopic representation is much more complete.

representation of space-time diagram in top view, with four trajectories of vehicles (blue, red, green
and black). Fig. 2.13(b) is the phase diagram of Fig. 2.11, supplemented with third dimmension
of kilometric points of the road. The color of each trajectory is the same as in (a). Blue vehicle
behavior is altered by the inhomogeneity and converges to the new equilibrium, oscillating only
once. The next vehicle is red, which is caught by the shockwave in 3600 m and oscillates strongly
till 4000 m. From there, the amplitude of the oscillations decreases, falling progressively over the
attractor. Once it reaches the new steady state, escapes jam increasing the speed. Green vehicle
has the same behaviour, but for more space because the traffic jam has extended almost two
additonal km. The same is observed for the black vehicle.
The IDM authors establish a general description of collective traffic dynamics in open and
inhomogeneous systems that they term "phase diagram", completely different from ones showed
here. The dimensions of such a diagram are the input flow Qin and the aforementioned bottleneck
strength δQ. The regions of the "phase diagram" are them connected with specific spatiotemporal
patterns.
How good is this model compared with observations? Interestingly, measurements made over
many years on German roads can be represented in such a "phase diagram". Further experiments
have shown that it is possible to adjust the model parameters to provide congestion patterns
with similar microscopic and macroscopic characteristics to the empirically measured time-space
diagrams. So that, after thousands of citations (including a Toyota patent that uses the model
to predict the driver’s behaviour [Pan15]) and ourselves have reproduced these results, we are
confident in the IDM model as a good data source.
2.6 An optimal model of transversal dynamics: Minimizing Overall Braking decelerations Induced by Lane changes
The basic idea of the MOBIL [Kes07a] [Kes07b] is to measure the benefit of a lane change
considering the effects of the change on all vehicles involved (the vehicle that changes lanes and
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Figure 2.13: (a)Top view of the time-space diagram. Rt,s measurements and four vehicle trajectories are represented (blue, red, green and black). (b) Same vehicles in (∆x, ∆v, x) phase space. With this representation, it is
possible to see the spatial evolution of the oscillations to the attractor (defined by the new equilibrium).

Figure 2.14: Sketch of the nearest neighbors of a central vehicle considering a lane change to the left. c is the
considered vehicle. b and f ′ are the back vehicle and front vehicles before the lane change respectively. b′ and
f ′ are the back front vehicle after the lane change, i.e. in the new lane. The model evaluates the potential lane
change and a decisor based in safety and benefit rules executes or not the change.

those in the receiving lane). The MOBIL model decides whether the lane change is made, i.e.
the transversal dynamics. A microscopic model of longitudinal dynamics is required (preferably a
model that provides an acceleration, such as the IDM) in order to obtain the vehicle’s position,
velocity and acceleration in every time instant.
′
Fig. 2.14 shows all vehicles involved in the potential lane change of the vehicle labeled as c (c
when it changes lanes). Note that both the vehicles in the same lane (labels f follow and b back)
′
′
and those in the lane they want to enter it (represented with labeled f and b ) are involved. The
decision model is defined by the inequations:
a′c − ac′ > p [ab′ − a′b′ ] + ath

(2.76)

Where ath is a gain threshold in acceleration to avoid lane changes for marginal gains, a is
′
acceleration in the present situation and a is acceleration if the change lane occurs.
Simultaneously, deceleration undergone by vehicle b′ cannot go beyond a safety threshold bsaf e :
ab′ (t + ∆t) > −bsaf e
We need to consider as well the distance of c′ from f ′ and from b′ , so that:

(2.77)
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Figure 2.15: Classification of different driver types with respect to the safe deceleration parameter bsaf e and the
politeness factor p. This figure is taken from [Kes07b].

xf ′ − xb′ ≥ 2lc

(2.78)

Parameter p, called politeness factor, weights the acceleration gain of vehicle c in relation to
the gain of vehicle b′ . It may adopt a variety of values:
• p > 1: This is a driver who places benefit to others before his own.
• p ∈ [0, 0.5]: This value range characterizes most drivers.
• p ≈ 0: This characterizes a driver who considers only safety conditions for a lane change
• p < 0: This characterizes a stupid driver whose behavior is damaging to other drivers and
also to himself.
Fig. 2.15 shows a classification of driver types according to parameters bsaf e and p [Kes07b]. A
special case is p = 1. With such parameters, the lane change only occurs if the average acceleration
of all involved vehicles is increased after the change. Thus, the model decides a lane change or
changes that provide a spatially and temporally optimal vehicle configuration. The very name of
this model is due to this interesting property.
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2.7

Conclusions

We conducted a review (which is not intended to be systematic) by the fundamental concepts of
traffic theory and modeling. First, we have introduced the definition of traffic flow from individual
particles, i.e., microscopic traffic. Then we introduced the current definitions of flow, average
velocity and density. Rather than assume that traffic flow is a gas or liquid, we have derived
the macroscopic quantities from individual trajectories of vehicles. From the beginning, we have
assumed that these quantities would be substantially different depending on measurement methods,
although the analysis of dimension provides same physical units of density, flow and velocity.
In a second part, we have raised the fundamental relationship of traffic flow, the historical
origin, the conditions under which this relationship is strictly valid and the assimilation in empirical
density-flow diagrams (i.e. from measurements) which relate different macroscopic quantities. At
this point two key concepts emerge:
1. The Fundamental Diagram relates the three macroscopic quantities in equilibrium conditions.
If a diagram that relates these quantities from measurements is constructed (and equilibrium
conditions are not observed), then it must be called density-flow diagram.
2. The measuring method has a decisive influence on the shape of the density-flow diagram,
regardless of possible errors introduced by the measurement system. According to the aggregation time, the density-flow pairs are more scattered in the congested limb of the diagram.
Additionally, a purely static measuring region tends to overestimate the flow and further
increase pair dispersion.
Subsequently, we have introduced the most important traffic models following an updated
taxonomy of Hoogendoorn [Hoo01]. In this classification we have included several examples of
microscopic and macroscopic models.
We have introduced a brief discussion about jam formation theories, exposing the main contributions to the matter. In this work we maintain an agnostic position on the different processes
in the formation of traffic jams, as well as the convenience of higher-order models. However, it is
impossible to completely stay out of the discussion, since we must choose a traffic model for performing measuring and communications experiments. As mentioned, it is necessary a microscopic
model to choose individual vehicles and to provide realistic time-space patterns that can be used
in vehicle-to-vehicle communications.
So that, the IDM and MOBIL models have been described in detail as they will be used in
chapters 3 and 4. As a novelty in the explaination of IDM, have shown the model behaviour under
flow-conservative bottleneck by means of an empirical phase diagram. This diagram is shown in
the usual phase portrait units of ∆x and ∆v between succesive vehicles. We have introduced
a transformed phase space, with the same units as the traditional density-flow diagram. In this
diagram it is possible to render individual vehicle trajectories in terms of local density and local
flow (comparable to typical units of density-flow diagrams). The third key conclusion emerges:
3. The traditional measures, even with high density sensor deployments working ideally (no
errors), does not capture all the space-time phenomena. Therefore, we propose the use of
a phase diagram formed from individual trajectories built by local flow and density, with the
addition of space-time diagrams and extended phase-diagram with road space-references.
As a final conclusion of this chapter, we can neither affirm nor deny that IDM describes
perfectly the actual traffic, we rely on calibration work and the huge amount of cites in research
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papers and patents. However, we know that the traditional measures do not capture traffic
phenomena correctly. From now on, we will use these microscopic models as ground truth for
experiments in vehicular telecommunications, sampling by Floating-Car Data, scatter interpolation
and combinatorial optimization.
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Chapter 3
Sparse Vehicular Sensor Networks for Traffic Dynamics
Reconstruction

3.1

Introduction

The present chapter addresses the problem of reconstructing the spatio-temporal traffic dynamics using data from sensor vehicles. In order to recreate realistic traffic density conditions,
we simulate a typical speed pattern of individual vehicles using widely accepted microscopic traffic models. These vehicles are able to set up an ephemeral wireless network with V2V and V2I
communication capabilities to communicate their position and speed. The transmission uses IEEE
802.11p in a realistic wireless channel such that data loss may occur. We assume that only a fraction of those vehicles provide data to the Data Fusion Center. From the received data, time-space
diagrams or spatio-temporal developments of speed can be rendered for a given road segment and
time interval. The main assumption of this chapter is that a vehicle embebded in the traffic will
experiment a velocity determined by the characteristics of traffic flow. For the sake of simplicity,
we will refer to them as space-time-velocity field or STV field.
This chapter will answer the following questions:
• What is the relationship among the fraction of sensor vehicles, the temporal sampling frequency and the quality of the rendered STV field?
• What is the impact of road traffic conditions on the wireless ad-hoc network performance?
• What is the impact of the wireless multi-hop ad-hoc network performance on the quality of
the information retrieved?
• Why the sensor vehicle data acquisition and STV field rendering is an appropriate approach
to reconstruct the traffic dynamics?
We will provide comprehensible figures of merit that relate clearly the fraction of total traffic
and the temporal sampling frequency with the STV field reconstruction. We will also provide a
Space-Time (ST) field with the performance of wireless multi-hop ad-hoc network in terms of
End-to-End Packet Loss. We will show that, even with a low quality wireless channel, there are
enough data to render a high quality STV field. Finally, using submodular optimization techniques
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Figure 3.1: Outline of the Vehicular Sensor Network along with the roadside and Data Fusion Center infrastructure.
Blue cars mark the Passive Vehicles while red cars mark the Sensor Vehicles. Red lines indicate the relay channel
used to communicate the quasi-synchronous measurements of vehicles position (sα ) and velocity (vα ) at sampling
time t. These data are delivered to the Data Fusion Center to create the STV field.

[Fuj05], [Kra08c], we will show that data from ST areas that greatly reduce the error variance in
the STV reconstruction are those where sensor vehicles are prone to be found.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: next section details the system model,
with basic definitions, scope and assumptions. The used traffic models, the wireless communication
model, the reconstruction method and the basis for the submodular analysis of the STV field are
presented in Section 3.3. Experimental results are shown in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5
collects the main conclusions.
3.2

System Model

We propose a WSN paradigm as starting point for the design and development of the FCD
collecting and processing system. A WSN is a network of distributed autonomous devices measuring
and monitoring environmental conditions cooperatively. Measurements from the sensor nodes can
either be processed locally or relayed through multi-hop wireless channel to the network sink, where
final processing and presentation are performed. The system described in this work is a Vehicular
Sensor Network (VSN) where the sensed variables are the position sα (t) and velocity vα (t) of
each vehicle α at time t (see Fig. 3.1).
We assume that only a small part of the vehicles belong to the VSN, which we name sensor
vehicles. In addition to the sparsity of monitored trajectories, we also need to consider a sampling
period Ts (which will be assumed constant). The sensed trajectories are not continuous functions of
space, time and velocity but individual samples of continuous trajectories at regular time intervals.
We may now define the different VSN functional elements:
• Sensor Vehicles (SV ): They record navigation related data and forward them to other sensor
vehicles in a V2V scheme (multi-hop wireless network). SV are embedded in traffic and are
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Symbol
Ω
∣Ω∣
SV ⊂ Ω
PV ⊂ Ω
(sα (t), vα (t))
XΩ
XSV
XP V
XSV
̃
∣XΩ ∣
∣XSV ∣
∣XP V ∣
∣
F SV = ∣SV
∣Ω∣
Ts
∣Ω∣
Ω = ⋃n=1 αn
ρRSU
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Meaning
Ground Set
Ground Set cardinality: Number of vehicles
Set of Sensor Vehicles
Set of Passive Vehicles
Space and velocity samples of the α vehicle in t
Ground Truth: Space, time and velocity samples of Ω
Space, time and velocity samples of SV
Space, time and velocity samples of P V
XSV without samples lost due to wireless channel
Number of samples of XΩ
Number of samples of XSV
Number of samples of XP V
Fraction of Sensor Vehicles
Sampling period
Ground set partitioned by vehicles
Road Side Unit density
Table 3.1: Notation

indistinguishable from Passive Vehicles (P V ). The union of both SV and P V sets forms
the Ground Set (Ω), the whole set of vehicles. The Fraction of Sensor Vehicles (FSV) in
a stretch of the highway is defined as the ratio between cardinalities (i.e., the number of
vehicles) of the SV subset and the Ground Set Ω.
• Road Side Units (RSUs): They collect data from the SV by means of V2I communications.
These are the destination nodes in the multihop segment of the VSN. RSUs do not add new
data but route the samples from SV s to the Data Fusion Center. We consider that RSUs
are regularly spaced along the highway, being characterized by their density (ρRSU ) in units
per kilometer.
• Data Fusion Center (DFC): The VSN sink of samples collected from the SV set (XSV ). It
is used to construct the STV field.
For the sake of clarity, a summary of previous notation is presented in Table 3.1.
3.3

Models and Methods

Our hypothesis is that it is possible to render an accurate estimation of the ground truth STV
field from XSV and a small number of SV. In order to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed
STV field, the impact of the FSV and Ts have to be tested. To perform a fair comparison, we
will consider a linear interpolation model constructed with XSV (design set) and evaluated using
XP V .
Since the sets Ω and P V (and its respective samples XΩ and XP V ) are not available in a
real world scenario, a microscopic traffic simulation is necessary to obtain data with the required
granularity. In Section 3.3.1 we describe the model considered in this work.
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Parameter
a
b
T
v0
s0
l
δ
vmax

(units)
(m/s2 )
(m/s2 )
(s)
(km/h)
(m)
(m)
(km/h)

Value
1
1.65
1.6
fv0
2
5
4
120

Table 3.2: IDM Parameters used in Simulation

We present in Section 3.3.2 the wireless multi-hop communications model with realistic wireless
channels. The network quality is characterized in terms of probability of data loss. The reduced
design set is defined as XSV
̃ (see Table 3.1).
We also outline in Section 3.3.3 the methods to evaluate the reconstruction quality in a scenario
with complex traffic dynamics for different values of parameters ρRSU , FSV and Ts . Finally, a
submodular analysis of the STV field is performed in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.1

Traffic Model

We require the generation of traffic data with plausible macroscopic features taking into account the individual movement of vehicles. Two mature models were implemented for this purpose,
the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [Tre00a] [Tre00b] for longitudinal kinematics and its transversal
complement for lane and road changes Minimizing Overall Braking decelerations Induced by Lane
changes (MOBIL) [Kes07a] [Kes07b]. Both models are car-following and accident-free, with continuous states, discrete time and continuous space outputs. The models are accurately described
in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6. However, a brief summary of their main features is provided here.
The IDM controls the individual acceleration of a given vehicle (with a desired velocity) depending on the distance to the following car and their relative velocity. Table 3.2 summarizes
the IDM parameters and the values considered in this work. The behaviour of the IDM model
is almost completely determined by parameters a (maximum day-to-day acceleration), b (desired
braking deceleration) and T (safety time headway between cars) [Tre00a]. The selected values are
realistic, e.g., a car in free traffic would take ≈ 35 s and ≈ 500 m to reach a desired velocity of 120
km/h. The other IDM parameters are s0 (minimum separation between cars), l (length of car)
and δ (smoothness of the acceleration profile).
The desired velocity v0 is usually assumed fixed to the maximum legal speed (vmax ) in the
road and it is the same for all drivers. However, to account for a realistic approximation of
traffic flow in free conditions, in this chapter we consider v0 as a random variable (r.v.) with
probability density function fv0 . We set fv0 to be as similar as possible as that of the traffic
flow measured in congestion-free conditions and in a flow conservative section (no ramps nor
intersections) of a highway. Actual vehicle velocities were collected from loops embedded in the
tarmac of the M30 ring road of Madrid (Spain) and were used to estimate a phenomenological
desired velocity distribution. A piecewise-linear cumulative distribution function was obtained from
the phenomenological one to implement a nonparametric randon number generator for the desired
velocities (in our simulation) using the procedure described in [Kac12]. The numerical results of
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Statistical Moments
µ = E[v/vmax ]
σ = E[(v/vmax − µ)2 ]1/2
ζ = E[(v/vmax − µ)/σ)3 ]
κ = E[(v/vmax − µ)/σ)4 ]

M30
0.92
0.086
−2.17
12.47

Simulation
0.92
0.054
−1.59
11.50

Table 3.3: The M30 ring road vs. Simulation Free Traffic Statistics

Parameter
p
b

(units)
(m/s2 )

N
0.3
2.5

E1
0
2.5

E2
0
4

Table 3.4: MOBIL parameters used in simulation

the procedure are summarized in Table 3.3.
The second column in Table 3.3 presents values of the actual statistics for the M30 ring road.
The value of the first moment (µ) indicates that the actual average speed is slightly lower than
vmax . The second moment (σ) indicates the dispersion of average speeds. The third moment (ζ)
measures the symmetry of the distribution: a negative value means that there are more vehicles
with desired velocity below vmax . The high kurtosis (κ) indicates that values away from the average
are rare, which is typical on a highway. The third column in Table 3.3 lists the resulting velocity
statistics for free traffic segments in the present simulation.
So that, since every vehicle has its own desired velocity v0 ∼ fv0 , we have implemented a
multi-class version of IDM.
Regarding MOBIL, it controls the transverse dynamics of vehicles, i.e., lane changes as well as
the vehicle inputs and outputs by on-ramps and off-ramps. This model determines the change of
lane for each vehicle by means of a decision-maker (see Table 3.4). The decision-maker uses both
a security criteria b (which affects the maximum allowed deceleration of the new vehicle behind
in the objective lane) and a politeness factor p (which balances the gain of acceleration between
the vehicle and the new follower). In this work, we define three possible lane-change behaviours:
N (normal), E1 (egotistic) and E2 (extreme). By default, a driver behaves normally (N ). When
a vehicle must change lanes abruptly, either to got to an off-ramp or to continue driving from a
stuck position, E1 or E2 substitute the normal driver behaviour. Behaviours E1 and E2 only take
into account self-gains but not at the cost of safety.
In the simulated road system, a lane is defined as the place where vehicles are moved from a
starting point to an endpoint. A lane Lj belongs to a vehicle’s source Fi , a vehicle’s sink Si or
both. Let be A the source matrix, f is the number of sources and l is the number of lanes:
A = [ai,j ]f ×l

(3.1)

ai,j ∈ [0, 1]

(3.2)

where

l

∑ ai,j = 1
j=1

(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Topology of simulated scenario. L1 is the on-ramp, L2 is the off-ramp, L3 is the slow lane, and L4
is the fast lane.

Where the element ai,j is the fraction of vehicles generated in the source Fi that is placed in
Lj . Comparably, B = [bi,j ]s×l is the sink matrix. Let be F S the source and sink relation matrix
and s is the number of sinks:
F S = [µi,j ]f ×s

(3.4)

µi,j ∈ [0, 1]

(3.5)

where
s

∑ µi,j = 1

(3.6)

j=1

The element µi,j is the fraction of vehicles generated in the source Fi with Sj destination.
Having stated the matrices, we can derive the matrix of origin and destination OD:
OD = AT ⋅ F S ⋅ B

(3.7)

Each element of the OD matrix is a probability odi,j = P (Lj ∣ Li ). The probability states the
probability of a vehicle being sinked in Lj given that such vehicle was sourced in Li .
The simulated scenario reproduces the characteristics of a fragment of a real highway. Fig.
3.2 is an schematic representation of the scenario. It has the following elements:
i) A main roadway with 4km long and lanes labeled L3 (right lane) and L4 (left lane) ∈ F2
and S2 .
ii) A separate lane L1 ∈ F1 of 1.5km long becomes an entrance ramp with a merging area of
300m.
iii) An exit ramp L2 ∈ S1 of 300m long and merging area within the roadway of 200m long.
The traffic light avoids the rapid emptying of L2, causing the off-ramp cannot service the
outgoing flow.
We have set a uniform probability for source and sink matrices. The considered highway
scenario has the following system matrices:
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1 0
A=(
0 0

0

0

1/2

1/2
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0 1
B=(
0 0

)

0

0

1/2

1/2

)

⎛0 0.15 0.425 0.425⎞
0
0 ⎟
⎜0 0
⎟
OD = ⎜
⎜0 0.1
0.2
0.2 ⎟
⎝0 0.1
0.2
0.2 ⎠

0.15 0.85
FS = (
)
0.2 0.8

(3.8)

(3.9)

Fig. 3.3 represents the simulation output XΩ for the whole scenario, rendered in four a STV
fields. The simulator introduces vehicles through lanes L1, L3 and L4 with an input flow of Q = 720
veh/hour/lane, gradually increasing the flow till the maximum flow per lane. The maximum
theoretical flow is limited by the timehead T . However, the inner dynamics of the congestion
limits the sustainable maximum flow per lane, which was in average 1600 veh/hour/lane. From
now on, we will use samples from L3 as the Ground Truth.
3.3.2

Wireless Channel Model

Figure 3.4: Multi-hop route with H + 1 nodes for a given time t0 (discrete time slot of 1s). The node labelled 0 is
the source sensor vehicle, and node H is the RSU (static). The packet payload is single sample of space-time and
speed. End-to-End Packet Loss Probability is a function of single-hop Pp (h) and therefore of single-hop Pb (h).

The SV forward their location, time and velocity (XSV ) to the RSUs by means of a multihop
wireless network. Let us consider a route with H sensor vehicles and the destination RSU, i.e.
H + 1 nodes, with Decode and Forward (DAF) relaying strategy [Mor10]. Fig. 3.4 shows the
considered scheme, where the node labelled as 0 corresponds to the source sensor vehicle and the
node labelled as H corresponds to the destination (which is always a RSU). The main feature of
the VSN is the ability to deliver samples to the DFC. Therefore, a convenient measure of channel
performance is the failure in the samples delivery. This merit figure is the End-to-End probability
of packet decoding error from nodes 0 to H, named as PH . The objective of this section is to
provide a method to perform the calculation of PH .
We consider a Non-Line-Of-Sight situation (Rayleigh fading) due to the low FSV scenario. We
also consider that Doppler spread (caused by differences in speed between successive relays) is
given in any single-hop. In these conditions, each single-hop has a different statistical behaviour.
On the other hand, the DAF scheme exploits channel coding to achieve best performance. It
has been shown that this scheme gets best end-to-end performance than analog relaying (Amplify
and Forward, AAF) [Mor10]. Therefore, the calculation of PH requires analyzing each single-hop
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separately in order to obtain the uncoded Average Bit Error Rate (ABER) and the coded Average
Packet Loss Rate (APLR) for the h-th hop.
In the following, we show how to accurately take into account the effects of the relative
movement among SV (or with respect to RSUs) in the performance of the wireless communication
system. We use the IEEE 802.11p physical layer as base system for wireless communications
between SV. This is an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system with M Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M -QAM) and coherent detection.
In an OFDM system, relative movement of the transmitter and the receiver results in the
greatest impairment such a system can suffer. This is due to the fact that the available frequency
bandwidth is broken down into smaller subchannels that are required to remain orthogonal (zero
inter-channel correlation) throughout the communication. Doppler shifting results in a destruction
of such orthogonality between subchannels. The following is a description of the structure of the
Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) and its effect in the quality of the wireless links between probe
channels. This is done by evaluating the symbol error probability of the M -QAM modulation
symbols per subchannel. That is why we will not describe the full calculation of the ICI effect on
the OFDM but only summarize the most relevant features of the end result.
Restricting our attention to a single OFDM symbol interval di , we can observe that the output
of the received signal in the correlator tuned to the i-th subcarrier can be written as
N T N βk′ (t0 )dk
+ ni
dˆi = βi (t0 )di +
∑
2πj k=1≠i k − i

(3.10)

where βk (t) = w1 + jw2 represents the fading time varying response of the mobile channel, N
is the number of subcarriers in the OFDM system (52 in 802.11p) and T is the symbol duration
of the OFDM symbol (8 µs in 802.11p). The first term in (3.10) represents the desired signal, the
second one is the ICI term, and ni is the additive noise. It has been shown in [Wan06] that (3.10)
can be rewritten in terms of an imaginary r.v. Z = u + jv which accurately follows the statistics
of the ICI contribution, such that
NT
Z + ni
dˆi = βi (t0 )di +
2πj

(3.11)

Let Ai be the event of making an error in the real or imaginary part of the i-th subchannel.
Noting that the real and imaginary parts
√ of 2βi (t0 ) are independent zero mean Gaussian r.v. with
variance equal to 1/2 (fW (w) = (1/ π)e−w ), we can write the approximate (averaging through
all subchannels) M-QAM OFDM Symbol Error Probability as:
Ps ≈

PsK

1 N K
= ∑ Ps [Ai ]
N i=1

(3.12)

where the symbol error probability for each subchannel can be written as:
PsK [Ai ] =

∏

x=u,v,w1 ,w2

∞

∫−∞ Ps [Ai ∣ Z, βi (t0 )]

× fZKr ,Zi (u, v)fW (w1 )fW (w2 )dx

(3.13)

and the conditional symbol error probability can be written in terms of the statistics of the aforementioned r.v. βi (t0 ) as:
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Ps [Ai ∣ Z, βi (t0 )] = 1 − ((1 − PsR [Ai ∣ Z, βi (t0 )])
× (1 − PsI [Ai ∣ Z, βi (t0 )])

(3.14)

From Eq. (3.12) and assuming the use of Gray code (where the coding of adjacent symbols
differs in only one bit), the ABER (Pb ) can be approximated as:
Ps
(3.15)
S
where S is the number of bits in the modulation (i.e., 4 in the case of 16-QAM).
The calculation of Eq. (3.13) has to be performed numerically, where fZKr ,Zi is the bivariate
density function of the real and imaginary parts of the ICI using a two-dimensional Gram-Charlier
series, truncated at a total order K [Wan06]. When the average SNR (Eb /N0 ) is large, the ICI
is the limiting factor in performance at any speed and for any N sub-carriers. Thus, the speed
difference ∆v(h, t) = v(h, t) − v(h − 1, t) between adjacent relaying sensor vehicles is the only
variable being considered in the wireless channel model, keeping the SNR per bit, modulation,
channel number, code gain and packet length unchanged. This mechanism is responsible for
differentiated statistical behavior for single-hops.
The DAF scheme explotes Forward Error Correction (FEC) capabilities of IEEE 802.11p. Let
be the packet length L bits and error correction capability of e bits in l adjacent bits. Then, Pp (h),
is a function of the ABER Pb (h) and can be computed as follows:
Pb ≈

L

l

l
l
l−k
k
Pp (h) = 1 − [1 − ∑ ( )(1 − Pb (h)) Pb (h) ]
k=e+1 k

(3.16)

Finally, we are able to compute PH as the end-to-end APLR in a digital wireless relaying
network:
H

PH = 1 − ∏ (1 − Pp (h))

(3.17)

h=1

We assume the IEEE 802.11p parameters (16-QAM, Es /N0 = 9 dB in a power control loop,
5.9 GHz radio channel, channel number 178, and 1/2 coding rate) and calculate the APLR for a
given set of vehicle speeds that are sufficiently representative of the variations in the traffic flow.
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(a) L1

(b) L2

(c) L3

(d) L4

Figure 3.3: Part of the road system (left) and corresponding STV field (right) for the whole scenario. STV
Scale is preserved. Several congestion features can be observed: 1) A bottleneck, present throughout the whole
simulation, near the L1 on-ramp; 2) Another bottleneck appears due to vehicles attempting to exit L3 by the
already congested L2 off-ramp; 3) L2 congestion increases with time, and the jam propagates upstream in L3,
crossing the 1) and 2) bottlenecks; 4) By reducing the L3 inflow, the jam retracts (min 62, Km 2); however
the aforementioned bottlenecks remain; 5) Upstream jam boundary oscillates by inflow and outflow differences.
However, the downstream jam boundary (Km. 2.5 − 2.7) remains fixed throughout the whole simulation, thus
generating bursty traffic.
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(a) Triangle construction
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(b) A complete Delaunay Triangulation

Figure 3.5: a) A triangle in the Triangular Irregular Network. Green dots (triangle vertices) are space and time
samples with an associated velocity (green cross). These samples are in XSV . Red dots and their associated
velocities are in XP V . The red cross is not the actual value of the velocity in xp , but the estimation fT (xp ) =
v̂p (xp ). b) A complete triangulation.

3.3.3

STV Reconstruction and Error Evaluation

We want to characterize the quality of the information gathered by the VSN given FSV and
Ts . In this section the models used to generate the traffic flow and its parameters are knowingly
ignored, whereas only XSV is considered as design set. Thus, the rendering process of a STV field
in a specific space-time region should be faced with the unique knowledge of some samples from
XSV . We consider the STV field as a 2-dimensional surface in 3-dimensional space. The velocity
surface is a graph of a function f ∶ s × t ⊂ R × N Ð→ R+ . Since we only have access to the value of
f at XSV , it is necessary to find an interpolator of f to approximate the velocity at other points
in the road domain, (e.g. in a highway off-ramp at rush hour).
A robust reconstruction of the STV field requires the testing of different configurations of SV ,
subject to F SV and Ts , along with error calculation with respect to XP V . For a traffic scenario
containing ∣Ω∣ vehicles, the number of distinct subsets that can be formed (the k-combinations of
its elements) is given by the binomial coefficient. We are only interested in the SV distributions
that typically occur in actual traffic. The SV selection process in the simulation follows a Poisson
process with respect to the inter-arrival times. Thus, we ensure that the selection of SV among
Ω for an individual configuration follows, on average, a uniform distribution.
The STV field reconstruction is addressed by applying interpolation techniques with the finite
set XSV as design data. Two types of interpolation techniques can be identified, those that use
a model for f , and those that are parameter-free. If a model for f is assumed, it is necessary to
adjust the model parameters, thus making the technique highly specific to the addressed problem.
Though the microscopic traffic models referred above could be used as a model, it is preferable to
avoid any model-specific interpolation in order to prevent overfitting. Therefore, we do not make
any prior assumption on the model and the velocity surface is reconstructed using only XSV . We
use a local and exact interpolation technique well known in geostatistics: the Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN), which does not require any adjustable parameter. It is based on the generation
of a mesh of Delaunay irregular triangles such that the vertex of these triangles are formed by
XSV . Then, each velocity in XP V is estimated using the TIN interpolation. To the best of our
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knowledge, this technique has never been used to estimate velocities of vehicles in the context of
traffic flow.
The Delaunay triangulation of XSV maximizes the minimum angle over all triangulations
of XSV [DB00]. The resulting triangles maximize nearest local contributions, i.e., “long and
skinny” triangles are avoided (if possible). Furthermore, Delaunay triangulation minimizes the
roughness (integral of the Sobolev semi-norm of the gradient) of the resulting surface, for any
set of scattered data [Rip90]. This property holds no matter what the actual height data is (in
our case, velocity). The consequence of the previous properties in this problem is that space-time
trajectories of different vehicles never cross if sufficient data points are available. If not, unphysical
results follow for the reconstructed trajectories, i.e., two cars may occupy the same space at the
same time. Thus, an additional error measure based on the lower-bound on the data density could
be obtained. However, the reconstruction of individual trajectories, apart from privacy concerns
[Kra11][Hoh12], is out of the scope of the present work.
The aforementioned procedure is applied for all triangles which cover the space-time domain
(See Fig. 3.5). The function can be evaluated only inside the convex hull of the whole triangulation.
The error evaluation is now straightforward using XP V , which is provided by the traffic flow
simulation (or the actual traffic data).
Let xp ∈ XP V , we define the error ε:
ε(xp ) = ε(sp , tp ) = v(xp ) − v̂(xp )

(3.18)

In order to evaluate the error and its variation for each F SV and Ts pair, K realizations of
SV on the Ω set are used. Each sample (x, v) ∈ XΩ is selected M (x) times in the K different
realizations.
We can also calculate the error ε(x) between the actual v(x) and the estimated v̂(x) which
K
can be obtained from {v̂k (x)}k=1 , which in turn come from the K SV sets. Thus, the error for
each space-time pair x = (s, t) is:
1 M (x)
ε(x) = v(x) −
∑ v̂k (x)
M (x) k=1

(3.19)

We can also compute the corresponding variance of ε(x) as:
⎡
⎤2
M (x)
M (x)
⎢
⎥
1
1
σv̂2 (x) =
∑ v̂k2 (x) − ⎢⎢
∑ v̂k (x)⎥⎥
M (x) k=1
⎢ M (x) k=1
⎥
⎣
⎦

(3.20)

The comparison of the reconstruction performance for several F SV and Ts is achieved by using
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which avoids massive error cancellations:
1 ∣XΩ ∣
M AE =
∑ ∣ε(xi )∣
∣XΩ ∣ i=1

(3.21)

By using the methodology of [Knu68] and [Cha83], we propose Algorithm 1 to calculate both
Equations (3.20) and (3.21).
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Algorithm 1 Error computation over K SV realizations
Require: Ω, XΩ , F SV , Ts , K
Ensure: ε(x), σv̂2 (x)
M (x) ← 0 ∀x ∈ Ω
▷ Vector initialization of visiting index
µv̂ (x) ← 0 ∀x ∈ Ω
▷ Vector initialization of mean
2
σv̂ (x) ← 0 ∀x ∈ Ω
▷ Vector initialization of variance
for k = 1 to K do
perform random selection of SV /∣SV ∣ = F SV ∣Ω∣
P V is selected as complementary of SV
perform subsampling of x ∈ XSV / x = (s, Ts t)
perform convex hull of XSV
perform Delaunay triangulation D
D
fD ← {fT }1
for all xp ∈ XP V and convex hull of XSV do
M (xp ) ← M (xp ) + 1
δ(xp ) ← fD (xp ) − µv̂ (xp )
δ(x )
µv̂ (xp ) ← µv̂ (xp ) + M (xpp )
σv̂2 (xp ) ← σv̂2 (xp ) + δ(xp ) ⋅ [fD (xp ) − µv̂ (xp )]
end for
end for
for all x ∈ Ω do
ε(x) ← v(x) − µv̂ (x)
σv̂2 (x)
σv̂2 (x) ← M (x)−1
end for
3.3.4

Submodular Function Optimization

In addition to the evaluation of the reconstruction error, it is desirable to quantify how far
the reconstruction is from the optimal solution. In this section we will use submodular function
optimization [Fuj05] to calculate this deviation from optimality. Intuitively, we try to determine
those ST pairs such that the error variance over the test set is minimized. There is bound to be
a ST region where the gain in variance reduction is the highest. As we incorporate additional ST
pairs into the estimation of the STV reconstruction, additional gains are to be expected but they
are likely to dwindle (diminishing returns). If this reduction in additional gains is monotonic, the
utility function (error variance over the test set) is said to exhibit submodularity. We will exploit
this property in order to answer whether there is an optimal sampling rate and F SV .
Given F SV and Ts , let us divide the ST-field into observed and unobserved locations, being
XSV and XP V respectively. Similar to the error and variance defined in the previous section, we
define a utility function F (⋅) or expected reduction of variance at the PV locations:
F (SV ) = VAR(XP V ) − ∫ P (xSV )VAR(XP V ∣XSV = xSV )dxSV

(3.22)

where VAR(XP V ∣XSV = xSV ) is defined as
1
∑ E [(Xα − E [Xα ∣xSV ])2 ∣xSV ]
∣P V ∣ α∈P V

(3.23)
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Vi
∣Vi ∣
T
{Vi }i=1
A ⊂ Vi
XA ∈ A

Set of cells at time interval i
Number of cells at time interval i
Ground set partitioned by ∑Ti=1 ∣Vi ∣ cells
Subsets of Vi
Samples of A
Table 3.5: Submodularity Notation

In order to find the best SV subset maximizing Equation (3.22), a combinatorial optimization
problem must be solved
SV ∗ = max F (SV ) s.t. SV ∈ F

(3.24)

SV ⊆Ω

where F ⊆ 2Ω is a collection of feasible subsets of Ω, i.e. all sets of size at most k: F =
{SV ⊆ Ω ∶ ∣SV ∣ ≤ k}. Note that this is a NP-complete problem. However, under certain conditions,
it is possible to achieve a near optimal solution exploiting the submodular properties of some
functions and data sets.
The submodularity is a property of set functions F ∶ 2Ω ↦ R, which assign a value F (SV )
to each subset SV ⊆ Ω. If F is submodular, then the diminishing returns property is satisfied, i.e.,
′
′
for all SV ⊆ SV ⊆ Ω and α ∈ Ω/SV , then
F (SV ∪ {α}) − F (SV ) ≥ F (SV ∪ {α}) − F (SV )
′

′

(3.25)

It has been shown that the expected reduction of variance has, in addition to the property of
submodularity, the property of monotonicity [Kra11, Section II]. This is the necessary condition to
apply a lazy-greedy algorithm that results in a near-optimal solution. As a consequence, we can
expect a lower bound of F for ∣SVk ∣ = k
F (SVk ) ≥ (1 − exp(−1)) max F (SV )
SV ∶∣SV ∣≤k

(3.26)

Unfortunately, the sparse sampling of the STV field using sensor vehicles presents a major
obstacle that must be overcome: different sensor vehicles are not ensured to provide the same
number of samples or even to provide a reasonable number samples. Therefore, we cannot assume
that the solution to our optimization problem is a choice of individual vehicles SV s.t. k = F SV ∣Ω∣.
However, we can redefine the problem assuming that F is a space-time partition of the whole ST
region into spatio-temporal regions or cells (see Table 3.5).
A traffic-meaningful division of the road lane under test is found as a set V of equally sized
segment or cells:
∣V∣ = ⌊

L
⌋
nM AX (s0 + l)

(3.27)

where L is the length of the road lane, s0 and l are IDM parameters (see Table 3.2) and nM AX
is the maximum number of vehicles per cell. Thus, we redefine the maximization problem (3.24)
as:
A∗ = max F (A) s.t. A ∈ F
A⊆V

(3.28)
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where A is a subset of cells and F is the expected reduction of variance:
F (A) = VAR(XV ) − ∫ P (xA )VAR(XV ∣XA = xA )dxA

(3.29)

The time dimension of the cell is related to the sampling rate. This period must be large
enough to collect a sufficient amount of samples but short enough to be practical. Furthermore it
must avoid mixing two or more traffic states into the same cell. Let ΣV,V be the covariance matrix
of the velocity for each subset of ∣V∣ cells. We define the noise power as σ 2 and the modulus of
the largest eigenvector v of ΣV,V as ∣∣v∣∣2 . The stochastic self-adjoint matrix ΣV,V experiences
a phase transition for ∣XV ∣ samples obtained from ∣V∣ sensors s.t. ∣XV ∣/∣V∣ ≥ σ 4 /∣∣v∣∣4 (Eq. 2.19
in [Nad08]). During phase transition the largest eigenvalue “collapses” from noise to a signal
subspace eigenvalue. A typical value of σ 4 /∣∣v∣∣4 ≈ 4 holds true for a wide range of signals; at
least ∣XV ∣ ≳ 4 ⋅ ∣V∣ samples are needed to reliably extract the main signal eigenvector using ∣XV ∣
measurements from ∣V∣ cells. Therefore, if we ensure that the previous condition holds, i.e.,
∣XV ∣ ≥ 4 ⋅ ∣V∣

(3.30)

We can ensure that the ΣV,V is non-singular as at least one eigenvalue can be extracted. We
will term this constraint as the condition for covariance matrix phase transition.
In the present work, we build ΣV,V with a Sampling Rate of 1 Hz. If there are more than
one vehicle in the cell at the same sampling instant, we perform a random selection among them.
Missing data (no vehicle for a given sampling instant) are imputed to the average velocity of the
whole cell. The amount of desired samples is
∣XV ∣ ≥ 4

L
nM AX (s0 + l)

(3.31)

Therefore, the duration of each cell (in seconds) is
P=

∣XV ∣
Sampling Rate

(3.32)

For a STV field of length L and duration tM AX , we divide the field in T = ⌊ Pt ⌋ datasets with
T
corresponding covariance matrices {ΣiV,V }i=1 .
We use a specific implementation of the lazy-greedy algorithm [Kra10] for A∗ and F (A∗ )
calculation. This algorithm allows us to explore the most relevant road regions for the STV
reconstruction. These greedily selected spatio-temporal regions, A∗ , are closely related with the
optimal cell choice. The optimal for ∣A∣ = k involves the calculation of k − 1, k − 2, ..., k = 1 if F
and F are both submodular.
3.4

Experimental Results

In this section we present the evaluation of the feasibility of multihop VSN and their effect on
the STV field reconstruction performance. Thus, we start by considering that the effects of the
wireless communication network are not relevant, i.e., the End-to-End Packet Loss Probability is
deemed negligible (Section 3.4.1) and we examine the impact of varying Ts and F SV .
Then, we proceed to introduce the wireless multi-hop channel to evaluate its effects in the STV
field reconstruction (Section 3.4.2). Afterwards we will check the robustness of the VSN against
different configurations of RSU, F SV and Ts (Section 3.4.3). We observe that for very low sensor
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(f) F SV = 10%, Ts = 30s

Figure 3.6: Lossless spatio-temporal sampling on L3. Sampled Ω is composed by individual contributions of SV,
XSV . F SV has an impact in space and time resolution. Even with a very low F SV , it is possible to distinguish the
upstream and downstream border of the jam. As the F SV increases, the high frequency spatio-temporal details
are resolved (first row vs second row). As the sampling period Ts increases, the region with the scattered samples
maps with free traffic and higher speeds. By contrast, samples in a congested region are closer to each other due
to lower speeds and closely follow the macroscopic features of the jam.

vehicle densities, the performance in the STV field reconstruction is outstanding. But why? In
Section 3.4.4 we will show that the answer lies in the domain of the discrete and combinatorial
optimization mathematics.
3.4.1

VSN Performance in an Ideal Channel

We have performed experiments with F SV = [1, 30] % and Ts = {1⋯10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60}
seconds. Fig. 3.6 shows the XSV samples in a STV field (single outcome) on L3, allowing us to
make a qualitative performance of the VSN analysis. Two FSV and three sampling values for Ts
are presented in Fig. 3.6.
For a small fraction of sensor vehicles, FSV= 1%, the single trajectories are visible as well as the
areas of the highway where the vehicle speed is lower. Note that some paths did not start at the
beginning of the road (nor they did finish at the end of the lane). These trajectories appear from
1.2 km and disappear from 2.5 km. These vehicles merged on L3 from the on-ramp L1 and left
L3 by the off-ramp L2. Some vehicles appeared and disappeared at arbitrary road places, since
they changed of L4 to L3 or vice versa. As the sampling time was increased, other characteristics
are visible. With Ts = 5s (Fig. 3.6(b)), it became more apparent that there is no synchronous
operation among vehicles. With Ts = 30 s (Fig. 3.6(c)), we found a high dispersion of samples,
and therefore it is difficult to segment a single trajectory. On the other hand, in the low speed
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areas, samples are spatially closer and the macroscopic structure of the congestion is visible.
With a tenfold increase (FSV= 10%), all Ground Truth features were captured (compare with
Fig. 3.3).
Fig. 3.7 corresponds to the output of Algorithm 1 for F SV = 10% and Ts = 1. Fig. 3.7(a)
is the absolute error field ∣ε(x)∣, (Eq. 3.21); Fig. 3.7(b) shows the variance of velocity estimation
with random selections of SV sets, σv̂2 (x).
A small variance in a certain ST pair indicates increased robustness against different design
set configurations of SV (provided by a specific SV set). On the other hand, a higher variance
indicates that the speed estimation at that ST pair is sensitive to the selection of the SV . The
error variance is low (less than 5 (m/s)2 ) at the core of the traffic congestion. On the other hand,
the error variance increases along the space region [1, 1.5]km, matching with L1-L3 merging area.
The spatial region above the upstream jam border indicated a high level of dependence in the SV
occurrence. The region of burst traffic, located beyond the downstream border of the jam, had a
medium grade of uncertainty (around 20(m/s)2 ).
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Figure 3.8: M AE in STV reconstruction vs Ts for a full sweep of F SV (ideal channel). MAE axis is logarithmic.
For FSV values below 9% MAE reaches a minimum till it begins to grow for low values of Ts (red curves). This
subtle performance degradation is due to a huge difference between the sides of the TIN triangles (long and skinny
triangles). For F SV values above 9%, the M AE is monotonically decreasing (blue curves).

Fig. 3.8 is a comprehensive set of results for PH = 0. Increasing the F SV (at constant Ts ),
the error decreases. For constant F SV and decreasing Ts , the M AE decreases till it reaches a
minimum and then it starts to grow again (red curves). Only for values of F SV greater than 9%
(blue curves), the M AE decreases monotonically with decreasing Ts . Thus, only for F SV values
equal or greater than 9%, accurate reconstruction of the STV field can be ensured.
3.4.2

Realistic Wireless Channel

ST fields are useful to analyze the spatial and temporal distribution of data, in addition to
the speed. In this section, we use ST fields to represent the average End-to-End packet loss PH
over multiple realizations. Fig. 3.9 shows the multi-hop wireless network performance, PH (x), for
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Table 3.6: MAE (m/s) PH ≠ 0

Ts (s)
ρRSU = 4km−1
ρRSU = 1km−1
ρRSU = 0.25km−1
ρRSU = 4km−1
ρRSU = 1km−1
ρRSU = 0.25km−1

1

5
FSV=1%
3.0168 2.9028
3.0167 2.9055
3.0231 2.9086
FSV=10%
1.8222 1.9017
1.8222 1.9021
1.8223 1.9066

10

20

30

2.9056
2.9055
2.9091

2.9948
2.9951
2.9974

3.1090
3.1095
3.1138

2.0284
2.0292
2.0345

2.2032
2.2040
2.2098

2.3119
2.3127
2.3190

Table 3.7: MAE (m/s) PH ≠ 0

ρRSU = {4, 1, 0.25}km−1 and F SV = 10%. Each value on x, PH (x), has been calculated and
averaged for a representative number of realizations.
For ρRSU = 4km−1 and F SV = 10% (Fig 3.9(a)), a flat (homogeneous) and good (low
probability) field is obtained. This reveals that the majority of communications are carried out
with a single-hop due to the low spacing between RSUs. Inside the jam, the relative velocities are
low and transmission errors due to Doppler are negligible. If the ρRSU is decreased the network
performance turns sensitive to the RSU location and the traffic dynamics. With ρRSU = 1km−1
(Fig. 3.9(b)) the PH is higher in the middle of the jam and the free traffic zones due to multi-hop
and Doppler effect respectively. The congested regions contribute with more errors due to the
larger communication chain (multi-hop effect) whilst the Doppler effect preveals in the free traffic
zones. With ρRSU = 0.25km−1 (Fig. 3.9(c)), there is only one RSU located in the core of the
jam. We can appreciate the combined effect of large multi-hop chains and Doppler effect. The
higher distance to RSU, the higher PH (multi-hop). However, this probability is higher at some
ST regions, specially in those located in the 0 − 1km and 50 − 70min intervals. This effect is
caused by the upstream jam boundary oscillation (see Fig. 3.3), which augments the multi-hop
chain length.
3.4.3

VSN Performance in a Realistic Wireless Channel

In this section, we apply the Algorithm 1 considering the effect of communications. The XSV
samples are taken out with probability PH (x), resulting in XSV
̃ . Table 3.6 reflects results for
F SV = 1% and F SV = 10%. Note that the effect in the M AE is negligible, (approximately of
5 ⋅ 10−4 m/s). It has not been possible to find any difference for FSV beyond 10%.
3.4.4

Conditions for Optimal VSN Performance

We show the results for nM AX = 20 vehicles. As exposed in Section 3.3.4, this maximum
packaging involves ∣V∣ = 28 cells per time slot and cell length of 142.28m. In order to comply
with the covariance matrix phase transition condition, the amount of samples is ∣XV ∣ = 112. Thus,
taking one sample per second, the duration of each cell is 112s. Considering the whole simulation
time (and discarding 150s at the beginning due to lack of samples), the cells are grouped in 79
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time slots. This allows to build 79 ΣV,V covariance matrices of 28×28 elements. The total number
of cells is 2212.
We use lazy greedy algorithm [Kra10] in order to determine the cells that maximize Eq. (3.29)
for a given cell budget. In Fig. 3.10 a ST-field of the selected cells for the different budgets is
shown. The black cells are the first choice in the maximization process (∣A∣ = 1) and dimming
shades of grey are used to indicate second, third and fourth choices with increasing cell budgets,
respectively. White cells are unselected ST regions with the above criteria. We can see that
selected cells are not only located mainly at the upstream boundary of the jam but also at the
lane merging ST regions, i.e. locations with the highest flow differences.
We represent the probability that at least one sensor vehicle is located in the selected cells
(P (∣SV ∣ ≥ 1)) in Fig. 3.11, according to their respective cell budgets (∣A∣ = {1, . . . , 4}) and for
different F SV . For a budget of 4 A∗ -ST regions per time slot, P (∣SV ∣ ≥ 1) suffers a sharp
transition around a probe-vehicle density of F SV = 9%. The interpretation is simple: Let us
consider the best 4 ST regions in a given time interval and a mere one-in-ten proportion of sensor
vehicles. Then, SV are almost surely sampling those regions with the highest reduction in the
reconstruction error. In Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) it can be seen that the sources of error and
speed variance are localized in the transitional zones between free and congested traffic. Thus, a
F SV = 9% is needed to ensure that ST cells with the highest flow differences are sampled by at
least one sensor vehicle. We can conclude that it is not important that SV are found where car
density is the highest (congestion) but where the highest flow differences are found.
3.5

Conclusions

At this point, we have opened a way quite clear to answer the questions proposed at the
beginning of the work:
i) What is the relationship of F SV , Ts and the quality of the collected data?
With F SV = 9 − 10% virtually all the phenomenology of traffic is captured, including the
smaller transient ST regions. In these circumstances, it is possible to increase the sampling
period Ts in regions with low speed variance (both free and heavily congested traffic regions).
We can state that a F SV around 9 − 10% is sufficient to provide a high-quality traffic flow
characterization.
ii) What is the relationship between the dynamics of traffic flow and the performance of multihop wireless network model?
The VSN has two main sources of transmission errors: Doppler and multihop retransmission
errors. When the traffic flow is fluid, the dominant source of transmission errors is the
Doppler effect. In congested traffic, transmission errors are mainly caused by retransmissions
from sensor vehicles to the RSUs.
iii) What is the influence of PH in the reconstruction error of XΩ ?
None of the traffic conditions stated above (free or congested) are relevant to reduce the
error in the estimation of the STV field. Transitional traffic, where none of the two sources of
transmission errors (Doppler and multihop errors) are dominant, is the key to reduce the estimation error. Thus, wireless transmission errors have a negligible effect in the reconstruction
error.
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iv) Why the sparse VSN and the STV field rendering succeed in capturing the traffic dynamics?
We have found, by means of submodular optimization, the ST regions (cells) maximizing the
expected reduction of the speed variance. We have calculated the probability of finding at
least one sensor vehicle in these areas for varying density of sensor vehicles. We have found
that such probability sharply increases with a mere 9% of the present vehicles periodically
reporting their position, time and speed.
In summary, we have shown that the use of wireless ad-hoc networks in the context of traffic flow
for collecting floating car data is technically feasible, even with very small penetration rates of the
system. The reconstruction of space-time-velocity field and, in consequence, the characterization
of space-time traffic patterns for a given set of roads, is achieved with less than 9% of involved
vehicles.
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(a) ∣ε∣ (m/s), F SV = 1%, Ts = 1s

(b) σv̂2 (m/s)2 , F SV = 1%, Ts = 1s

(c) ∣ε∣ (m/s), F SV = 10%, Ts = 1s

(d) σv̂2 (m/s)2 , F SV = 10%, Ts = 1s

(e) ∣ε∣ (m/s), F SV = 10%, Ts = 30s

(f) σv̂2 (m/s)2 , F SV = 10%, Ts = 30s

Figure 3.7: (a-c-e) Absolute error field ∣ε(x)∣, (b-d-f) Variance in speed estimation σv̂2 with different SV sets
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(a) F SV = 1%, ρRSU = 4km−1

(b) F SV = 1%, ρRSU = 1km−1

(c) F SV = 1%, ρRSU = 0.25km−1

(d) F SV = 10%, ρRSU = 4km−1

(e) F SV = 10%, ρRSU = 1km−1 (f) F SV = 10%, ρRSU = 0.25km−1

(g) F SV = 30%, ρRSU = 4km−1

(h) F SV = 30%, ρRSU = 1km−1

(i) F SV = 30%, ρRSU = 0.25km−1

Figure 3.9: ST representation of the probability of End-to-End packet loss or Packet Loss Field. With F SV = 10%
and 0.25km−1 ≤ ρRSU ≤ 4km−1 , the packet loss probability is under 0.025.
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Figure 3.10: Results of submodular analysis for nM AX = 20. There are 79 covariance matrices, each of them is
built with ∣V∣ = 28 cells of about 140m length and ∣XV ∣ = 112 velocity samples (four times the rank of each ΣV,V )
at one sample per second. The cell budget is ∣A∣ = 4 on each time slot. The scale indicates the order in the lazy
greedy selection process for F (A) maximization. First choices (black cells) are located mainly at the upstream
boundary. Ground truth is shown for comparation.
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Figure 3.11: P (∣SV ∣ ≥ 1) is the probability of the presence of at least one sensor vehicle in the shaded cells in
Fig. 3.10, ranked in intensity.
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Chapter 4
Near-Optimal Collection of Floating-Car Data

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter a procedure for VSN evaluation was presented. This procedure is
based on the generation of a Triangular Irregular Network (See Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3) from
data provided by the VSN. The procedure has revealed a relationship between the dynamics of all
vehicles and the sensor vehicles. Specifically, we have provided error figures relating the goodness
of interpolation with the main parameters of the VSN: The fraction of sensor vehicles FSV, the
sampling period Ts and the density of Road Side Units ρRSU .
However, there are several aspects that remain unsolved. We propose a new questions which
are addresed in this chapter:
i) What are the effects of traffic conditions on the performance of the VSN? To answer this
question, we generate several space-time traffic patterns, with same space-time extension,
but different macroscopic and microscopic features.
ii) What is the distribution of Sensor Vehicles that improve the sampling? We implement
different strategies related to the statistical distribution or choosing politic of Sensor Vehicles.
iii) What are the most relevant time-space regions? We study the combination of time-space
regions or cells by means of submodular function optimization.
iv) Is the density-flow diagram a convenient representation of traffic phenomena? The densityflow diagram composed by (ρ, Q) pairs from static measurement regions (space averaging,
time averaging or both) does not capture properly the transition from free to congested
traffic and viceversa. We discuss the convenience of a density-flow representation from
individual trajectories related to the most revelant time-space regions.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In section 4.2, the configurations of
traffic model and the output of such model, the space-time traffic patterns, are exposed. These
data are the source of the experiments. In section 4.3, there are the definitions of the traffic
sampling policies under test. In section 4.5 the experimental methods are described in detail,
including
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Parameter
v0
T
a
b
s0
l
δ

Value
120 km/h
1.6 s
1 m/s2
1.65 m/s2
2.0 m
5.0 m
4

Table 4.1: IDM parameters used in the experiments

4.2

Traffic setup

We use a microscopic traffic model in order to obtain realistic data with both realistic spacetime patterns and statistical features. This is the IDM [Tre00a] [Tre00b], a mature model described
in depth in section 2.5, however for easy reading will be repeated here some of its fundamental
characteristics:
This model is usually classified in recent model taxonomy as microscopic, longitudinal, discrete
time, continuous space and car-following [Här09]. The acceleration of each vehicle α is determined
by its own velocity and the relative velocity and space head (net distance) with the leading vehicle
α − 1. A road fragment with vehicles is modeled with a system of coupled differential equations
which is solved by means of numerical integration. The model is accident free. Despite its simplicity, it is able to output a huge variety of traffic states with realistic microscopic and macroscopic
features [Hen00]. In addition, it feaures the macroscopic characteristics that have been observed
in roads everywhere in the world [Tre00a].
The road consist in one lane of 4500m of length, which is empty of vehicles in the begining of
the simulation. In order to keep the simulations as simple as possible, all the microscopic parameters concerning to IDM model are constant except time headway T . The IDM parameters are
summarized in 4.1. The maximum desired acceleration a is typical of day-to-day driving and the
confortable braking b is low. In addition, the time gap T is the minimum recommended internationally in driving schools. These parameters the typical of good drivers. Thus, the simulations
differ in a local parameter variation and the vehicle inflow rate (which is not a model parameter,
it is the model input or the upstream boundary condition).
Local parameter variation: We introduce a flow-conserving inhomogeneity, making the
model parameter time headway T depend of the location on the road. Local parameter variations
act as a flow-conservative bottleneck: The outflow traffic in the downstream section is reduced
with respect to the inflow [Tre00a]. The procedure consist in linerly increment of time headway
′
from T (constant in x = [0, 2400] m) to T (constant in x = [3000, 4500] m). This increment
′
is the strength of the inhomogeneity, which forces drivers to separate time gap T from T . The
Figure 4.1 is an schematic representation of parameter variation respect to space.
Inter-arrival vehicle time: We model the vehicle inflow as a random variable with a control
parameter. The intented time between vehicle arrivals follows an exponential distribution with
parameter λ. The exponential distribution describes the time between events (arrivals) in a Poisson
process. In such kind of process, events occur continuosly and independently at a constant average
rate. We say intented because the vehicle inflow is conditioned to the inner dynamics of traffic.
The arrival events are Poisson distributed if the distance to the last vehicle inserted in the system
(α−1) is large enough to consider null bounds among α and α−1. Otherwise, the arrival of the new

Time headway (s)
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| {z }
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2400
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4500

Space (m)
′

Figure 4.1: Local inhomogeneity. IDM parameter T is incremented to T , forcing the vehicles to adapt its speed
′
and space gap to meet the new T .

vehicle α cannot be independent of the α − 1, i.e: to avoid colissions or impossible decelerations.
Therefore, the dynamics of traffic (driven by the IDM) inhibits the exponential arrivals due to the
presence of high density (and low speed) vehicle clusters in the beginning of the road (upstream).
In that case, the system does not meet the key property of the Poisson process: each arrival event
is stochastilly independent to all the arrivals.
The pure exponential distribution has the following cumulative probability function:
F (t ≤ τ ; λ) = 1 − e− /λ

(4.1)

τ

Where t ≥ 0 is the r.v. (time between events) and λ is the average inter-arrival time. We test
′
several inflow rate controlled by λ parameter. Both T and λ used in the simulations are sumarized
in table 4.2.
In Fig. 4.2 two scenarios are exposed. The cumulative distribution of the simulated traffic is
compared to the exponential arrivals of a Poisson process. In high flow conditions (λ = 2s), the
intented inflow differs from the actual (E[λ] = 2.45s). In addition, the curve shape is also different
from a pure Poisson process with same parameter. This changes the CDF, making interarrivals
figures τ ≤ 2s less probable than in a Poisson process with the same paratemer. For λ = 4, the
actual CDF is closer to the intented Poisson process.
In free-flow traffic, the acceleration of vehicle α only depends on its own velocity, i.e: the
effect of α − 1 is negligible. If the distance to α − 1 is such that it cannot be ignored, the initial
velocity need to be adjusted to avoid impossible decelerations in the next integration step t + ∆t.
Another solution is to force the equilibrium conditions in the initial velocity and space gap ∆x
(See section 2.5). However, this strategy has unavoidable consecuences in the inflow rate (for high
speed insertion the inflow falls due to the required space gap). Thus, to keep the inflow rate as
close as possible to the intented inflow, we calculate the initial vα forcing acceleration aα = 0.
2

∆x∗ (vα , ∆vα )
vα δ
) ]=0
aα = a ⋅ [1 − ( ) − (
v0
∆xα

(4.2)
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1

F (t ≤ τ )

0.8

Pois s on pr oc e s s λ = 2s
A c t ual pr oc e s s E [λ ] = 2.45s
Pois s on pr oc e s s λ = 2.45s
Pois s on pr oc e s s λ = 4s
A c t ual pr oc e s s E [λ ] = 4.25s
Pois s on pr oc e s s λ = 4.25s
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Figure 4.2: Cumulative distribution of the vehicle inter-arrival. Horizontal axis is logaritmic. The green line is
constructed from the simulated data. The red one is an exponential CDF. High inflow is λ = 2s. In these conditions,
the actual arrivals differ from the exponential arrivals in order to preserve safety distance. In contrast, with λ = 4s
(low inflow), both CDF are very similar. In the actual realizations, the mimimum τ is 0.25s because it is the
minimal integraton step.

Where
x∗ (vα , ∆vα ) = x∗ (vα , vα − vα−1 ) = s0 + T vα +
Therefore

s0 + T vα + vα (v2α√−vabα−1 )
∆xα =
√
δ
1 − ( vvα0 )

vα (vα − vα−1 )
√
2 ab

(4.3)

(4.4)

We obtain the set of solutions (δx, vα , vα−1 ) which satifies the Eq. (4.4) for the micoscopic
parameters given in Table 4.1. In Fig. 4.3 several solutions of Eq. (4.4) are represented.
Data from simulations depend on macroscopic boundary conditions (i.e. inflow), the strength
′
of the inhomogeneity (which forces drivers to separate time gap T ) and a random component
(since the vehicle arrivals into the system are not deterministic). The experiments are summarized
in the Table 4.2. Such boundary conditions are listed. Note that the STV fields labeled (g,h,i,j)
and (k,l) are four and two realizations with the same parameters respectively.
The traffic data and results are displayed in several 12 subfigures, splited in two figures. There
are labelled in accordance with table 4.2. The first set is composed by time-space diagrams
constructed with all the vehicle trajectories (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). These data are the Ground sets
Ω for the sampling and reconstruction experiments. Next, each experiment is briefly described:
a: Free traffic, medium inflow. No parameter inhomogeneity.
b: Free traffic, low inflow. No parameter inhomogeneity. Velocity is sighly lower than in (a)
due to higher inflow (equilibrium velocity is slightly below the desired velocity v0 ).
c: Close to free traffic. There are bursts of slower traffic due to the parameter inhomogeneity
and small differences in vehicle inflow. There are also slow traffic episodes of 2min around
3km. Some authors label this phenomena as Oscillated Congested Traffic.
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Figure 4.3: Maps of (vα−1 , ∆xα , , vα ) for aα = 0.

Simulation
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
l
k

Intented λ
4s
3s
2.5s
4s
2s
3s
2.5s
2.5s
2.5s
2.5s
2.7s
2.7s

Actual E[λ]
4.25s
3.17s
2.73s
4.12s
2.34s
4.07s
2.72s
2.74s
2.72s
2.73s
2.88s
2.78s

Actual STD[λ]
4.18s
2.93s
2.46s
3.99s
2.01s
3.42s
2.51s
2.47s
2.50s
2.51s
2.62s
2.53s

Table 4.2: Control parameters and actual arrival statistics
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(a) λ = 4s, T = T = 1.6s

(b) λ = 3s, T = T = 1.6s

(c) λ = 2.5s, T = 2s

(d) λ = 4s, T = 3.2s

(e) λ = 2s, T = 2s

(f) λ = 3s, T = 4s

′

′

′

′

′

′

Figure 4.4: Space-time representation of trajectories composed by individual vehicles. Color codes speed. (a)
and (b) are free-flow traffic with low and medium inflow respectively, without parameter inhomogeneity. (c) and
(d) has oscilating patterns from 3 to 4 km. (d) present slow regions confined around the inhomogeneity, i.e. the
congestion does not propagate upstream beyond the inhomogeneity. (e) and (f) are typical examples of shockwave
propagation upstream.
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(g) λ = 2.5s, T = 2.2s

(h) λ = 2.5s, T = 2.2s

(i) λ = 2.5s, T = 2.2s

(j) λ = 2.5s, T = 2.2s

(k) λ = 2.7s, T = 2.4s

(l) λ = 2.7s, T = 2.4s

′

′

′

′

′

′

Figure 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.5. (g,h,i,j) are four realizations for the same parameter set. The slow traffic are
confined around the inhomogeneity, however the shockwave dynamics are complex due to the local inflow and
outflow differences. (k) and (l) are two realizations with same parameters. (k) present oscillations between 3 and
4 km whilst (l) remains homogeneous. Shockwaves are similar till t = 50min, a small difference in vehicle inflow
triggers the dissipation of the jam (k) or not (l).
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d: Small and located traffic jams around inhomogeneity. In both cases (c and d), there are
velocity oscillations downstream the inhomogeneity. Inflow is low (λ = 4s) and inhomogeneity
′
is heavy (from T = 1.6s to T = 3.2s). Speed from the begining of the road to the begining
of the inhomogeneity is sighly higher than in (c) due to lower inflow.
e: Congested traffic, extended far away the local inhomogeneity. The pretended flow is high.
The upstream border of the traffic jam propagates like a shockwave with some oscillations.
The collision of the shockwave and the upper limit of the road forces a lower vehicle inflow
than the intented one (see table 4.2). This condition is mantanined from 60min to 150min.
′
Medium parameter inhomogeneity (from T = 1.6s to T = 2s).
f: Congested traffic, extended far away the local inhomogeneity. The pretended flow is medium.
The upstream border of the traffic jam propagates like a shockwave, at constant speed, till
reach the limits of the road. The collision of the shockwave and the upper limit of the
road forces a lower vehicle inflow than the intented one (see table 4.2). This condition
is mantanined from 37min to 150min. Heavy parameter inhomogeneity (from T = 1.6s to
′
T = 4s).
g,h,i,j: Four realizations with the same parameters. There are a located region of slow traffic,
continuous or discontinuous in time depending on the small differences in the vehicle inflow.
In all cases, the downstream border of the jams remains fixed and defined whilst the upstream
border follows complex dynamics.
k,l: Two realizations with the same parameters. In both cases, the traffic jam Traffic extends
far away the inhomogeneity. The upstream of the jam follows a complex dynamic, product
of small differences in the vehicle inflow.

4.3. Sampling policies
4.3
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Hitherto, the arrival of the sensor vehicles (SV) has been considered proportional to the traffic
flow. Several SV sets were tested by means of the Algorithm 1 in chapter 3, varying the proportion
of SV in relation to the whole traffic. In this chapter, we we study the efficiency of the floating-car
data collection for the following SV arrival schemes:
tf Proportional to traffic flow: Sensor vehicles are selected at random. This is the strategy
studied in the last chapter.
ad Almost determistic: The SV arrivals present the minimum variance subject to a certain
FSV. Thus, the SV events are not proportional to the traffic flow.
sc One SV in cell, submodular selection of cells: Instead of calculate the probability of
SV occurrence in the optimally chosen space-time cells, we force the occurrence of one SV
per cell. Same that in the last chapter, the number of cells per time slot is limited to a
maximum budget.
rc One SV in cell, random selection of cells: Similar strategy as previous one, but the selection of cells is random (preserving the cell budget) in order to compare with the submodular
selection scheme.
Figure 4.6 shows one realization of each case for qualitative comparation. The F SV = 4.66%
and is the same for all four cases. The average time between vehicles is very similar but the
standard deviation is different. For proportional to traffic flow, the average intearrival time is
close to the standard deviation (similiar to a Poisson process). In the other hand is the almost
deterministic, with a standard deviation of few seconds.
4.4

Submodular selection of observations

In chapter 3, the problem of optimal sensor vehicle selection was stated. Basically, the choice
of the best reporting vehicle set (for a given sensor vehicle budget) involves the calculation of
a huge number of combinations. Finding the optimal combination, even with a low FSV, is
computationally costly because it requires a number of evaluations given by binomial coefficient.
The question we want to address is: Are there any strategy to avoid the computation of all
combinations?
One possible solution is to estimate the correlation or covariance matrix of the vehicle trajectories and exploit the high correlations in velocity among sucesive vehicles (see chapter 2) to reduce
the search space (complexity reduction). Due to the vast size of design set, this approach is also
computacionally impractical. In addition, the number of vehicles exceedes the number of samples
per vehicle and both are highly variable with traffic conditions. Thus, another strategy is required
to reduce the number of variables involved in the selection.
Instead of consider individual Sensor Vehicles, we can discretize the space into a finite number
of locations V, where we can obtain measurements, and model a joint distribution P (XV ) over
variables XV associated with these locations. One example of such models, which have found
common use in geostatistics [Cre15], are Gaussian Processes [Wil06]. Based on such a model,
typical goal in spatial monitoring is to select a subset of locations A ⊆ V to observe, so that the
average predictive variance is:
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Figure 4.6: The considered SV arrivals. The F SV = 4.66%, is the same for all cases. The average time between
vehicles is very similar, but the standard deviation: a) E[λSV ] = 56.52s. ST D[λSV ] = 66.04s b) E[λSV ] = 57.9s.
ST D[λSV ] = 4.05s. c) E[λSV ] = 55.88s. ST D[λSV ] = 46.05s. d) E[λSV ] = 56.85s. ST D[λSV ] = 37.84s
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1
2
∑ σv∣A
∣V∣ v

(4.5)

2
where σv∣A
is the predictive variance at location v after observing locations A. A common formulation of predictive variance is:
2
σv∣A
= ∫ E [(Xv − E[Xv ∣ xA ])2 ∣ xA ] P (xA )dxA

(4.6)

We make the assumption that sampled traffic by means of time-space cell division is fully
specified by the mean speed and variance-covariance matrix. Under this assumption, if we know
the values of some cells A ⊆ V, we find that for v ∈ V ∖ A, the conditional distribution P (XV ∣ XA )
2
is a distribution with mean µv∣A and variance σv∣A
given by
µv∣A = µv + Σv,A Σ−1
A,A (xA − µA )
2
σv∣A

=

σv2

− Σv,A Σ−1
A,A ΣA,v

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

where Σv,A is a covariance vector with one entry for each a ∈ A with value σ(v, a) and ΣA,v = ΣTv,A .
Similarly, ΣA,A is the submatrix of Σ, only containing the entries relevant to the values of A (XA ),
and σv2 is the variance of XV .
However, the problem now:
A∗ = arg min∣A∣≤k VAR(A)

(4.10)

requires the evaluation of a enormous amount of combinations (NP-hard [Das08]). Fortunately,
in many cases, the variance reduction given by:
2
Fv (A) = σv2 − σv∣A

(4.11)

at any particular location v, satisfies the property of diminishing returns exposed in chapter 3:
We shown the higher the number of sensing vehicles, the better traffic reconstruction. However,
the improvement of accuracy or precision, is marginal when FSV is high, i.e.: The performance
of the VSN always grows with FSV, but the improvement from 1% to 2% is several times better
than 10% to 11%. Intuitively, the problem of STV reconstruction by means of triangular irregular
network from Floating-Car Data meets the property of disminishing returns.
The problem can be formalized using the combinatorial concept of submodularity (see Appendix
B for details). Since each of the variance reductions functions Fv is submodular, the average
variance reduction given by:
F (A) =

1
∑ Fv (A)
∣V∣ v

(4.12)

is also submodular. Hence, the problem of minimizing the average variance is an instance of the
problem
A∗ = arg max F (A) s.t. ∣A∣ ≤ k
(4.13)
A⊆V

which is also NP-hard. However, a fundamental result by Nemhauser et al [Nem76] states that
for submodular functions, a greedy algorithm achieves a constant factor approximation given by:
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1
F (AG ) ≥ (1 − ) F (A∗ )
(4.14)
e
If we can make a sampling of all cells V, we can estimate Σ, and use it to compute predictive
distributions for any subsets A of variables. The Σ estimation and cell division method is exposed
in the next subsections.
We use a specific implementation of the lazy-greedy algorithm [Kra10] for AG and F (AG )
calculation. This algorithm allows us to explore the most relevant space-time regions for the
STV reconstruction. These greedily selected spatio-temporal regions, AG , are closely related with
the optimal cell choice A∗ . See Appendix A for details in greedy optimization algorithms of set
functions with submodular properties.
4.4.1

Cell division and covariance matrix estimation

Hereby, we perform a partition of time-space field in smaller cells. The cells acts as virtual
sensors since the measurements provided by the sensor vehicles are necessarily linked to these
regions. Space, time and velocity samples of each cell from desing set are a random variable XT ,V ,
where T = {1, ..., i, ... ∣T ∣} and V = {1, ..., j, ... ∣V∣}. Naturally, the number of samples ∣Xi,j ∣ from
one cell to another is still completely different, but in this new data division, one can arbitrarily
change the space-time dimensions of the cells to comply with traffic or statistical requirements.
Precisely, it is reasonable to require of cells the following properties:
1. Cell length should be large enough for a effective dimensionality reduction.
2. Cell length should be short enough to avoid the confusion of two or more traffic transitions
in the same cell (therefore, in the same r.v.).
3. Cell duration should follow the same constraints of cell length.
4. Cell length should be defined in terms of the maximum vehicle density, given its minimum
net distance, to stay connected with the physical definitions of traffic flow. Thus, the space
dimension of cell is xc , (in length units):
xc = nmax ⋅ hmin

(4.15)

Where nmax is the maximum number of vehicles and hmin is the minimum space head. In
IDM model, the minimum space head or net distance is hmin = s0 + l.
5. A fixed relationship between the number of cells and samples per cell. Thus, the amount
cells is derived from its dimension xc :
L
⌋
xc

(4.16)

L
⌋
nmax ⋅ (s0 + l)

(4.17)

∣V∣ = ⌊
Therefore
∣V∣ = ⌊

In high density cells, the number of samples is several times greater than in low density cells.
Thus, balancing of samples is needed, (subsampling or oversampling). In addition, the fulfilling of
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last constraint produces big cells, either in space, time or both. These cells are not compatible
with requirements 1 to 3. Overcoming the problem requires balancing the samples for covariance
estimation. First of all, we group the cells in vectors of random variables, composing random
vectors. Each vector groups the velocity samples of full road for time interval T , composed by
time instants ∆t of 0 to nmax samples. This vector is denoted by:
XT =i,V = {Xi,1 , ..., Xi,j , ..., Xi,∣V∣ }

(4.18)

We balance XT =,V by uniform random selection of velocity samples. The objetive is to obtain
n samples in each time interval ∆t, thus the actual sampling rate is fs = n/∆t. There are four
possible cases.
i) There are n vehicles in ∆t. The actual sampling rate is naturally obtained.
ii) There are n + 1 to nmax vehicles in ∆t. The actual sampling rate is obtained by subsampling
n samples at random.
iii) There a1 to n vehicles in ∆t. Missing data is substituted by the mean of the velocity in ∆t.
iv) There are no vehicles in ∆t. The abscense of data is reemplazed by the mean of the velocity
of the cell (calculated from actual data). The missing value cannot be substituted by 0
because an empty road is the opposite of a congested road.
Using this procedure, we obtain an observation vector XT ,V . The i − th sample self-adjoint
covariance matrix is computed as:
T

Σ = E [(XT ,V − E[XT ,V ]) (XT ,V − E[XT ,V ]) ]

(4.19)

One important issue is the robustness of picking one vehicle sample at random in high density
cells (number of vehicles close to nmax ). All the traffic flow theories, physical and mathematical
models (either microcopic or macroscopic), are following the fundamental observation: The existence of a monotonic relation between density and velocity (See section 2.3.2). Therefore, for
high density traffic, is expected to sample very similar data indepently of the single vehicle that
provides the sample. In other hand, it is in medium to low density (around the critical density of
traffic regime transition) when we expect higher dispersion in velocity data.
Now that Σ has been stabished in a reliable way, we focus in the determination of samples
number per cell.The time dimension of the cell is related to the sampling rate fs . Time dimension must be large enough to collect a sufficient amount of samples but short to be practical
(requirement 3). In a generic way, the relation between samples and number of cells is given by:
∣XV ∣ = N ⋅ ∣V∣

(4.20)

Where N is a natural number.
Obtaining the minimum N that captures the features of space-time traffic process implies a
deep analysis: We define the noise power as σ 2 and the modulus of the largest eigenvector v of
ΣTV,V as ∣∣v∣∣2 . The stochastic self-adjoint matrix Σ experiences a phase transition for ∣XV ∣ samples
obtained from ∣V∣ sensors s.t. ∣XV ∣/∣V∣ ≥ σ 4 /∣∣v∣∣4 (Eq. 2.19 in [Nad08]). During phase transition
the largest eigenvalue “collapses” from noise to a signal subspace eigenvalue.
A typical value of σ 4 /∣∣v∣∣4 ≈ 4 holds true for a wide range of signals; So that, N ≳ 4 is needed
to reliably extract the main signal eigenvector using ∣XV ∣ measurements from ∣V∣ cells. Therefore,
if we ensure that the previous condition holds, i.e.,
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∣XV ∣ ≥ 4 ⋅ ∣V∣

(4.21)

We can ensure that the ΣV,V is non-singular as at least one eigenvalue can be extracted. We
will term this constraint as the condition for covariance matrix phase transition, which can be
derived from 4.16 and 4.21. For IDM model, a reasonable lower bound of number of samples is:
∣XV ∣ ≥ 4

L
nmax ⋅ (s0 + l)

(4.22)

Therefore, the duration of each cell (in seconds) is
P=

∣XV ∣
fs

(4.23)

For a STV field of length L and duration tM AX , we divide the field in ∣T ∣ = ⌊t/P ⌋ datasets with
∣T ∣
corresponding covariance matrices {ΣiV,V }i=1 . In this work, ∆t = 1s and n = 1, thus fs = 1 samples/s.
Having divided the design set and having obtained the covariance matrices (which represent
the balanced design set divided in consecutive ∣T ∣ time slots), we can face the combinatorial
optimization problem stated at the begining of the section.
4.5

Evaluation method

Perfomring a fair comparation among the aforementioned sampling schemes, including those
related to submodular maximization, requires a sistematic evaluation method. We have implemented a method that allows to find the most suitable sampling policies for traffic conditions and
time-space cell budget.
4.5.1

Overview of the evaluation method

The Fig. 4.7 is a summary of the evaluation method. The main steps are:
Step 1: Take a Ground Set from a simulation. Divide the data into two disjoint sets: Design set D
and Test set T . From on, samples of D and T are denoted XD and XT respectively. The
sets are chosen so that no vehicle is in both sets and ensure that XT is in the convex hull
of D.
Step 2: Divide D into space-time cells. The road under test is divided in ∣V∣ of equally sized fragments. The time is divided in ∣T ∣ periods. The division criteria is such it must satisfy the
constraints described in section 4.4.1.
Step 3: Estimate covariance matrices ΣTV,V for the whole road in a given period. The estimation
method and the cell division are closely related as we described in section 4.4.1.
Step 4: Select cells by submodular analysis (sc) subject to a cell budget k per period. Separatelly,
perform a cell selection at random (rc) with the same budget restriction.
Step 5: Select N random vehicles per chosen cell. These vehicles compose the SV subset of D.
The size is the number of sensor vehicles ∣SV ∣. The relation of both is F SV = ∣SV ∣/∣D∣. This
relation is fixed for the remaining selections. The output of this step are two subsets of
sensor vehicles: Submodular selection of cells SVsc and Random selection of cells SVrc .
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Step 6: Use the calculated FSV and perform random selection of sensor vehicles: Proportional to
traffic flow SVtf and almost deterministic SVad . The four SV sets has the same number of
vehicles: ∣SV ∣ = F SV ⋅ ∣D∣.
Step 7: Compute the Triangular Irregular Network for each subset, using the method in Chapter 3.
Step 8: Compute the estimation of velocity, v̂(x) = fD (x) ∀x ∈ XT , for each subset of design set.
Step 9: Compare with test set ε(x) = v̂(x) − v(x). Compute the figures of error and figures of merit
discused in section below.
Steps 5 to 9 are repeteated M times for each simulation and cell budget k. The output are k
vectors of goodness and error with M components per traffic scenario. These vectors are treated as
random variables. The analysis by means of hypothesis test provides a quantitative measurement
of the convenience of sampling scheme (tf , ad, sc, rc) and its relation with FSV, cell budget k
and traffic scenario (a − j).
Steps 7 to 9 follow the same interpolation procedure discussed in chapter 3. We have introduced
additional figures of merit and error, which are necessary to distinguish the performance of different
sampling and interpolation schemes.
4.5.2

Figures of merit and error

Each repetition of the method outputs an error set consisting in all the evaluations over the
∣X ∣
test set, {εi (x)}i=1T for all the considered cases. This implies enormous generation of data to be
compared. A fair comparison between sampling methods is simpler when using a summarizing
quantity to handle the results. In this thesis, we suggest to use three figures of error and two
figures of merit. The figures of error simply compares the interpolated velocities with the actual
velocities of test set and averages them in different ways:
• Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
MAE =

1 ∣XT ∣
∑ ∣v̂i − vi ∣
∣XT ∣ i=1

(4.24)

• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). We use an alternative definition to avoid large
errors when STV field present regions of slow traffic, substituting the actual value by average
of velocity v̄.
1 ∣XT ∣ v̂i − vi
MAPE(%) =
∣ × 100
(4.25)
∑∣
∣XT ∣ i=1
v̄
• Mean Square Error (MSE).
1 ∣XT ∣
2
MSE =
∑ (v̂i − vi )
∣XT ∣ i=1

(4.26)

On the figures of merit, we use the Willmott’s index of agreement (D) and the coefficient
of determination (R2 ) because they are performance index suitable to compare models. There
are framed as ρ = 1 − δ/µ, where δ is a dimensioned measure of average error and µ is a basis
comparation. In this work, these are quantities that indicates how well interpolated velocities (by
the triangles of TIN) approximates the actual velocities:
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• Coeficient of determination R2 . The coefficient of determination R2 is widely used as
performance indicator in linear regressions. R2 compares the squared error of interpolation
with the total sum of squares (proportional to the variance of the data).
∑i=1T (v̂i − vi )
∣X ∣

R =1−
2

∑i=1T (vi − v̄)
∣X ∣

2

2

(4.27)

• Willmotts’D. We use a improved version of the Willmott dimensionless index of agreement
[Wil12]. D is similar to R2 , using absolute errors instead squared ones.
∑i=1T ∣v̂i − vi ∣
∣X ∣

D =1−

2 ∑i=1T ∣vi − v̄∣
∣X ∣

(4.28)

In all quantities, v̄ = 1/∣XT ∣ ∑i=1T vi . The final output of the method are a set of five vectors of
performance quantities of size M . There are one set per traffic scenario, sampling strategy and
cell budget.
∣X ∣

4.5.3

Hypothesis test

Bootstrap Hypothesis test is used in order to determine whether the performance of two given
sampling schemes are actually different. The null hypothesis, H0 , is that the two sampling schemes
have the same performance. We test against the alternative hypothesis, H1 , that the performance
is different. One test compare the figures of merit and error of reconstruction from SVtf against
SVad and the other compare SVsc against SVrc . In both cases, the null hypothesis should be
discarded if the mean of the samples is different.
We have choose the bootstrap method beacuse we cannot assume normality in the samples,
thus the sampling distribution does not generally follow a t-distribution. The resampling method
is summarized in Fig. 4.8.
Let be X and Y the r.v. of figures of merit we want to test. e.g.: MAE vector of M elements
each (∣X∣ = ∣Y ∣ = M ). Let be z = X̄ − Ȳ the mean difference and let be α the significance level.
Then, the bootstrap procedure is a follow:
Step 1: Merge X and Y (X ⋃ Y ).
Step 2: Draw a bootstrap sample at random with replacement from the merged sample. Size is 2M .
Step 3: Calculate X¯∗ with the first M elements and Y¯∗ with the remaining M . Calculate z ∗ =
X¯∗ − Y¯∗
Step 4: Repeteat steps 2 and 3, B times in order to obtain the empirical distribution of mean
differences Z = {zi∗ }B
i=1 .
Step 5: The desired p-value is then estimated as
p − value ≊

♯{z ∗ > z}
B

Step 6: Reject H0 if p − value < α and retain H0 otherwise.

(4.29)
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is required. In this application, the measures ∣X∣ = ∣Y ∣ = M (which is not required for bootstrap). Figure courtesy
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In this work, we expect that perfomance by submodular cell selection is different (better) that
random selection and the perfomance of deterministic arrival of sensor vehicles is different than
proportional to traffic flow arrivals (in fact, we do not know a priori if is better or not).
4.6

Results

First we present the results in the same way that in Chapter 3, where the ocurrence of sensor
vehicles in the scenario is also proportional to traffic flow. MAE figures, the submodular selected
cells, the local, the probability of ocurrence of SV in those cells and instantaneous density-flow
diagrams are exposed for the simulated scenarios. Then, we show the results of the comparative
among sampling policies.
4.6.1

SV occurrence proportional to traffic flow

The Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, the MAE is represented according to the FSV and the Ts . The
proposed interpolation methodology (TIN) present an improvement in the performance figures as
FSV is increased. In the light of results, for low FSV, there is no need for a very high sampling
frequency, since the figure of error do not decrease sufficiently, or even such error becomes worst.
This effect is clearly showed in Fig. 4.9(f).
The MAE is close to invariant in free-flow traffic conditions (scenarios (a) and (b)). A 1800fold incrementation of the number of design samples provided by sensor vehicles yields in less than
50% performance improvement (Fig. 4.9). By increasing the vehicle inflow (average inter-arrival
time in (a) is greater than in (b)), the goodness of reconstruction changes slightly: With very
small design sets, i.e. low FSV and high Ts , the perfomance in (b) is poorer than in (a).
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Figure 4.9: MAE for SV selection proportional to traffic flow. The TIN interpolation achieves different performance
in reconstruction, attending to space-time pattern of traffic. Thus, the best performance is achieved in homogeneous
and severe congestion (cases (e) and (f)) The worst performance is in oscillating traffic with uncongested episodes
of congestion (cases (c) and (d)). The MAE is close to invariant in free-flow traffic conditions (cases (a) and
(b)). In all scenarios, from a certain sampling period period, error does not continue to decline, but remains stable
or even increases. The greater the FSV, the lower the Ts at which this phenomenon occurs.
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Figure 4.10: MAE for SV selection proportional to traffic flow. Scenarios (g-j) are different realizations with
same parameters and the obtained errors are similar. The minor oscillations after the inhomogeneity, the better
the reconstruction. This effect is more pronunced in scenarios (k,l). The first one has a wide-in-time oscillating
region after the inhomogeneity and the reconstruction error is higher than (l).
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The opposite case is congested traffic, in Figs. 4.9(e) and 4.9(f), the MAE is lower than
4.9(a) and 4.9(b). The TIN works fine in congested traffic. However, the error has a stronger
dependency of FSV and Ts than in free-flow traffic. In (f), for low FSV, the MAE begins to grow
for low values of Ts . This perfomance degradation is due to a huge difference between the sides of
the TIN triangles. This is a problem already observed in chapter 3, the long and skinny triangles.
In the second row, Figs. 4.9(c) and 4.9(c)(d) are virtually identical. Inflow in (d) is almost
double than (e), and the latter has a strong inhomogeneity. The MAE is similar because the
oscillations downstream the bottleneck follows the same space-time pattern.
In Fig. 4.10 the scenarios (g-j) are four independent realizations with the same parameters. The
difference among realizations is the space-time area of traffic congestion. So that, (h) and (i) has
oscillating congested areas while (g) is continous in time. The upstream border of the jam remains
a complex dynamic directly related to the variation of the inflow. Regarding the reconstruction,
there is a slight improvement in (g) and (j). The greater the congested spatiotemporal area (and
also minor oscillations after the inhomogeneity), the better reconstruction.
Figs. 4.10(k) and 4.10(l), are from two scenarios with the same parameters. The field (k) has
and oscillating traffic from t = 100min in the downstream section, whilst (l) field is homogeneous in
the same part. As in the other cases, the MAE is better (for all reconstruction cases) reconstructing
homogeneous traffic.

4.6.2

Submodular analysis

The Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 are STV fields divided in cells with nmax = 20. According to the
time-space division, this yields in cell space dimension xc = 140m and V = 28 cells per time slot
P . Thus, using Eq.(4.23), the time dimension (duration) of each cell is P = 112s. The number
covariance matrices or time slots is ∣T ∣ = 78. Instead of representing individual vehicle paths, we
display colored cells proportional to the average speed of the cell. In addition, we represent by
symbols the combination of cells per time slot that maximizes F (A) (for a cell budget ∣A∣ = 4).
These symbols are {●, +, △, ◻} for first to forth selection respectively.
In scenarios (a) and (b), the selected cells are concentrated at the beginning of the road or
present in apparently random distribution. Fields (e) and (f) are heavily congested due to high
inflow and strong inhomogeneity respectively. The selected cells are in the transitions from freeto-congested and congested-to-free. Fields (e) and (d) present small amplitude, short duration,
located oscillations around s = 3km, most of the first-choice cells (●) are in the transition from
free-to-congested traffic, similar to (e) and (f).
Fields (g,h,i,j), which have different patterns, have been generated with the same parameters.
When the field presents a well defined jam edge, the combinations of four selected cells prefer its
first element placed right on it. In field (k), the selected cells are swirling around the upstream
border of the jam, Field (f) present a continuous in time congestion with a complex upstream
border.
The Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 are phase diagrams expresed in flow and density units. In them, the
trajectories of individual vehicles are represented by means of instantaneous density (Eq. 4.30) and
instantaneous velocity. The instantaneous flow qα (t) is derived using the fundamental relation of
traffic flow theory (Eq. (4.31)):
1/ρα (t) = xα−1 (t) − xα (t) + l

(4.30)
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Figure 4.11: STV fields in cells. The symbols {●, +, △, ◻} represent the cell combination that maximizes F (A).
In fields (a) and (b), the selected cells are concentrated at the beginning of the road or spreaded at random.
The selected cells are in the transitions from free-to-congested and congested-to-free. Fields (e) and (d) present
small amplitude, short duration, located oscillations around s = 3km, most of the first-choice cells (●) are in the
transition from free-to-congested traffic, similar to (e) and (f).
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Figure 4.12: Fields (g,h,i,j), which have different patterns, have been generated with the same parameters. When
the field presents a well defined jam edge, the combinations of four selected cells prefer its first element placed
right on it. In field (k), the selected cells are swirling around the upstream border of the jam or in the oscillating
cells. The field (f) presents a continuous in time congestion with a complex upstream border. It present similar
choices to (k).
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qα (t) = ρα (t) ⋅ vα (t)

(4.31)

Each point is a pair (ρα (t), qα (t)). Two sets of trajectories are reresented: In soft grey, all the
pairs belonging to the selected cells (full budget, ∣A∣ = 4); in darker grey, the complete trajectories
of those sensor vehicles, which passes through the first choosen cells. These vehicles are one
realization of SVsc for k = 1. The aforementioned symbols represent the order and cardinality of
the submodular combination A, placed in the average (ρ, Q) pair of the cell.
The scenario (a) and (b) are typical of free-traffic diagrams with vehicle densities below critical
density. These shows a linear relation between density and flow. The (c) scenario shows oscillations
in time-space fields. The vehicles enter in the inhomogeneity and brake (aα < 0) in order to reach
the new desired timehead (T → T ′ ). Once reached, vehicles accelerate (aα > 0) to the desired
velocity v0 . This behaviour is shown in the trajectories (from selected vehicles) in the phase
diagram.
All the trajectories depart from unstable fixed points located in the linear density-flow limb,
which directly depends on the particular circumstances of the microscopic flow. These trajectories decay to one stable fixed point located in (ρ, Q) ≈ (20, 1400). The length of the trajectory
depends on the inner dynamics of the congested traffic. The scenarios (d,e,f) shows a complete
traffic breakdown with typical capacity drop. In scenario (d), there are some vehicles involved in a
flow diminution from 1500 to 900 vh/h (slow traffic parts on the field) and the same phenomena
observed on scenarios (c). Scenarios (e) and (f) has additional phenomena due to small accelerations and decelerarions with density compressions and expansions in the core of the jam. These
periodic changes are represented by orbits in the diagram. The orbits progresivelly collapses in a
spiral because it loses a bit of energy on each cycle (dissipative cycle). Finally, in all cases (d,e,f),
the phase points compose trajectories of constant flow and decreasing density. Figs. 4.14(g,h,i,j)
exhibit similar characteristics, even the STV field has different patterns.
The correct choice of samples, provided by the sensor vehicles crossing the selected cells, allows
to render a near complete density-flow diagram with trajectories of phase points, fixed points and
orbits. Actually, these optimally sampled flow-density diagrams represent the phase portrait of the
whole dynamical system.
Finally, Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 express the probability that at least one sensor vehicle is located
in the selected cells (P (∣SV ∣ ≥ 1)) according to their respective cell budgets (∣A∣ = {1, ..., 4}) and
for different FSV.
At this point, the issue to address is to determine the probability of obtaining samples in the
indicated cells with the natural occurrence of sensor vehicles: The opportunity to obtain samples in
the selected cells is related to the probability of finding at least one sensor vehicle in them. In the
Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, as a rule, the higher the flow, the sharper probability funcion. In congested
traffic (e,f), where the difference between inflow and outflow is very high, there is a sharp slope of
the probability function. Case (d) is very similar to (a) and (d), with a higher inflow. Therefore,
the probability on these scenarios reach the maximum faster. Case (e) is low inflow but high flow
differente (like in (c)). The probability reach the maximum close to (b). Despite the patterns are
different, cases (g,h,i,j), the probability functions present strong similarities among them. Idem
with (k,l). We can conclude that the P (∣SV ∣ ≥ 1) depends mainly on the vehicle inflow and the
intensity of the traffic breakdown.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.13: Flow-density representation. These diagrams represent three sources of data simultaneously. The
small dots are pairs (individual and instantaneous) of density and flow. Dark gray, the vehicles that pass along the
first member (●) of the combination of cells that maximizes F (A), one random vehicle per cell. FSV indicates the
fraction of such vehicles. Light grey, all the samples belonging to chosen cells. The symbols {●, +, △, ◻} are placed
indicating the mean density and flow of these cells. Scenarios (a) and (b) are typical of free-traffic diagrams.
(c) shows the oscillations in time-space fields. Scenarios (d,e,f) shows a complete traffic breakdown with typical
capacity drop. (e) and (f) has aditional oscillations due to small accelerations and decelerations in the core of the
traffic jam.
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 4.14: Same representation as Fig. 4.13. The diagrams are very similar to each other for equal parameters,
although the spatiotemporal patterns (that are particular realizations of the process) are different to the naked eye.
Note that the paths in dark gray delimit the most extreme pairs of flow and density.
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Figure 4.15: Probabilities of finding almost one Sensor Vehicle in ∣A∣ cells. The symbols ({●, +, △, ◻}) represent
the cell budget ∣A∣ = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Note the sharper transitions when the field present congested areas.
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Figure 4.16: Same representation as Fig. 4.15. Note that probability curves are very similar despite the traffic
flow patterns are different. Statistically, these patterns present the same characteristics.
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Performance comparison of different SV sampling policies

We present here the results for 12 traffic scenarios, 4 sampling policies (tf , sc, rc, ad) and 8
cell budgets k = [1, 8] (or its equivalent in FSV). Each combination of scenario, sampling method
and cell budget is repeated 100 times because of the random components of vehicle selection.
This yields in 384 data groups of 100 samples each. With them, we calculate the figures of merit
and error described in Section 4.5.2, namely: MAE, MAPE, MSE, Willmots’D and R2 . Each one
is composed by a vector of M elements and it is related to the number of sensor vehicles and FSV.
The Figs. 4.17 to 4.26 are the resulting 1920 datasets, arranged in the same way as the other
figures in the present chapter. The axes are logarithmic and share the horizontal scale (FSV),
whilst the vertical scale is adapted to the units of the figures of merit or error. According to the
method explained in Section 4.5, the number of sensor vehicles is obtained applying the restriction
of one random sensor vehicle per selected cell (either randomly or submodular). In some trials,
one sensor vehicle can cross two or more of these cells. The probability of crossing two or more
cells grows with the cell budget and the FSV. Therefore, the higher the cell budget, the greater
FSV and the greater variability of FSV. Despite the increased variability of FSV, the populations
obtained with different cell budgets never overlap, at least in the considered cases (k ≤ 8).
For sake of clarity, results are grouped by colors. In the light of the resuts, we can extract
some qualitative or preeliminar conclusions:
Blue : Proportional to traffic flow (tf ): Always worst except in free traffic.
Black: Almost deterministic (ad): In most cases, this method provides different results compared
to tf (H1 ). This method obtain clearly the best results. Only under certain conditions of
free traffic and extremely low FSV, the other policies are better.
Red: Random cell selection (rc): In some cases this method is better than tf but it is worse than
sc.
Green: Submodular cell selection (sc): In most cases, this method provides different results than
rc (H1 ). In certain conditions of free traffic and FSV, the results are not clear to the naked
eye. The rejection of null hyphotesis (H0 : µrc =µsc ) requires the evaluation of bootstrap
mean.
In addition to the Figs. 4.17 to 4.26, the results of the hypothesis test can be found in Appendix
C, which are arranged in 24 tables, two for each scenario, and summarized by the mean and the
standard deviation. To help the understanding of the results, we have summarized them in two
parts, one for each test:
TEST 1: Proportional to traffic flow VS Almost deterministic
We reject H0 if the seleccion policy termed proportional to traffic flow obtains different performance figures to almost deterministic policy. In contrast, we accept H0 if both policies throw
the same average performance figures.
a: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. For low FSV, the mean of the data provides a
better interpolation to the outcomes than do the TIN. The Willmotts’D is very low, thus
we can conclude that the TIN interpolation of Floating-Car Data is not a suitable model for
free-traffic (low density and low inflow traffic). Interestingly, for k = 1, the proportional to
traffic flow policy provides better results than the deterministic one.
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b: H0 is acepted for cell budgets k = 1 and rejected for k > 1. That is, for very low FSV, the tf
and ad policies yields in the same performance. For low FSV, the mean of the data provides
a better interpolation than TIN (as a scenario). However, the perfomance of the TIN model
is slightly better than in a.
c: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. The ad strategy is the best by a wide margin.
d: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. The difference among policies is smaller than
scenario c.
e: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. The ad strategy is the best by a wide margin.
Model performance is the best for congested data.
f: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. Similar case to scenario e.
g,h,i,j: H0 is rejected in all performance figures. Performance figures are similar despite the differences in time-space pattern.
k,l: H0 is rejected in all performance figures in the same way that scenarios g,h,i and j.
Therefore, the Almost deterministic strategy is generally best than Proportional to traffic flow.
Only in the case of medium flow and free-traffic (scenario b) for very low FSV, there is no statistical
significance among the studied policies. These results are very interesting as they open a new path
of research: The possibility of choosing the best sensor vehicles individually for traffic flow sampling
and interpolation.
TEST 2: Random cells VS Submodular cells
We reject H0 if the seleccion policy termed Random cells obtains different performance figures
to Submodular cells policy. In contrast, we accept H0 if both policies throw the same average
performance figures.
a: H0 is acepted for k = 1 and rejected for k > 1. For very low FSV, the mean of the data
provides a better interpolation to the outcomes than do the TIN.
b: H0 is acepted for k = 1 and rejected for k > 1. That is, for very low FSV, the rc and sc
policies yields in the same performance figures. For low FSV, However, the perfomance of
the TIN model is slightly better than in a.
c: H0 is rejected in all figures of merit and error. The standard deviation of MSE, R2 and
Willmotts’D decreases more in sc than in rc, as the budget k is increased. Thus, the
submodular selection present a more deterministic performance than random selection.
d: H0 is rejected for k ≤ 4 and accepted for k ≥ 5. However, the differences between the both
policies are minimal, in the limit of the confidence interval.
e: H0 is rejected in all figures of merit and error. Model performance is the best for congested
data.
f: H0 is rejected for k ≤ 2 and accepted for k ≥ 3. Thus, the performance of random selection
is the same that submodular selection for F SV ⪆ 10%. In fact, the performance figures (see
tables in appendix C) are very similar for tf , rc and sc.
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g,h,i,j: H0 is rejected in all figures of merit and error.
k,l: H0 is rejected in all figures of merit and error.
The Submodular cell selection is generally better than a random selection with the exception
of two cases: i) Very low FSV in free-traffic and ii) with medium to high FSV in heavily congested
traffic, well in extended areas of very slow traffic (scenario f) or located ones (scenario d). In
these cases, there is no statistical significance among the studied policies, both throwing the same
performance figures.
4.7

Conclusions

We have generated 12 traffic scenarios composed by individual vehicle trajectories. The space,
time and velocity samples (ground truth) are used to check the performance of the reconstruction
model for each case. We have tested different fractions of vehicle sensors (FSV) and different
sampling periods (Ts ) in a similar manner that in Chapter 3. In addition, we have compared,
by means of bootstrap test hypothesis, four different sampling policies, one of them based on
submodular optimization. We have address the following issues:
• What are the effects of traffic conditions on the reconstruction performance of the VSN? The
traffic conditions has notorious effects in the performance of the traffic flow reconstruction.
In a free-flow traffic regime, the incrementation in the size of the design set (Xsv ) not result
in a great improvement. The best results were achieved in a regime of homogeneous and
extended congestion, (M AE < 0.4m/s) using a really sparse design set. On the other hand,
when traffic presents oscillations of small duration (in the order of 5 minutes) and medium
extension (a third of the field), the performance was more sensitive to the FSV and Ts . In
addition, we have shown that in free-traffic regime, even with near-deterministic selection
of sensor vehicles, the TIN model is not performing well. In these conditions of low density,
low inflow or both, the mean speed is a better model.
• What is the distribution of Sensor Vehicles that improve the reconstruction performance?
We have tested four sampling policies. The sampling labeled as tf is proportional to traffic
flow or natural occurence in traffic. In the light of the results, this sampling scheme only
returned in good results in high FSV or very congested traffic. The best results were provided
by a near-deterministic selection of sensor vehicles (ad). Only in the case of completely
uncongested traffic, the performance was similar to the tf policy (always in combination
with TIN interpolation).
The submodular selection of cells (sc) presented better results than tf in all scenarios and
cell budget (or the corresponding FSV). Compared to random selection of cells (rc), for the
same number of cells, the perfomance in the different scenarios was better or equal, showing
a major advantage in oscillating traffic (scenario c). In general, the performace figures in sc
present less dispersion than rc.
• What are the most relevant time-space regions? We have used combinatorial optimization
techniques to find the subset of space time locations (cells) that maximize the expected
reduction in variance at unobserved locations. These near-optimal subsets, one per time
slot, share common features, although the characteristics of the traffic and its space-time
pattern may be different. The winning wager for a small budget (in this work, ∣A∣ ≤ 4 and
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∣V∣ = 28) consisted in the first, second or even three cells grouped around the begining of the
traffic jam (upstream border) and the remaining close to the inflow source. When there were
not a free-congested flow sharp transition, the chosed locations were surrounding the end of
congested phase. In free-flow fields, the selection was spatially near-uniformly distributed,
with more selections close to the vehicles source.

• Is the density-flow diagram a convenient representation of traffic phenomena? We have
presented instantaneous flow-density diagrams by means of individual trajectories. We have
shown that a very small number of randomly selected vehicles (with the condition of crossing
one optimal cell per vehicle), rendered the free-congested flow transition or traffic breakdown.
In this case, the FSV is as small as 2−4%. Note that the huge dispersion in flow and density,
usually observed by means of static detectors in the real world, was captured.
We have calculated the probability of finding at least one sensor vehicle in the aforementioned
cells. The probability curves are different depending of the traffic conditions. Interestingly,
the more complex traffic flow dynamics, the sharper transitions to high probability figures.
With these results, the next steps are: i) To find a local, online or calculated on-board indicator,
in order to make a selection of sensor vehicles and/or sampling cells directly from the source. ii)
In this work, the Ts is fixed: Performace should be incremented varying the sampling frequency
precisely on optimal cells and descarting data from the source on unrelevant cells. iii) The almost deterministic sampling scheme is very difficult to replicate in real world traffic. However, the
implementation of a working system by means of vehicular communications is an interesting technological challenge that should be addressed. iv) Other interpolation or even regression techniques
should be tested.
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Figure 4.17: MAE. (a) and(b), for low FSV, tf policy is the best (blue). (c,d,e). These scenarios present the
expected performace: ad (black) is the best by wide margin. The next is sc (green). It is slightly better than rc
(red), which present high dispersion. The worst is tf (blue). (f) present impressive convergence as FSV become
higher.
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Figure 4.18: MAE. Very similar performance figures. In all cases, ad (black) is the best and tf (blue) is the worst.
sc (green) is better than rc (red) when FSV is low.
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Figure 4.19: MAPE: In free-traffic conditions (a-b), the relative error is very high and there is not a wide difference
among sampling policies. The best performance was achieved in congested traffic (e).
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Figure 4.20: MAPE: In these conditions, the best performance was achieved by ad (black) sampling policy.
However, sc (green) is always better than rc (red) and tf (blue).
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Figure 4.21: MSE. This error figure reveals that there is not a big gain sampling with high or low FSV in freetraffic regime. For low FSV, there is not difference among sampling policies. In very congested regime (e-f), the
ad (black) provides the best results and sc (green) is better than rc (red) and tf (blue), specially in terms of
statistical dispersion.
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Figure 4.22: MSE: Similar results to the other figures and scenarios. The ad (black) is the best always. For low
FSV, the sc (green) policy is close to ad(black), and always better than the other policies.
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Figure 4.23: R2 . Negative figures indicate that TIN interpolation is not suitable for free-traffic regime. In contrast,
for congested traffic, the performance is astonishing, specially with sc (green) and ad (black).
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Figure 4.24: R2 . tf policy (blue) present higher dispersion than sc (green). The best is achieved by ad (black).
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Figure 4.25: Willmotts’D. Very low figures indicate that TIN interpolation is not suitable for free-traffic regime.
In contrast, for congested traffic, the performance is astonishing, specially with sc (green) and ad (black).
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Figure 4.26: Willmotts’D. tf policy (blue) present higher dispersion than sc (green). The performance figures
are, in all cases, very high.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work

In chapter 1, the objetives and scope of this thesis were presented. The working hypothesis
was:
Traffic flow is a collective and complex phenomenon, but can be represented from a
small part of the vehicles that comprise such flow.
In Chapter 2 we presented a summary of traffic flow theory and modeling. On the one hand we
have presented a microscopic and macroscopic characterization of traffic flow and the fundamental
relation of traffic, the validity and extension to nonequilibrium situations. Subsequently, we have
exposed the more accepted traffic flow models, providing an extended description about those we
used to generate the data of the experiments: The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) and Minimizing
Overall Braking decelerations Induced by Lane changes (MOBIL). In addition, we have introduced
the main theories on traffic jam formation and the controversy in considering second-order terms
in the conservation equations of traffic flow.
At the end of Chapter 2 we have shown the ability to render a density-flow diagram from
individual vehicle trajectories by means of a transformed phase-space. The derived local densityflow diagram formed from a few trajectories resembles a traditional fundamental diagram. While
the hypothesis was not yet confirmed due to the lack of quantitative analysis, at this point of the
doctoral thesis, the first sign was promising.
In Chapter 3 we proposed the system that allow us to confirm or refute the hypothesis. The
system is the Vehicular Sensor Network (VSN) a retrieval system for traffic data based on the
concept of floating-car data: A small fraction of vehicles, the sensor vehicles, reports its position,
speed and a time stamp, heading this data to a fusion center. In such a center, the space-time
diagram that characterizes the microscopic traffic is reconstructed with the recovered samples.
These samples are transported by means of multi-hop wireless network, using the IEEE 802.11p for
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure links. The reconstruction method is an interpolation
based on generating a mesh of Delaunay triangles, a common technique in geostatistics and never
used before in the context of traffic flow. The result is a velocity field, we have called STV field,
where an embedded vehicle behaves like a sensitive particle and will experience the speed dictated
by the field. Thus, we compared the actual speeds of vehicles with those provided by the STV
field.
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The trajectories of the vehicles were simulated in a four lane scenario, with IDM and MOBIL
for longitudinal and transversal dynamics respectively. Thus, the source of congestion was the
non-conserving inhomogeneity due to the flow difference of on-ramp and off-ramp to the main
lanes. We have modeled diferent populations of drivers by means of the desired velocity from
empirical data in order to trigger lane changes (and provide a high scattered density-flow pairs
nearby critical density).
We posed the first attempt to find the optimal combination of sensor vehicles. We found
that a direct selection of sensor vehicles is a really hard problem, thus we circumvented the direct
evaluation of all possible combinations. In contrast, we divided the time-space field in smaller
regions termed cells. Thus, we have reduced the traffic flow process to a set of random variables
(one per cell) related to each other through second order statistics. By means of lazy-greedy
evaluations, we found the near-optimal combination of cells which maximizes the reduction in
variance at unobserved locations. Therefore, we only needed to calculate the probability of the
occurrence of a sensor vehicle in such cells.
Through this system (and the performed experiments) we were able to quantitatively answer
the research questions arising from the main hypothesis:
i) What are the relationships of the number of sensor vehicles or Fraction of Sensor Vehicles
(F SV ), the sampling period (Ts ) and the quality of the collected data?
ii) What is the relationship between the dynamics of traffic flow and the performance of multihop wireless network model?
iii) What is the influence of the multi-hop wireless in the reconstruction error?
iv) Why the sparse VSN and the STV field rendering succeed in capturing the traffic dynamics?
At this point we have found quantitative evidence that confirm the hypothesis. However, these
questions derived in others and answering them required a new experiment setup. In Chapter 4
we have set up an scenario with a single lane and a flow-conservative inhomogeneity, where the
desired timehead T parameter varies along the inhomogeneity. The final value of such a parameter,
′
T , and the mean arrival time, which defines the average inflow into the system, are the control
parameters which enabled the generation of 12 different spatiotemporal patterns. In addition to
the full sweep of FSV and Ts , we have tested four different strategies in the selection of sensors
vehicles: proportional to traffic flow, almost deterministic and one sensor vehicle per cell, where
the cells are selected at random or by combinatorial optimization.
Finally, we performed a hypothesis test to determine which selection strategy is best for each
scenario. With this new experimental setup, we have addressed the additional research questions:
v) What are the effects of traffic conditions on the performance of the VSN?
vi) What is the distribution of Sensor Vehicles that improves the reconstruction performance?
vii) What are the most relevant time-space regions or cells?
viii) Is the density-flow diagram a convenient representation of traffic phenomena?
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Conclusions
Returning to the research questions:

i) What is the relationship of the number of sensor vehicles or Fraction of Sensor Vehicles
(F SV ), the sampling period (Ts ) and the quality of the collected data?
With F SV = 9 − 10% virtually all the phenomenology of traffic is captured, including the
smaller transient space-time regions. In these circumstances, it is possible to increase the
sampling period Ts in regions with low speed variance (both free and heavily congested traffic
regions).
We can state that a F SV around 9 − 10% is sufficient to provide a high-quality traffic flow
characterization in any traffic situation.
ii) What is the relationship between the dynamics of traffic flow and the performance of multihop wireless network model?
The VSN has two main sources of transmission errors: Doppler and multihop retransmission
errors. In free-flow traffic, the dominant source of transmission errors is the Doppler effect in
the last hop (vehicle-to-infraestructure). In congested traffic, transmission errors are mainly
caused by retransmissions from sensor vehicles to the RSUs.
iii) What is the influence of the multi-hop wireless in the reconstruction error?
None of the traffic conditions stated above (free or congested) are relevant to reduce the
error in the estimation of the STV field. Transitional traffic, where none of the two sources of
transmission errors (Doppler and multihop errors) are dominant, is the key to reduce the estimation error. Thus, wireless transmission errors have a negligible effect in the reconstruction
error.
iv) Why the sparse VSN and the STV field rendering succeed in capturing the traffic dynamics?
We have found, by means of submodular optimization, the space-time regions (cells) maximizing the expected reduction of the speed variance at unobserved locations. We have
calculated the probability of finding at least one sensor vehicle in these areas for varying
density of sensor vehicles. We have found that such probability sharply increases with a
mere 9% of the present vehicles periodically reporting their position, time and speed.
v) What are the effects of traffic conditions on the performance of the VSN?
The spatiotemporal pattern of traffic has effects in the performance of the reconstruction.
In a free-traffic traffic regime, the incrementation in the number of sensor vehicles does not
result in a great improvement. The best results are achieved in a regime of homogeneous
congestion, (M AE < 0.4m/s and M AP E < 1%) using a really sparse design set (2 − 4%).
On the other hand, when traffic presents oscillations of small duration (in the order of 5
minutes) and mid extension (a third of the field), the performance is more sensitive to the
F SV and Ts .
In addition, we have shown that in free-traffic regime, even with near-deterministic selection
of sensor vehicles, the TIN model is not performing well. In such conditions of low density,
low inflow or both, the mean speed is a better model than TIN model.
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vi) What is the distribution of Sensor Vehicles that improves the reconstruction performance?
In the light of the results, the proportional-to-flow (tf ) sampling scheme performs optimally
in high FSV or very congested traffic, where the differences respect the other strategies are
negligible. The best results were provided by a near-deterministic selection of sensor vehicles
(ad). Only in the case of completely uncongested traffic, the performance are similar to the
tf policy.
The submodular selection of cells (sc) performs better than tf in all scenarios and cell
budget (or the corresponding FSV). Compared to random selection of cells (rc), for the
same number of cells, the perfomance in the different scenarios are better or equal, showing
a major advantage in oscillating traffic. In general, the performace figures in sc present less
dispersion than rc.
vii) What are the most relevant cells?
We have used combinatorial optimization techniques to find the subset of space time locations (cells) that maximizes the expected reduction in variance at unobserved locations.
These near-optimal subsets, one per time slot, share common features, although the characteristics of the traffic and its space-time pattern (or STV field) may be different. The
winning wager for a small budget (in this work, ∣A∣ ≤ 4 and ∣V∣ = 28) consist in the first,
second or even three cells grouped around the begining of the jam (upstream border) and
the remaining close to the inflow source. When there is not a free-congested flow sharp
transition, the chosen locations are surrounding the transition of congested-to-free traffic
(constant flow, growing velocity). In free-flow fields, the selection is spatially near-uniformly
distributed, with more selections close to the vehicle source.
We have calculated the probability of finding at least one sensor vehicle in the afforementioned cells. The probability curves are different depending of the traffic state. Interestingly,
the more complex traffic flow dynamics, the sharper transitions to high probability figures.
viii) Is the density-flow diagram a convenient representation of traffic phenomena?
We have presented instantaneous flow-density diagrams by means of individual trajectories.
We have shown that a very small number of randomly selected vehicles (with the condition
of crossing one optimal cell per vehicle), renders the free-congested flow transition or traffic
breakdown. In this case, the FSV is as small as 2 − 4%. Note that the huge dispersion in
flow and density, usually observed by means of Rt detectors, is captured.
There is proof of evidence that the hypothesis is confirmed. One can reconstruct the flow
of traffic from a mere 2% if the situation is congested traffic, while increasing to 10% in a
mixed situation, where full congested regions, free-traffic and slow but medium flow alternates
in a oscillated pattern. The reconstruction figures are improved if the arrival of sensor vehicles
to the road system is equally spaced. In addition, the sampling rate can be adjusted to meet
reconstruction requirements.
5.2

Future work

While the aim of this doctoral thesis has been reached, there are several research lines we may
follow, some of them are tempting us from now. Sorting from immediate action steps to long-term
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goals, the work presented in this Doctoral Thesis will be continued in accordance to the following
items:
1. Evaluation of additional interpolation techniques for traffic flow reconstruction: The TIN
interpolation has essential properties for traffic flow reconstruction, such as non-violation of
speed anisotropy, performing adequatelly in congested and oscillating traffic. However, in
very sparse design sets (data provided by sensor vehicles), the TIN interpolation establishes
a relationship between adjacent sensor vehicles that actually does not exist (they are too
separated in space and time). This yields in triangular artifacts, usually termed long and
skinny triangles. An alternative are interpolations based on radial basis functions, where the
value at the point to be interpolated is a function of the distance (radius).
2. Submodular interpolation: Intuitively, the more sensors vehicles, the better the reconstruction. However, adding a new vehicle to a large desing set results in a less significant improvement that adding the same sensor vehicle to a smaller set (disminishing returns property).
This feature seems to indicate that the set of possible sensor vehicles, with proper evaluation
function, is submodular (although formal proof will be required). We have surrounded the
problem by spatiotemporal division of the velocity field, considering the space regions in a
given time interval and not individual vehicles. The combinatorial problem of choosing the
best sensor vehicles for design set (and a proper interpolation) is in the works.
3. Comparative among traffic models: We have implemented two mature and widely used
microscopic models, extending the IDM to a multi-class model by means of varying the
desired velocity among vehicles. A recent development in traffic modeling are the multianticipation car-following models. In this case, more than one leading vehicle influences
the behavior of a driver. Multi-class and multi-anticipation may be combined to take into
account that some drivers look further ahead than others [vWK15].
4. Field experiments: It is a challenging task perform traffic flow reconstruction experiments
in the real world. In addition to the usual difficulties of such a experiment, the problem
here is to determine the ground truth and the actual fraction of sensor vehicles. The typical
procedure is to take the accuracy of journey time as figure of merit (calculated from static
detectors), and compare it against a journey time calculated from sensor vehicles.
5. Alternatives to IEEE 802.11p: It has been stated that the ad-hoc communications between
vehicles (without the mediation of a cellular infrastructure) are essential to increase the effectiveness of ADAS. On the other hand, the massive collection of data over a conventional
mobile networks is very expensive for the network. Therefore, ad-hoc communications are an
excellent opportunity to decongest the up-link these networks. However, there are promising
alternatives to 802.11p: The most relevant is LTE D2D, which has been proposed for V2V
and V2I communications [Khe14], not without a complete optimization of the parameters
[Lot15]. In addition, major technology companies (Huawei, Qualcomm) shows a very high
interest in imposing this technology for vehicular communications 1 . There are a new alternative to microwave communications, the Visible Light Communications (VLC) for vehicular
environment, with a growing research community.
1

http://safecarnews.com/huawei-and-qualcomm-offer-lte-based-v2x_n6262/
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6. Distributed microscopic control by means of autonomous vehicles: The lapis philosophorum
of traffic flow theory is the monotonically increasing flow-density Fundamental Diagram.
Achieving high flow for densities beyond typical critical densities of 30 vh/km implies the
reduction of time headway well below 1s to tenths of a second. Even with perfect communications between consecutive vehicles, small perception mistakes (or measuring uncertantly
in autonomous vehicles) are large enough to trigger a traffic breakdown (or an accident) in
combination with reduced time headways. The abscense of propagation and the amplification
of perturbations over a pair of consecutive vehicles is termed string stability [Pep74], and
achieve a string-stable flow requires distributed optimal control [Swa96]. Several schemes
has been presented recently using ACC or CACC [Dar99], [Zho05], [Xia11] and vehicular communications [Dun12]. These works makes the assumption that all the vehicles are
equiped with such systems or restrict the analysis to inner vehicle platoon. The challenge is
to extend the distributed optimal control to a mixed flow of both legacy and autonomous
vehicles. So that, the next research question is: Which is the achivable critical density for
a given fraction of autonomous vehicles (which performs distributed control) in order to
provide asymtotic stabilization of traffic flow?
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Appendix A
Additional notes on IEEE 802.11p standard

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) have been proposed as a communication system where
the cooperative wireless channel is the weakest link in the communication chain. So we have to
address the specific problems that will affect the correct determination of the space-time traffic
pattern. Late or lost data packets are determinant to the correct operation of the system. The
main problems of the Quality of Service (QoS), i.e., delay and jitter in the data to the Data Fusion
Center (which affect the quasi-synchronous operation) and the Packet Loss Probability in this
system are:
• The number of wireless hops to the nearest RSU. This metric determines, not only the delay
of the data stream, but its change in time determines the variation in delay, i.e., the jitter.
• The quality of the individual Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
wireless channels. These channels determine the end-to-end Bit Error Rate which, in turn,
determines the end-to-end Packet Loss Probability.
We will now detail the specific features of the base protocol for VANETs (IEEE 802.11p) that
could affect the operation of the proposed vehicular WSN.
A.1

Fundamentals of 802.11p

The IEEE 802.11p comprises the physical and link layers of the international standard Wireless
Access for Vehicular Environment (WAVE). This standard is a new amendment of the 802.11
family. WAVE uses certain mechanism provided by IEEE 802.11, properly modified to support
ITS services on Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) band. DSRC band is centred in
5.9 GHz (U.S.) and 5.8 GHz (Europe). According to communication involving two nodes or link
layer communication, there are two basic modes of operation: V2V and V2I communication. The
stations on the roadside (RSU) and mobile radio units located on board of vehicles (OBU) can share
information related to road and traffic conditions and use it to improve the safety and efficiency
of the transportation system. The first mode is strongly related to Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
(MANETs), resulting in Vehicle Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs), which have their own characteristics
over them. IEEE 802.11p specifications covers the PHY layer and MAC layer. Upper layers, IEEE
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Table A.1: IEEE 802.11a vs. IEEE 802.11p

Parameter
Bit rate (Mbit/s)
Modulation
Coding rate
Subcarriers
Symbol time
Guard time
FFT time
Preamble
Subcarrier S.

IEEE 802.11a
6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48,
54
table A.2
table A.2
52
4 us
0.8 us
3.2 us
16 us
312.5 kHz

IEEE 802.11p
3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18,
24, 27
table A.2
table A.2
52
8 us
1.6 us
6.4 us
32 us
156.25 kHz

Changes
Half
No changes
No changes
No changes
Double
Double
Double
Double
Half

Table A.2: Modulation and coding in IEEE 802.11p

Modulation
BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM
64-QAM

Coding rate
1/2
3/4
1/2
3/4
1/2
3/4
2/3
3/4

Rb (Mbit/s)
3
4.5
6
9
12
18
24
27

1609.1, 1609.2, 1609.3, 1609.4, satisfy the WAVE connection setup and management, switching
and routing, as well as the use of multiple channels without addressing PHY layer issues.
WAVE/DSRC adopts the same PHY defined for 802.11a, with 10 MHz channels instead of
the usual 20 MHz, in order to decrease the inter-symbol interference caused by multipath delay
and Doppler spread, effects that have been modeled in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3. Binary rate is,
in consequence, reduced in a half (see table A.1). Typical modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK,
16QAM and 64QAM) are legal in the OFDM arrangement. Besides the reduction the bandwidth
of each channel, there is a specialised use of them in order to provide reliability in safety and
emergency applications. On U.S. Frequency allocation, the spectrum is structured into seven
channels. Channel 178 (Control Channel or CCH) is mainly dedicated to safety communications.
RSUs announces to On Board Units OBUs, 10 times per second, the applications it supports and
the available channels. OBUs listen to channel 172, gathering to RSUs services. Ch 184 is reserved
for high power and public safety applications. The rest is available for safety and non safety usage.
Medium access and sharing employs the same mechanism as 802.11 family with some essential
improvements that dramatically reduces the connection setup. Joining a WAVE Basic Service Set
(BBS) only requires receiving a single WAVE Advertisement message from the initiating station.
A station in WAVE Mode is allowed to transmit and receive data frames without pairing to a
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BSS, with wildcard BSSID1 only. This means, two vehicles can immediately communicate with
each other through the same channel. The 802.11p MAC protocol is equivalent to the 802.11e
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) with QoS support. Messages are then classified
into different access categories (AC), where the lowest priority corresponds to AC0 and the highest
to AC3. Thus, safety and critical messages uses AC3, both messages generated by the RSUs and
the OBUs. The lowest priority may be given to non safety messages over the service channels.
A.2

Routing assumptions and performance bounds

The most noticeable effect of classical routing algorithms in VANETs [Wis07] has been recently
studied with experimental setups in the I-80 California highway. It has ben shown that, as the
VANET oscillates between fully connected to sparsely connected-state and free-flowing traffic,
those algorithms were unable to cope with the re-healing times that generate the transition from
one state to the other. In this work we will assume a fully connected network as congested traffic
states are our main interest to characterize. Therefore, delay and jitter will be limited only by
self-interference from the relaying path. As the PHY layer implemented by IEEE 802.11p standard
is highly resilient to self-interference, the delay will be accounted for the individual transmission
times multiplied by the number of wireless hops from SV to the RSU. Delay can be assumed as
negligible.
However, as congested traffic states imply a higher spatial density of vehicles in the VANET,
if the deployment of RSU is sparse (kilometres apart), the limits of consecutive relaying of digital
information play an important part in the system. As it has been shown in [Mor10], a scaling-law
emerges to limit the end-to-end Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of a relaying fading channel. It
follows that, whenever the number of consecutive hops reach the order of tens, for practical use,
line-of-sight wireless channels, the end-to-end BER (and therefore, the Packet Loss Probability)
increases exponentially.
Exhaustive simulation results show that IEEE 802.11p performance quantifies the Packet Loss
Probability, for typical VANETS in congested traffic from 0.6% for nearest-vehicle distance of 5 m
(1 car length) to 8% in free-flow traffic conditions [Mur08]. Therefore, a Packet Loss Probability
of less than 1% is to be expected for individual V2V communications. In this thesis we implement
deployments of RSU that do not allow for relay paths with a number above 15 hops.

1

Basic Service Set Identifier
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Appendix B
Combinatorial optimization: Greedy maximization of
submodular functions

B.1

Definitions

A set function f ∶ 2V → R is a function that assign a value f (S) to each subset S ∈ V . Hereby
V is a finite set, called ground set. The function f (S) is the utility obtained when considering an
specific S subset. Commonly, the empty set carries no value (f (∅) = 0). In this work, V and S
may refer to:
• V is the set of all vehicles involved in the traffic flow for some road segment and given time.
S is a subset of these vehicles, i.e. the set of Sensor Vehicles. In Chapters 3 and 4, we
denote the ground set as Ω and the set of Sensor Vehicles with SV .
• V is the set of time-space cells of time-space diagram or STV field. The cell division of a
STV field is a partition of V . S is composed by cells meeting restrictions in space, time or
both. In chapters 3 and 4, we denote the ground set with V for a given time period T . The
subset S is A, composed by a combination of cells.
In this appendix, we retain the generic labels V and S for ground set and subset respectively
because of the theory of set functions and combinatorial optimization may be find dozens of
applications outside the traffic flow reconstruction. In contrast, we do not use V and S in the
body of this work to avoid confusions with Velocity and Space.
Submodularity is a property of set functions. Prior to the definition of submodularity, we define
the concept of discrete derivative, which is a key concept of submodularity.
Def 1: Discrete derivative For a set function f ∶ 2V → R, S ⊆ V , and v ∈ V , let ∆(v ∣ S) ∶=
f (S ∪ {v}) − f (S) be the discrete derivative of f at S with respect to v. Discrete derivative is
also called marginal gain.
Submodularity has two equivalent definitions:
Def 2: Submodularity A function f ∶ 2V → R is submodular if for every A ⊆ B ⊆ V and
v ∈ V ∖ B it holds that
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∆(v ∣ A) ≥ ∆(v ∣ B)

(B.1)

Def 3: Submodularity A equivalent formulation, a function f ∶ 2V → R is submodular if for
every A, B ⊆ V
f (A ∩ B) + f (A ∪ B) ≤ f (A) + f (B)

(B.2)

which is closely related to triangular inequality. Submodular set function exhibit the diminishing
return property. An important subclass of submodular functions are those which are monotone,
where enlarging S cannot cause the function to decrease.
Def 4: Monotonicity A function f ∶ 2V → R is monotone if for every A ⊆ B ⊆ V, f (A) ≤ f (B).
A function f is monotone if and only if all its discrete derivatives are nonnegative, i.e. iff for
every A ⊆ V and v ∈ V it holds that ∆(v ∣ A) ≥ ∆(v ∣ B). This is different from Def 2 in v ∈ B.
Def 5: Matroid A matroid is a pair (V, I) such that V is a finite set, and I ⊆ 2V is a collection
of subsets of V satisfiying the following two properties:
• A ⊆ B ⊆ V and B ∈ I implies A ∈ I
• A, B ∈ I and ∣B∣ > ∣A∣ implies ∃v ∈ B ∖ A such that A ∪ {v} ∈ I
Sets in I are called independent, and matroids generalize the concept of linear independence found
in linear algebra.
B.2

Submodular maximization

We are interested in solving problems of the form:
max f (S) s.t. some constraints on S
S⊆V

(B.3)

The simplest constraints are cardinality constraints. This problem is then reformulated
max f (S) where I = {S ⊆ V ∶ ∣S∣ ≤ k}
S∈I

(B.4)

The pair (V, I) is a uniform matroid. We require that ∣S∣ ≤ k for some k. A naive approach to this
problem involve the evaluation of (∣Vk ∣) for a given k. i.e: 5000 vehicles for a F SV = 1% requires
(5000
) ≈ 2.28 × 10120 evaluations of f . A full k sweep involves 25000 evaluations. To make matters
50
worse, many of the solutions are very similar. This problem is said to be NP-hard.
In the following, we will consider the problem of maximizing monotone submodular functions.
The standard greedy algorithm (SG) is a simple approach to solve the maximization problem B.4
in the case of cardinality constraints. The SG algorithm starts with empty set S0 ← ∅ (f (∅) = 0),
and in iteration i, adds the element maximizing the discrete derivative ∆(v ∣ Si−1 ). Therefore
Si = Si−1 ∪ {arg max ∆(v ∣ Si−1 )
v

The SG algorithm is summariced by the following procedure:

(B.5)
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Algorithm 2 The standard greedy algorithm (SG)
Require: V , k
Ensure: Si , f (Si ) for i = {1, ..., k}
Take S0 = ∅
i=1
while i < k do
At step i, Si is the current solution with value f (Si )
for all vj ∈ V ∖ Si do
∆(vj ∣ Si ) = f (Si ∪ {vj }) − f (Si )
end for
Select v ∗ such that ∆(v ∗ ∣ Si ) = maxvj ∈V ∖Si ∆(vj ∣ Si )
if ∆(v ∗ ∣ Si ) ≤ 0 then
Sk ← Si
k←i
else
Si+1 ← Si ∪ v ∗
i←i+1
end if
end while

▷ Set inicialization

▷ Evaluate the remaining v

▷ Stop condition

The solution determined by SG is the greedy solution. The number of calculations is
i=k−1

∑ n−i=
i=0

k(1 − 2n − k)
2

(B.6)

Thereby, the computational complexity of SG is O(n2 ) ⋅ O(f ).
How far is the greedy solution of the optimal combination? Nemhauser proves that the SG
provides a good approximation to the optimal solution of the problem B.4. They obtain the bound
k−1 k e−1
f (Sk )
≥1−(
) ≥
f (S ∗ )
k
e

(B.7)

Where Sk is the near-optimal set obtained by greedy algorithm and S ∗ is
S ∗ = arg max∣S∣≤k f (S)

(B.8)

The original proof is in [Nem76] Sect. 4 and [Min78]. However, we prefer [Kra08a] for the
present notation. Addionally, Krause et al shows a generalization of the proof that we reproduce
here for its interest:
Theorem 1 (Nemhauser et al. 1978) Fix a nonnegative monotone submodular function f ∶ 2V →
R+ and let Si , i ≥ 0 be the greedily selected sets defined in Eq. B.5. Then for all positive integer
k and l,
f (Sl )
−l
≥ 1 − e /k
(B.9)
f (S ∗ )
(In the Nemhauser original proof, l=k).
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Proof Let S ∗ ∈ arg max{f (S) ∶ ∣S∣ ≤ k} be an optimal set of size k, an order the elements of
S ∗ arbitrarily as {v1∗ , ..., vk∗ }. Then, we have the following sequence of inequalities for all i < l:
f (S ∗ ) ≤ f (S ∗ ∪ Si )

(B.10)

k

∗
= f (Si ) + ∑ ∆(vj∗ ∣ Si ∪ {v1∗ , ..., vj−1
})

(B.11)

j=1

≤ f (Si ) + ∑ ∆(v ∣ Si )

(B.12)

v∈S ∗

≤ f (Si ) + ∑ (f (Si+1 ) − f (Si ))

(B.13)

v∈S ∗

≤ f (Si ) + k (f (Si+1 ) − f (Si ))

(B.14)
(B.15)

Where Eq. B.13 follows from the greedily maximization of the marginal gains. Hence
f (S ∗ ) − f (Si ) ≤ k (f (Si+1 ) − f (Si ))

(B.16)

Where f (S ∗ ) − f (Si ) is the performance gap among optimal solution and i-th iteration of the
greedy algorithm. Rearranging Eq. B.16
1
f (S ∗ ) − f (Si+1 ) ≤ (1 − ) [f (S ∗ ) − f (Si )]
k

(B.17)

Hence, for l = i + 1 and f (∅) = 0

Due to 1 − x ≤ e−x
Finally

1 l
f (S ∗ ) − f (Sl ) ≤ (1 − ) f (S ∗ )
k

(B.18)

1 l
−l
(1 − ) ≤ e /k .
k

(B.19)

f (Sl ) ≥ (1 − e− /k ) f (S ∗ )

(B.20)

l

Which is a more refined result that allows to increase arbitrarily the approximation ratio. Nemhauser
and Wolsey proved that any algorithm which only perform a polynomial number of set evaluations
will be able to obtain a guaranteed lower bound of (1 − 1/e)f (S ∗ ). That is a 63% of the optimal.
(In case of a general matroid (V, I), the SG gives only a 50% of the optimal [Min78]).
In some applications evaluating f can be expensive. i.e: In this work, the inversion of covariance
matrix. Fortunately, submodularity can be exploited algorithmically to implement an accelerated
variant of the greedy algorithm, originally proposed in [Min78] as accelerated greedy algorithm
(AG) or Lazy Greedy in [Kra08c].
The AG introduces the following modifications in SG: Instead of computing ∆(v ∣ Si−1 for
each remaining element v ∈ V , the AG keeps a list of upper bounds of marginal gains sorted in
decreasing order, say ρ(v). In each iteration i, the AG evaluates the element on top of the list,
say v ↑ , and updates its value ρ(v ↑ ) ← ∆(v ∣ Si−1 ). Submodularity guarantees that v ↑ = v ∗ if after
the update, ρ(v ↑ ) ≥ ρv for all v ≠ v ↑ . Precisely, if f over (V, I) is submodular, the AG has the
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same performance in terms of f (Sk ) value than SG.
The exact improvement in number of f evaluations varies by application. It is easy to build a
worst-case example for wich AG requieres the same number of evaluations as SG. However, there
are docens of combinatorial problems where SG requires 50 to 100 more evaluations of f than AG.
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Appendix C
Numerical results of chapter 4

The following tables are the summarized results of the bootstrap hypothesis test (Chapter 4,
Section 4.5.3). Each column is the mean and the sample standard deviation of the considered
performance figures calculated over M = 100 realizations. Thus, for a given figure of merit (or
M
error) θ, there is a vector θ = {θi }i , such statistics showed in the tables are defined by:
1 M
∑ θi
M i=1
¿
Á 1 M
2
À
σθ = Á
∑ (θi − µθ )
M − 1 i=1

µθ =

(C.1)
(C.2)

The null hypothesis, H0 , is that the two sampling schemes have the same performance. We test
against the alternative hypothesis, H1 , that the performance is different. The data are presented
in two sets of 12 tables, one set for Hypothesis test 1 and the other set for Hypothesis test 2
(Section 4.6.3). The rejection of the null hypothesis has been highlighted with the symbol ☀,
located in the sampling policy that obtains the best results for a given cell budget k.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

Numerical results of chapter 4

tf ☀
ad
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.00 ± 0.05
1.05 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.04
0.81 ± 0.02
0.78 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.04
0.62 ± 0.01
0.66 ± 0.03
0.56 ± 0.01
0.62 ± 0.03
0.52 ± 0.01
0.59 ± 0.02
0.493 ± 0.009
0.57 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.01

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.2 ± 0.2
3.38 ± 0.09
2.8 ± 0.1
2.60 ± 0.07
2.5 ± 0.1
2.20 ± 0.06
2.3 ± 0.1
1.98 ± 0.04
2.13 ± 0.08
1.81 ± 0.04
2.00 ± 0.08
1.69 ± 0.03
1.91 ± 0.08
1.59 ± 0.03
1.82 ± 0.07
1.52 ± 0.04

µM SE ± σM SE
1.7 ± 0.2
1.9 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1
1.18 ± 0.06
1.1 ± 0.1
0.87 ± 0.05
1.0 ± 0.1
0.72 ± 0.03
0.86 ± 0.07
0.62 ± 0.03
0.77 ± 0.07
0.56 ± 0.02
0.71 ± 0.06
0.50 ± 0.02
0.66 ± 0.06
0.47 ± 0.02

µD ± σD
0.45 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.01
0.52 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.01
0.57 ± 0.02
0.625 ± 0.009
0.61 ± 0.02
0.662 ± 0.006
0.64 ± 0.01
0.691 ± 0.008
0.66 ± 0.01
0.712 ± 0.005
0.67 ± 0.01
0.729 ± 0.005
0.69 ± 0.01
0.740 ± 0.007

µR2 ± σR2
−0.3 ± 0.1
−0.47 ± 0.01
0.0 ± 0.1
0.11 ± 0.01
0.14 ± 0.09
0.343 ± 0.009
0.26 ± 0.08
0.454 ± 0.006
0.35 ± 0.05
0.531 ± 0.008
0.42 ± 0.05
0.580 ± 0.005
0.46 ± 0.04
0.620 ± 0.005
0.50 ± 0.05
0.644 ± 0.007

Table C.1: Test 1, scenario a. H0 is always rejected. Interestingly, for k = 1, the proportional to traffic flow tf
scheme provides better results than almost deterministic ad. Note that R2 cannot be negative. This undesired
result is because the mean of the data is a best model than TIN interpolation for very low FSV and free-traffic
conditions.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.06 ± 0.06
1.055 ± 0.008
0.86 ± 0.04
0.70 ± 0.02
0.73 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.01
0.56 ± 0.02
0.374 ± 0.007
0.51 ± 0.02
0.335 ± 0.009
0.47 ± 0.02
0.312 ± 0.006
0.44 ± 0.02
0.294 ± 0.007

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.6 ± 0.2
3.56 ± 0.03
2.9 ± 0.1
2.36 ± 0.06
2.5 ± 0.1
1.79 ± 0.05
2.1 ± 0.1
1.48 ± 0.04
1.91 ± 0.08
1.26 ± 0.02
1.73 ± 0.08
1.13 ± 0.03
1.60 ± 0.07
1.05 ± 0.02
1.50 ± 0.06
0.99 ± 0.02

µM SE ± σM SE
2.0 ± 0.2
1.98 ± 0.06
1.5 ± 0.1
1.03 ± 0.05
1.1 ± 0.1
0.67 ± 0.04
0.93 ± 0.09
0.50 ± 0.03
0.78 ± 0.06
0.39 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.06
0.33 ± 0.02
0.59 ± 0.05
0.29 ± 0.02
0.53 ± 0.04
0.27 ± 0.01

µD ± σD
0.52 ± 0.03
0.516 ± 0.003
0.61 ± 0.02
0.679 ± 0.008
0.67 ± 0.02
0.756 ± 0.007
0.71 ± 0.01
0.799 ± 0.006
0.74 ± 0.01
0.828 ± 0.003
0.76 ± 0.01
0.847 ± 0.004
0.783 ± 0.009
0.857 ± 0.003
0.797 ± 0.008
0.865 ± 0.003

µR2 ± σR2
−0.1 ± 0.1
−0.075 ± 0.003
0.21 ± 0.07
0.440 ± 0.008
0.38 ± 0.06
0.635 ± 0.007
0.50 ± 0.05
0.727 ± 0.006
0.58 ± 0.03
0.786 ± 0.003
0.64 ± 0.03
0.822 ± 0.004
0.68 ± 0.03
0.840 ± 0.003
0.71 ± 0.02
0.856 ± 0.003

Table C.2: Test 1, scenario b. H0 accepted for k = 1 and rejected for k ≥ 2. Almost deterministic ad is the
prefered sampling policy. Note that R2 cannot be negative. This undesired result is because the mean of the data
is a best model than TIN interpolation for very low FSV and free-traffic conditions.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.2 ± 0.1
0.92 ± 0.01
0.85 ± 0.05
0.51 ± 0.01
0.65 ± 0.04
0.353 ± 0.008
0.53 ± 0.03
0.274 ± 0.006
0.44 ± 0.02
0.229 ± 0.006
0.39 ± 0.02
0.200 ± 0.005
0.35 ± 0.02
0.182 ± 0.003
0.32 ± 0.02
0.171 ± 0.004

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.7 ± 0.4
3.55 ± 0.05
3.3 ± 0.2
1.97 ± 0.04
2.5 ± 0.2
1.36 ± 0.03
2.0 ± 0.1
1.05 ± 0.02
1.71 ± 0.09
0.88 ± 0.02
1.50 ± 0.09
0.77 ± 0.02
1.35 ± 0.08
0.70 ± 0.01
1.22 ± 0.06
0.66 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
3.2 ± 0.7
1.87 ± 0.08
1.8 ± 0.3
0.70 ± 0.03
1.2 ± 0.2
0.40 ± 0.02
0.9 ± 0.1
0.27 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.07
0.21 ± 0.01
0.56 ± 0.07
0.18 ± 0.01
0.47 ± 0.07
0.154 ± 0.007
0.40 ± 0.05
0.141 ± 0.006

µD ± σ D
0.78 ± 0.02
0.830 ± 0.002
0.84 ± 0.01
0.906 ± 0.002
0.880 ± 0.008
0.935 ± 0.002
0.903 ± 0.006
0.950 ± 0.001
0.918 ± 0.004
0.958 ± 0.001
0.928 ± 0.004
0.9631 ± 0.0009
0.936 ± 0.004
0.9664 ± 0.0006
0.942 ± 0.003
0.9684 ± 0.0007

µR2 ± σR2
0.73 ± 0.06
0.844 ± 0.002
0.85 ± 0.03
0.941 ± 0.002
0.90 ± 0.01
0.967 ± 0.002
0.93 ± 0.01
0.977 ± 0.001
0.944 ± 0.006
0.982 ± 0.001
0.954 ± 0.006
0.9854 ± 0.0009
0.961 ± 0.006
0.9872 ± 0.0006
0.967 ± 0.004
0.9883 ± 0.0007

Table C.3: Test 1, scenario c. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.5 ± 0.1
1.16 ± 0.01
1.11 ± 0.07
0.81 ± 0.02
0.91 ± 0.06
0.63 ± 0.02
0.77 ± 0.05
0.53 ± 0.02
0.69 ± 0.04
0.46 ± 0.01
0.62 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.01
0.58 ± 0.03
0.389 ± 0.008
0.54 ± 0.03
0.371 ± 0.005

µM AP E ± σM AP E
6.5 ± 0.5
4.88 ± 0.04
4.7 ± 0.3
3.40 ± 0.09
3.8 ± 0.2
2.65 ± 0.09
3.2 ± 0.2
2.22 ± 0.07
2.9 ± 0.2
1.95 ± 0.04
2.6 ± 0.1
1.75 ± 0.04
2.4 ± 0.1
1.64 ± 0.03
2.3 ± 0.1
1.56 ± 0.02

µM SE ± σM SE
7±1
3.6 ± 0.1
3.7 ± 0.7
1.7 ± 0.1
2.6 ± 0.4
1.11 ± 0.07
1.9 ± 0.3
0.81 ± 0.06
1.6 ± 0.3
0.65 ± 0.03
1.3 ± 0.2
0.55 ± 0.03
1.1 ± 0.2
0.49 ± 0.02
1.0 ± 0.1
0.46 ± 0.02

µD ± σ D
0.887 ± 0.009
0.9147 ± 0.0007
0.919 ± 0.005
0.941 ± 0.002
0.933 ± 0.004
0.954 ± 0.001
0.943 ± 0.004
0.961 ± 0.001
0.949 ± 0.003
0.9660 ± 0.0007
0.954 ± 0.002
0.9693 ± 0.0007
0.958 ± 0.002
0.9714 ± 0.0006
0.961 ± 0.002
0.9727 ± 0.0004

µR2 ± σR2
0.89 ± 0.02
0.9438 ± 0.0007
0.94 ± 0.01
0.973 ± 0.002
0.959 ± 0.007
0.983 ± 0.001
0.970 ± 0.005
0.987 ± 0.001
0.975 ± 0.004
0.9898 ± 0.0007
0.980 ± 0.003
0.9915 ± 0.0007
0.982 ± 0.002
0.9923 ± 0.0006
0.985 ± 0.002
0.9929 ± 0.0004

Table C.4: Test 1, scenario d. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

Numerical results of chapter 4

µM AE ± σM AE
0.13 ± 0.02
0.078 ± 0.005
0.08 ± 0.01
0.041 ± 0.002
0.056 ± 0.008
0.026 ± 0.001
0.042 ± 0.005
0.0194 ± 0.0007
0.035 ± 0.005
0.0155 ± 0.0006
0.029 ± 0.003
0.0131 ± 0.0006
0.026 ± 0.003
0.0117 ± 0.0004
0.023 ± 0.003
0.0106 ± 0.0004

µM AP E ± σM AP E
1.2 ± 0.2
0.70 ± 0.04
0.7 ± 0.1
0.36 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.07
0.23 ± 0.01
0.37 ± 0.04
0.172 ± 0.007
0.31 ± 0.04
0.138 ± 0.005
0.26 ± 0.03
0.117 ± 0.005
0.23 ± 0.03
0.104 ± 0.004
0.21 ± 0.03
0.094 ± 0.004

µM SE ± σM SE
0.4 ± 0.2
0.15 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.07
0.051 ± 0.008
0.10 ± 0.03
0.026 ± 0.003
0.07 ± 0.02
0.016 ± 0.001
0.05 ± 0.02
0.011 ± 0.001
0.038 ± 0.009
0.009 ± 0.001
0.03 ± 0.01
0.0072 ± 0.0007
0.027 ± 0.009
0.0061 ± 0.0005

µD ± σ D
0.986 ± 0.003
0.9918 ± 0.0005
0.992 ± 0.001
0.9957 ± 0.0002
0.9942 ± 0.0009
0.9972 ± 0.0001
0.9956 ± 0.0005
0.998
0.9963 ± 0.0005
0.9984
0.9969 ± 0.0003
0.9986
0.9973 ± 0.0003
0.9988
0.9975 ± 0.0003
0.9989

µR2 ± σR2
0.987 ± 0.005
0.9955 ± 0.0005
0.995 ± 0.002
0.9985 ± 0.0002
0.997 ± 0.001
0.9992 ± 0.0001
0.9980 ± 0.0006
1.0000
0.9985 ± 0.0005
1.0000
0.9989 ± 0.0003
1.0000
0.9990 ± 0.0003
1.0000
0.9992 ± 0.0003
1.0000

Table C.5: Test 1, scenario e. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.06 ± 0.02
0.039 ± 0.001
0.031 ± 0.008
0.022 ± 0.001
0.022 ± 0.003
0.0160 ± 0.0006
0.017 ± 0.003
0.0131 ± 0.0007
0.014 ± 0.002
0.0112 ± 0.0005
0.013 ± 0.001
0.0098 ± 0.0005
0.011 ± 0.001
0.0090 ± 0.0005
0.0106 ± 0.0008
0.0083 ± 0.0003

µM AP E ± σM AP E
1.6 ± 0.6
0.96 ± 0.03
0.8 ± 0.2
0.54 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.09
0.39 ± 0.02
0.42 ± 0.07
0.32 ± 0.02
0.35 ± 0.04
0.27 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.02
0.202 ± 0.008

µM SE ± σM SE
0.3 ± 0.3
0.126 ± 0.008
0.10 ± 0.06
0.046 ± 0.004
0.05 ± 0.02
0.026 ± 0.002
0.03 ± 0.01
0.018 ± 0.002
0.025 ± 0.006
0.014 ± 0.001
0.020 ± 0.006
0.011 ± 0.001
0.017 ± 0.004
0.0093 ± 0.0009
0.014 ± 0.002
0.0082 ± 0.0007

µD ± σ D
µR2 ± σR2
0.988 ± 0.004
0.99 ± 0.01
0.9929 ± 0.0002 0.9943 ± 0.0002
0.994 ± 0.001
0.996 ± 0.003
0.9960 ± 0.0002 0.9979 ± 0.0002
0.9961 ± 0.0006 0.9977 ± 0.0009
0.9971 ± 0.0001 0.9988 ± 0.0001
0.9969 ± 0.0005 0.9984 ± 0.0006
0.9976 ± 0.0001 0.9992 ± 0.0001
0.9974 ± 0.0003 0.9989 ± 0.0003
0.9979
1.0000
0.9977 ± 0.0003 0.9991 ± 0.0002
0.9982
1.0000
0.9979 ± 0.0002 0.9992 ± 0.0002
0.9984
1.0000
0.9981 ± 0.0002 0.9994 ± 0.0001
0.9985
1.0000

Table C.6: Test 1, scenario f. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.68 ± 0.05
0.51 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.02
0.291 ± 0.008
0.36 ± 0.02
0.210 ± 0.007
0.30 ± 0.02
0.170 ± 0.003
0.25 ± 0.01
0.142 ± 0.004
0.22 ± 0.01
0.126 ± 0.004
0.20 ± 0.01
0.115 ± 0.003
0.19 ± 0.01
0.109 ± 0.002

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.9 ± 0.3
2.93 ± 0.06
2.6 ± 0.1
1.66 ± 0.05
2.0 ± 0.1
1.20 ± 0.04
1.7 ± 0.1
0.97 ± 0.02
1.44 ± 0.08
0.81 ± 0.02
1.27 ± 0.07
0.72 ± 0.02
1.16 ± 0.07
0.66 ± 0.02
1.05 ± 0.06
0.62 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
2.4 ± 0.5
1.23 ± 0.04
1.2 ± 0.2
0.47 ± 0.02
0.8 ± 0.1
0.28 ± 0.02
0.6 ± 0.1
0.203 ± 0.007
0.46 ± 0.06
0.154 ± 0.009
0.38 ± 0.05
0.128 ± 0.008
0.32 ± 0.05
0.113 ± 0.006
0.28 ± 0.04
0.103 ± 0.005

µD ± σ D
0.954 ± 0.004
0.9648 ± 0.0008
0.969 ± 0.002
0.9801 ± 0.0006
0.975 ± 0.001
0.9856 ± 0.0005
0.980 ± 0.001
0.9884 ± 0.0002
0.983 ± 0.001
0.9903 ± 0.0003
0.9847 ± 0.0008
0.9914 ± 0.0002
0.9861 ± 0.0009
0.9921 ± 0.0002
0.9873 ± 0.0007
0.9926 ± 0.0001

µR2 ± σR2
0.964 ± 0.008
0.9818 ± 0.0008
0.982 ± 0.002
0.9931 ± 0.0006
0.988 ± 0.002
0.9959 ± 0.0005
0.991 ± 0.002
0.9970 ± 0.0002
0.9932 ± 0.0009
0.9977 ± 0.0003
0.9944 ± 0.0007
0.9981 ± 0.0002
0.9952 ± 0.0008
0.9983 ± 0.0002
0.9959 ± 0.0006
0.9985 ± 0.0001

Table C.7: Test 1, scenario g. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.95 ± 0.06
0.647 ± 0.007
0.62 ± 0.04
0.382 ± 0.007
0.47 ± 0.03
0.269 ± 0.007
0.39 ± 0.02
0.205 ± 0.003
0.33 ± 0.02
0.170 ± 0.003
0.29 ± 0.02
0.148 ± 0.003
0.26 ± 0.01
0.133 ± 0.004
0.24 ± 0.01
0.124 ± 0.003

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.8 ± 0.3
3.27 ± 0.03
3.2 ± 0.2
1.93 ± 0.04
2.4 ± 0.2
1.36 ± 0.03
2.0 ± 0.1
1.04 ± 0.01
1.7 ± 0.1
0.86 ± 0.02
1.47 ± 0.08
0.75 ± 0.02
1.30 ± 0.07
0.67 ± 0.02
1.19 ± 0.06
0.63 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
3.3 ± 0.5
1.42 ± 0.05
1.7 ± 0.3
0.60 ± 0.02
1.1 ± 0.2
0.35 ± 0.01
0.8 ± 0.1
0.229 ± 0.007
0.58 ± 0.08
0.171 ± 0.008
0.48 ± 0.06
0.138 ± 0.006
0.40 ± 0.05
0.116 ± 0.007
0.35 ± 0.04
0.104 ± 0.005

µD ± σ D
0.930 ± 0.005
0.9521 ± 0.0005
0.954 ± 0.003
0.9717 ± 0.0005
0.965 ± 0.002
0.9801 ± 0.0005
0.971 ± 0.002
0.9848 ± 0.0002
0.976 ± 0.002
0.9874 ± 0.0002
0.978 ± 0.001
0.9891 ± 0.0003
0.981 ± 0.001
0.9902 ± 0.0003
0.9826 ± 0.0009
0.9908 ± 0.0002

µR2 ± σR2
0.947 ± 0.008
0.9775 ± 0.0005
0.974 ± 0.004
0.9904 ± 0.0005
0.983 ± 0.003
0.9945 ± 0.0005
0.988 ± 0.002
0.9964 ± 0.0002
0.991 ± 0.001
0.9973 ± 0.0002
0.9923 ± 0.0009
0.9978 ± 0.0003
0.9937 ± 0.0008
0.9982 ± 0.0003
0.9945 ± 0.0006
0.9983 ± 0.0002

Table C.8: Test 1, scenario h. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

Numerical results of chapter 4

µM AE ± σM AE
1.09 ± 0.08
0.75 ± 0.02
0.68 ± 0.05
0.39 ± 0.01
0.50 ± 0.03
0.275 ± 0.007
0.40 ± 0.03
0.211 ± 0.005
0.34 ± 0.02
0.179 ± 0.004
0.29 ± 0.02
0.156 ± 0.005
0.27 ± 0.02
0.141 ± 0.002
0.24 ± 0.01
0.132 ± 0.003

µM AP E ± σM AP E
5.1 ± 0.4
3.5 ± 0.1
3.2 ± 0.2
1.83 ± 0.07
2.4 ± 0.2
1.29 ± 0.03
1.9 ± 0.1
0.99 ± 0.02
1.60 ± 0.09
0.84 ± 0.02
1.38 ± 0.08
0.73 ± 0.02
1.25 ± 0.07
0.66 ± 0.01
1.13 ± 0.07
0.62 ± 0.02

µM SE ± σM SE
3.9 ± 0.6
1.77 ± 0.07
1.8 ± 0.3
0.60 ± 0.04
1.1 ± 0.2
0.35 ± 0.02
0.8 ± 0.1
0.23 ± 0.01
0.6 ± 0.1
0.185 ± 0.009
0.48 ± 0.07
0.15 ± 0.01
0.41 ± 0.06
0.131 ± 0.004
0.35 ± 0.06
0.118 ± 0.006

µD ± σD
0.903 ± 0.007
0.933 ± 0.002
0.939 ± 0.004
0.965 ± 0.001
0.955 ± 0.003
0.9754 ± 0.0006
0.964 ± 0.002
0.9810 ± 0.0004
0.969 ± 0.002
0.9839 ± 0.0003
0.974 ± 0.001
0.9860 ± 0.0004
0.976 ± 0.001
0.9873 ± 0.0002
0.978 ± 0.001
0.9882 ± 0.0003

µR2 ± σR2
0.92 ± 0.01
0.962 ± 0.002
0.961 ± 0.006
0.987 ± 0.001
0.976 ± 0.004
0.9926 ± 0.0006
0.983 ± 0.003
0.9950 ± 0.0004
0.987 ± 0.002
0.9960 ± 0.0003
0.990 ± 0.001
0.9968 ± 0.0004
0.991 ± 0.001
0.9972 ± 0.0002
0.993 ± 0.001
0.9975 ± 0.0003

Table C.9: Test 1, scenario i.H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.76 ± 0.07
0.534 ± 0.006
0.49 ± 0.04
0.304 ± 0.008
0.37 ± 0.02
0.215 ± 0.004
0.30 ± 0.02
0.170 ± 0.005
0.26 ± 0.01
0.142 ± 0.004
0.23 ± 0.01
0.124 ± 0.003
0.20 ± 0.01
0.111 ± 0.002
0.186 ± 0.009
0.104 ± 0.002

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.3 ± 0.4
3.00 ± 0.03
2.8 ± 0.2
1.71 ± 0.04
2.1 ± 0.1
1.21 ± 0.02
1.7 ± 0.1
0.96 ± 0.03
1.45 ± 0.08
0.80 ± 0.02
1.28 ± 0.06
0.70 ± 0.02
1.14 ± 0.06
0.63 ± 0.01
1.04 ± 0.05
0.59 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
2.7 ± 0.6
1.22 ± 0.04
1.3 ± 0.2
0.48 ± 0.03
0.8 ± 0.1
0.28 ± 0.01
0.56 ± 0.09
0.19 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.01
0.35 ± 0.04
0.116 ± 0.006
0.29 ± 0.03
0.098 ± 0.005
0.26 ± 0.03
0.090 ± 0.003

µD ± σD
0.949 ± 0.004
0.9644 ± 0.0004
0.967 ± 0.003
0.9798 ± 0.0005
0.975 ± 0.002
0.9856 ± 0.0003
0.980 ± 0.001
0.9887 ± 0.0003
0.983 ± 0.001
0.9906 ± 0.0003
0.9849 ± 0.0008
0.9918 ± 0.0002
0.9865 ± 0.0007
0.9926 ± 0.0002
0.9876 ± 0.0006
0.9931 ± 0.0001

µR2 ± σR2
0.962 ± 0.008
0.9829 ± 0.0004
0.982 ± 0.003
0.9933 ± 0.0005
0.989 ± 0.002
0.9961 ± 0.0003
0.992 ± 0.001
0.9973 ± 0.0003
0.9939 ± 0.0007
0.9980 ± 0.0003
0.9951 ± 0.0005
0.9984 ± 0.0002
0.9959 ± 0.0004
0.9986 ± 0.0002
0.9964 ± 0.0004
0.9987 ± 0.0001

Table C.10: Test 1, scenario j. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.00 ± 0.09
0.733 ± 0.008
0.68 ± 0.05
0.46 ± 0.01
0.54 ± 0.03
0.335 ± 0.008
0.45 ± 0.03
0.270 ± 0.007
0.39 ± 0.02
0.235 ± 0.007
0.35 ± 0.02
0.207 ± 0.004
0.32 ± 0.01
0.190 ± 0.005
0.29 ± 0.01
0.180 ± 0.003

µM AP E ± σM AP E
5.0 ± 0.4
3.67 ± 0.04
3.4 ± 0.3
2.31 ± 0.06
2.7 ± 0.1
1.68 ± 0.04
2.2 ± 0.1
1.35 ± 0.04
1.95 ± 0.09
1.18 ± 0.03
1.75 ± 0.08
1.03 ± 0.02
1.59 ± 0.07
0.95 ± 0.03
1.48 ± 0.06
0.90 ± 0.02

µM SE ± σM SE
4±1
1.82 ± 0.04
1.9 ± 0.4
0.81 ± 0.04
1.2 ± 0.2
0.48 ± 0.02
0.9 ± 0.1
0.34 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.08
0.28 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.05
0.225 ± 0.009
0.51 ± 0.05
0.20 ± 0.01
0.45 ± 0.05
0.183 ± 0.008

µD ± σ D
0.933 ± 0.006
0.9506 ± 0.0005
0.954 ± 0.003
0.9689 ± 0.0007
0.964 ± 0.002
0.9774 ± 0.0005
0.970 ± 0.002
0.9818 ± 0.0005
0.974 ± 0.001
0.9842 ± 0.0005
0.976 ± 0.001
0.9861 ± 0.0003
0.9786 ± 0.0009
0.9872 ± 0.0003
0.9801 ± 0.0009
0.9878 ± 0.0002

µR2 ± σR2
0.95 ± 0.01
0.9761 ± 0.0005
0.975 ± 0.005
0.9894 ± 0.0007
0.984 ± 0.002
0.9937 ± 0.0005
0.988 ± 0.002
0.9955 ± 0.0005
0.991 ± 0.001
0.9964 ± 0.0005
0.9921 ± 0.0007
0.9970 ± 0.0003
0.9933 ± 0.0007
0.9974 ± 0.0003
0.9940 ± 0.0006
0.9976 ± 0.0002

Table C.11: Test 1, scenario k. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀
tf
ad☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.52 ± 0.06
0.357 ± 0.006
0.34 ± 0.03
0.218 ± 0.005
0.26 ± 0.02
0.160 ± 0.003
0.22 ± 0.01
0.129 ± 0.003
0.19 ± 0.01
0.112 ± 0.003
0.167 ± 0.008
0.100 ± 0.002
0.152 ± 0.007
0.093 ± 0.002
0.141 ± 0.007
0.087 ± 0.002

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.8 ± 0.4
2.61 ± 0.04
2.5 ± 0.2
1.59 ± 0.04
1.9 ± 0.1
1.17 ± 0.02
1.58 ± 0.09
0.94 ± 0.02
1.37 ± 0.08
0.81 ± 0.02
1.22 ± 0.06
0.73 ± 0.02
1.11 ± 0.05
0.68 ± 0.01
1.03 ± 0.05
0.64 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
2.4 ± 0.8
0.91 ± 0.02
1.1 ± 0.3
0.37 ± 0.01
0.7 ± 0.1
0.22 ± 0.01
0.45 ± 0.07
0.151 ± 0.006
0.35 ± 0.05
0.121 ± 0.006
0.29 ± 0.04
0.102 ± 0.006
0.24 ± 0.03
0.089 ± 0.004
0.22 ± 0.03
0.081 ± 0.003

µD ± σ D
0.967 ± 0.004
0.9777 ± 0.0004
0.979 ± 0.002
0.9864 ± 0.0003
0.984 ± 0.001
0.9900 ± 0.0002
0.9865 ± 0.0007
0.9920 ± 0.0002
0.9883 ± 0.0007
0.9930 ± 0.0002
0.9896 ± 0.0005
0.9937 ± 0.0002
0.9905 ± 0.0005
0.9942 ± 0.0001
0.9912 ± 0.0004
0.9946 ± 0.0001

µR2 ± σR2
0.97 ± 0.01
0.9884 ± 0.0004
0.987 ± 0.004
0.9953 ± 0.0003
0.992 ± 0.002
0.9972 ± 0.0002
0.9942 ± 0.0008
0.9981 ± 0.0002
0.9955 ± 0.0006
0.9985 ± 0.0002
0.9963 ± 0.0005
0.9987 ± 0.0002
0.9969 ± 0.0003
0.9989 ± 0.0001
0.9973 ± 0.0003
0.9990 ± 0.0001

Table C.12: Test 1, scenario l. H0 always rejected. Almost deterministic ad is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

Numerical results of chapter 4

rc
sc
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.97 ± 0.04
0.98 ± 0.05
0.85 ± 0.04
0.80 ± 0.04
0.75 ± 0.04
0.71 ± 0.03
0.69 ± 0.03
0.66 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.03
0.61 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.02
0.58 ± 0.02
0.57 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.02
0.54 ± 0.02

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.1 ± 0.1
3.1 ± 0.2
2.7 ± 0.1
2.6 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 0.1
2.3 ± 0.1
2.22 ± 0.09
2.12 ± 0.08
2.06 ± 0.09
1.98 ± 0.07
1.94 ± 0.07
1.88 ± 0.06
1.84 ± 0.07
1.80 ± 0.06
1.77 ± 0.06
1.73 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
1.6 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
0.97 ± 0.08
0.91 ± 0.08
0.84 ± 0.07
0.80 ± 0.07
0.74 ± 0.05
0.72 ± 0.06
0.68 ± 0.05
0.67 ± 0.05
0.63 ± 0.04
0.62 ± 0.05
0.59 ± 0.03

µD ± σD
0.46 ± 0.02
0.46 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
0.59 ± 0.02
0.61 ± 0.02
0.62 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.01
0.65 ± 0.01
0.66 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.01
0.68 ± 0.01
0.69 ± 0.01
0.69 ± 0.01
0.70 ± 0.01
0.705 ± 0.009

µR2 ± σR2
−0.2 ± 0.1
−0.23 ± 0.03
0.02 ± 0.09
0.11 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.08
0.27 ± 0.02
0.31 ± 0.06
0.37 ± 0.01
0.39 ± 0.05
0.44 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.04
0.49 ± 0.01
0.50 ± 0.04
0.52 ± 0.01
0.53 ± 0.04
0.552 ± 0.009

Table C.13: Test 2, scenario a. H0 is acepted for k = 1 and rejected for k ≥ 2. Note that R2 cannot be negative.
This undesired result is because the mean of the data is a best model than TIN interpolation for very low FSV and
free-traffic conditions.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.02 ± 0.04
1.01 ± 0.04
0.82 ± 0.03
0.80 ± 0.03
0.69 ± 0.03
0.67 ± 0.03
0.60 ± 0.03
0.58 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.02
0.51 ± 0.02
0.48 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.42 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.02

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.4 ± 0.1
3.4 ± 0.2
2.8 ± 0.1
2.7 ± 0.1
2.3 ± 0.1
2.25 ± 0.09
2.02 ± 0.08
1.96 ± 0.09
1.79 ± 0.07
1.74 ± 0.06
1.63 ± 0.06
1.59 ± 0.07
1.50 ± 0.06
1.48 ± 0.06
1.41 ± 0.06
1.38 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
1.9 ± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
1.03 ± 0.09
0.98 ± 0.08
0.83 ± 0.07
0.79 ± 0.06
0.70 ± 0.06
0.66 ± 0.05
0.60 ± 0.05
0.57 ± 0.05
0.53 ± 0.04
0.51 ± 0.04
0.48 ± 0.04
0.46 ± 0.04

µD ± σD
0.53 ± 0.02
0.54 ± 0.02
0.63 ± 0.02
0.63 ± 0.01
0.69 ± 0.01
0.70 ± 0.01
0.73 ± 0.01
0.73 ± 0.01
0.76 ± 0.01
0.764 ± 0.008
0.779 ± 0.009
0.784 ± 0.009
0.796 ± 0.008
0.799 ± 0.008
0.808 ± 0.008
0.813 ± 0.007

µR2 ± σR2
−0.01 ± 0.08
0.00 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.06
0.30 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.05
0.47 ± 0.01
0.55 ± 0.04
0.57 ± 0.01
0.62 ± 0.03
0.642 ± 0.008
0.67 ± 0.03
0.691 ± 0.009
0.71 ± 0.02
0.721 ± 0.008
0.74 ± 0.02
0.749 ± 0.007

Table C.14: Test 2, scenario b. H0 is acepted for k = 1 and rejected for k ≥ 2. Note that R2 cannot be negative.
This undesired result is because the mean of the data is a best model than TIN interpolation for very low FSV and
free-traffic conditions.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
1.06 ± 0.03
1.01 ± 0.03
0.72 ± 0.03
0.70 ± 0.03
0.56 ± 0.03
0.54 ± 0.03
0.46 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.40 ± 0.02
0.38 ± 0.02
0.35 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.1 ± 0.1
3.9 ± 0.1
2.8 ± 0.1
2.7 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
1.75 ± 0.09
1.69 ± 0.08
1.52 ± 0.08
1.45 ± 0.07
1.34 ± 0.07
1.29 ± 0.05
1.21 ± 0.07
1.16 ± 0.05
1.10 ± 0.05
1.06 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
2.4 ± 0.2
2.2 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.1
0.81 ± 0.09
0.67 ± 0.08
0.60 ± 0.06
0.54 ± 0.07
0.48 ± 0.05
0.44 ± 0.05
0.40 ± 0.04
0.38 ± 0.05
0.33 ± 0.04
0.33 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.03

µD ± σD
µR2 ± σR2
0.805 ± 0.006 0.80 ± 0.01
0.813 ± 0.006 0.816 ± 0.006
0.866 ± 0.006 0.89 ± 0.01
0.872 ± 0.006 0.897 ± 0.006
0.897 ± 0.005 0.923 ± 0.009
0.901 ± 0.005 0.932 ± 0.005
0.916 ± 0.004 0.944 ± 0.006
0.919 ± 0.004 0.950 ± 0.004
0.927 ± 0.004 0.955 ± 0.006
0.930 ± 0.003 0.960 ± 0.003
0.936 ± 0.003 0.963 ± 0.004
0.938 ± 0.003 0.967 ± 0.003
0.942 ± 0.003 0.968 ± 0.004
0.945 ± 0.003 0.972 ± 0.003
0.947 ± 0.002 0.973 ± 0.003
0.949 ± 0.002 0.976 ± 0.002

Table C.15: Test 2, scenario c. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc

µM AE ± σM AE
1.34 ± 0.06
1.29 ± 0.06
0.98 ± 0.05
0.94 ± 0.04
0.80 ± 0.03
0.78 ± 0.04
0.70 ± 0.03
0.68 ± 0.03
0.62 ± 0.03
0.61 ± 0.03
0.57 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
0.53 ± 0.02
0.52 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.02

µM AP E ± σM AP E
5.6 ± 0.3
5.4 ± 0.2
4.1 ± 0.2
4.0 ± 0.2
3.4 ± 0.1
3.3 ± 0.2
2.9 ± 0.1
2.9 ± 0.1
2.6 ± 0.1
2.6 ± 0.1
2.38 ± 0.09
2.35 ± 0.09
2.21 ± 0.09
2.20 ± 0.08
2.07 ± 0.07
2.06 ± 0.08

µM SE ± σM SE
5.0 ± 0.6
4.7 ± 0.5
2.8 ± 0.3
2.6 ± 0.3
1.9 ± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
1.03 ± 0.09
1.00 ± 0.09
0.91 ± 0.09
0.89 ± 0.08
0.80 ± 0.07
0.79 ± 0.06

µD ± σD
µR2 ± σR2
0.901 ± 0.005 0.922 ± 0.009
0.905 ± 0.004 0.927 ± 0.004
0.928 ± 0.003 0.956 ± 0.005
0.931 ± 0.003 0.960 ± 0.003
0.941 ± 0.002 0.970 ± 0.003
0.943 ± 0.003 0.972 ± 0.003
0.949 ± 0.002 0.977 ± 0.002
0.950 ± 0.002 0.978 ± 0.002
0.955 ± 0.002 0.981 ± 0.002
0.955 ± 0.002 0.982 ± 0.002
0.958 ± 0.002 0.984 ± 0.001
0.959 ± 0.002 0.984 ± 0.002
0.961 ± 0.002 0.986 ± 0.001
0.962 ± 0.001 0.986 ± 0.001
0.964 ± 0.001 0.987 ± 0.001
0.964 ± 0.001 0.988 ± 0.001

Table C.16: Test 2, scenario d. H0 rejected for k ≤ 4 and accepted for k ≥ 5. When H0 is rejected, the sc is the
prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

Numerical results of chapter 4

µM AE ± σM AE
0.107 ± 0.009
0.095 ± 0.008
0.065 ± 0.007
0.061 ± 0.005
0.047 ± 0.005
0.045 ± 0.004
0.037 ± 0.004
0.036 ± 0.003
0.030 ± 0.003
0.029 ± 0.003
0.026 ± 0.003
0.025 ± 0.003
0.023 ± 0.002
0.022 ± 0.002
0.021 ± 0.002
0.019 ± 0.002

µM AP E ± σM AP E
0.95 ± 0.08
0.85 ± 0.07
0.57 ± 0.06
0.54 ± 0.05
0.42 ± 0.04
0.40 ± 0.04
0.33 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.01

µM SE ± σM SE
0.30 ± 0.07
0.22 ± 0.04
0.12 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.02
0.08 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.02
0.05 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.04 ± 0.01
0.036 ± 0.009
0.031 ± 0.009
0.028 ± 0.007
0.026 ± 0.007
0.022 ± 0.006
0.022 ± 0.006
0.018 ± 0.004

µD ± σD
0.989 ± 0.001
0.9900 ± 0.0008
0.9932 ± 0.0007
0.9936 ± 0.0005
0.9950 ± 0.0005
0.9952 ± 0.0004
0.9961 ± 0.0004
0.9962 ± 0.0004
0.9968 ± 0.0003
0.9969 ± 0.0003
0.9973 ± 0.0003
0.9974 ± 0.0003
0.9976 ± 0.0003
0.9977 ± 0.0002
0.9978 ± 0.0002
0.9980 ± 0.0002

µR2 ± σR2
0.991 ± 0.002
0.9932 ± 0.0008
0.996 ± 0.001
0.9967 ± 0.0005
0.9976 ± 0.0006
0.9979 ± 0.0004
0.9984 ± 0.0004
0.9985 ± 0.0004
0.9988 ± 0.0003
0.9989 ± 0.0003
0.9990 ± 0.0003
0.9991 ± 0.0003
0.9992 ± 0.0002
0.9993 ± 0.0002
0.9993 ± 0.0002
0.9995 ± 0.0002

Table C.17: Test 2, scenario e. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc
rc
sc

µM AE ± σM AE
0.06 ± 0.01
0.041 ± 0.004
0.027 ± 0.004
0.026 ± 0.003
0.019 ± 0.002
0.019 ± 0.002
0.016 ± 0.002
0.016 ± 0.001
0.013 ± 0.001
0.013 ± 0.001
0.012 ± 0.001
0.012 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.001
0.0109 ± 0.0009
0.0100 ± 0.0007
0.0100 ± 0.0008

µM AP E ± σM AP E
1.4 ± 0.3
0.98 ± 0.09
0.65 ± 0.09
0.63 ± 0.07
0.46 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.05
0.38 ± 0.04
0.38 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02

µM SE ± σM SE
0.2 ± 0.1
0.13 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.02
0.038 ± 0.007
0.04 ± 0.01
0.028 ± 0.006
0.027 ± 0.005
0.021 ± 0.004
0.020 ± 0.003
0.017 ± 0.003
0.017 ± 0.003
0.015 ± 0.003
0.014 ± 0.003
0.013 ± 0.002
0.012 ± 0.002

µD ± σD
µR2 ± σR2
0.990 ± 0.003
0.989 ± 0.006
0.9929 ± 0.0006 0.9941 ± 0.0006
0.9952 ± 0.0007 0.997 ± 0.001
0.9954 ± 0.0005 0.9971 ± 0.0005
0.9966 ± 0.0003 0.9983 ± 0.0003
0.9966 ± 0.0004 0.9983 ± 0.0004
0.9972 ± 0.0003 0.9987 ± 0.0003
0.9972 ± 0.0002 0.9988 ± 0.0002
0.9976 ± 0.0002 0.9991 ± 0.0002
0.9977 ± 0.0002 0.9991 ± 0.0002
0.9979 ± 0.0002 0.9992 ± 0.0001
0.9979 ± 0.0002 0.9992 ± 0.0002
0.9981 ± 0.0002 0.9993 ± 0.0001
0.9981 ± 0.0002 0.9994 ± 0.0002
0.9982 ± 0.0001 0.9994
0.9982 ± 0.0001 1.0

Table C.18: Test 2, scenario f. H0 accepted for k ≥ 3. When H0 is rejected, the sc is the prefered sampling
policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.60 ± 0.03
0.55 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.02
0.39 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.01
0.205 ± 0.009
0.198 ± 0.008
0.186 ± 0.009
0.179 ± 0.007
0.171 ± 0.007
0.166 ± 0.007

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.4 ± 0.2
3.1 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.1
1.83 ± 0.09
1.72 ± 0.08
1.52 ± 0.07
1.43 ± 0.06
1.32 ± 0.07
1.24 ± 0.06
1.16 ± 0.05
1.13 ± 0.05
1.06 ± 0.05
1.02 ± 0.04
0.97 ± 0.04
0.94 ± 0.04

µM SE ± σM SE
1.8 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.1
0.66 ± 0.08
0.57 ± 0.06
0.49 ± 0.05
0.43 ± 0.05
0.39 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.04
0.29 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02
0.22 ± 0.02

µD ± σD
0.959 ± 0.002
0.963 ± 0.001
0.972 ± 0.001
0.973 ± 0.001
0.978 ± 0.001
0.979 ± 0.001
0.9817 ± 0.0008
0.9828 ± 0.0007
0.9842 ± 0.0008
0.9850 ± 0.0007
0.9860 ± 0.0006
0.9865 ± 0.0006
0.9873 ± 0.0006
0.9877 ± 0.0005
0.9883 ± 0.0005
0.9887 ± 0.0005

µR2 ± σR2
0.973 ± 0.003
0.978 ± 0.001
0.985 ± 0.002
0.987 ± 0.001
0.990 ± 0.001
0.992 ± 0.001
0.9928 ± 0.0008
0.9937 ± 0.0007
0.9943 ± 0.0007
0.9950 ± 0.0007
0.9953 ± 0.0006
0.9957 ± 0.0006
0.9960 ± 0.0005
0.9964 ± 0.0005
0.9965 ± 0.0004
0.9968 ± 0.0005

Table C.19: Test 2, scenario g. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.81 ± 0.04
0.75 ± 0.03
0.54 ± 0.02
0.51 ± 0.02
0.42 ± 0.02
0.39 ± 0.02
0.34 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.01
0.211 ± 0.009
0.202 ± 0.009

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.1 ± 0.2
3.8 ± 0.1
2.7 ± 0.1
2.6 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
1.99 ± 0.09
1.74 ± 0.08
1.62 ± 0.07
1.48 ± 0.07
1.40 ± 0.07
1.30 ± 0.07
1.24 ± 0.06
1.17 ± 0.06
1.12 ± 0.05
1.07 ± 0.05
1.02 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
2.4 ± 0.3
2.0 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.1
0.81 ± 0.08
0.70 ± 0.07
0.60 ± 0.06
0.51 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.05
0.41 ± 0.04
0.38 ± 0.04
0.34 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.04
0.29 ± 0.03
0.28 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.02

µD ± σD
0.940 ± 0.003
0.945 ± 0.002
0.960 ± 0.002
0.962 ± 0.002
0.969 ± 0.001
0.971 ± 0.001
0.974 ± 0.001
0.976 ± 0.001
0.978 ± 0.001
0.979 ± 0.001
0.981 ± 0.001
0.9818 ± 0.0008
0.9828 ± 0.0009
0.9836 ± 0.0007
0.9843 ± 0.0007
0.9850 ± 0.0007

µR2 ± σR2
0.962 ± 0.004
0.968 ± 0.002
0.981 ± 0.002
0.983 ± 0.002
0.987 ± 0.001
0.989 ± 0.001
0.9905 ± 0.0009
0.992 ± 0.001
0.9925 ± 0.0008
0.994 ± 0.001
0.9940 ± 0.0007
0.9946 ± 0.0008
0.9949 ± 0.0006
0.9954 ± 0.0007
0.9956 ± 0.0005
0.9961 ± 0.0007

Table C.20: Test 2, scenario h. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

Numerical results of chapter 4

µM AE ± σM AE
0.91 ± 0.04
0.87 ± 0.04
0.58 ± 0.03
0.55 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02
0.42 ± 0.02
0.35 ± 0.02
0.34 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.01
0.21 ± 0.01

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.3 ± 0.2
4.1 ± 0.2
2.7 ± 0.2
2.6 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.1
1.96 ± 0.09
1.66 ± 0.09
1.59 ± 0.08
1.41 ± 0.07
1.36 ± 0.06
1.24 ± 0.06
1.20 ± 0.05
1.12 ± 0.05
1.09 ± 0.04
1.02 ± 0.05
0.99 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
2.7 ± 0.3
2.5 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.1
0.75 ± 0.09
0.61 ± 0.08
0.54 ± 0.06
0.47 ± 0.06
0.43 ± 0.05
0.39 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.04
0.33 ± 0.04
0.30 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.04
0.26 ± 0.03

µD ± σD
0.918 ± 0.004
0.922 ± 0.003
0.948 ± 0.003
0.950 ± 0.003
0.960 ± 0.002
0.963 ± 0.002
0.968 ± 0.002
0.970 ± 0.002
0.973 ± 0.001
0.974 ± 0.001
0.976 ± 0.001
0.977 ± 0.001
0.979 ± 0.001
0.9792 ± 0.0009
0.9804 ± 0.0009
0.9811 ± 0.0009

µR2 ± σR2
0.943 ± 0.006
0.946 ± 0.003
0.972 ± 0.003
0.975 ± 0.003
0.981 ± 0.003
0.984 ± 0.002
0.987 ± 0.002
0.989 ± 0.002
0.990 ± 0.001
0.991 ± 0.001
0.992 ± 0.001
0.993 ± 0.001
0.9930 ± 0.0009
0.9936 ± 0.0009
0.9939 ± 0.0008
0.9945 ± 0.0009

Table C.21: Test 2, scenario i. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.64 ± 0.03
0.59 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.02
0.31 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.198 ± 0.008
0.185 ± 0.008
0.180 ± 0.008
0.170 ± 0.007
0.165 ± 0.007

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.6 ± 0.2
3.3 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 0.1
2.3 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
1.75 ± 0.09
1.51 ± 0.07
1.45 ± 0.07
1.30 ± 0.07
1.24 ± 0.05
1.15 ± 0.06
1.11 ± 0.05
1.04 ± 0.05
1.01 ± 0.05
0.95 ± 0.04
0.93 ± 0.04

µM SE ± σM SE
1.8 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.1
0.82 ± 0.08
0.61 ± 0.07
0.54 ± 0.06
0.45 ± 0.04
0.41 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02
0.22 ± 0.02
0.20 ± 0.02

µD ± σD
0.958 ± 0.002
0.960 ± 0.002
0.972 ± 0.002
0.973 ± 0.001
0.978 ± 0.001
0.979 ± 0.001
0.9821 ± 0.0009
0.9828 ± 0.0009
0.9845 ± 0.0008
0.9853 ± 0.0006
0.9864 ± 0.0007
0.9868 ± 0.0005
0.9877 ± 0.0005
0.9880 ± 0.0006
0.9887 ± 0.0004
0.9890 ± 0.0005

µR2 ± σR2
0.975 ± 0.003
0.979 ± 0.002
0.987 ± 0.002
0.989 ± 0.001
0.991 ± 0.001
0.992 ± 0.001
0.9937 ± 0.0006
0.9943 ± 0.0009
0.9950 ± 0.0006
0.9955 ± 0.0006
0.9959 ± 0.0004
0.9962 ± 0.0005
0.9965 ± 0.0003
0.9967 ± 0.0006
0.9970 ± 0.0003
0.9971 ± 0.0005

Table C.22: Test 2, scenario j. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.
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k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.86 ± 0.05
0.78 ± 0.03
0.60 ± 0.03
0.57 ± 0.02
0.48 ± 0.02
0.46 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.02
0.39 ± 0.02
0.36 ± 0.01
0.35 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01

µM AP E ± σM AP E
4.3 ± 0.2
3.9 ± 0.1
3.0 ± 0.1
2.9 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 0.1
2.31 ± 0.08
2.0 ± 0.1
1.96 ± 0.08
1.78 ± 0.07
1.73 ± 0.08
1.60 ± 0.06
1.56 ± 0.06
1.46 ± 0.06
1.42 ± 0.06
1.37 ± 0.05
1.33 ± 0.05

µM SE ± σM SE
2.7 ± 0.4
2.1 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
0.88 ± 0.07
0.75 ± 0.08
0.68 ± 0.06
0.60 ± 0.05
0.55 ± 0.05
0.50 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.04
0.43 ± 0.04
0.41 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.03

µD ± σD
0.942 ± 0.003
0.947 ± 0.002
0.959 ± 0.002
0.962 ± 0.001
0.967 ± 0.002
0.969 ± 0.001
0.972 ± 0.001
0.974 ± 0.001
0.9760 ± 0.0009
0.977 ± 0.001
0.9785 ± 0.0008
0.9790 ± 0.0008
0.9804 ± 0.0008
0.9808 ± 0.0008
0.9816 ± 0.0007
0.9822 ± 0.0007

µR2 ± σR2
0.965 ± 0.005
0.972 ± 0.002
0.981 ± 0.002
0.984 ± 0.001
0.987 ± 0.001
0.988 ± 0.001
0.990 ± 0.001
0.991 ± 0.001
0.9921 ± 0.0006
0.993 ± 0.001
0.9934 ± 0.0006
0.9938 ± 0.0008
0.9943 ± 0.0005
0.9947 ± 0.0008
0.9948 ± 0.0004
0.9952 ± 0.0007

Table C.23: Test 2, scenario k. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.

k
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀
rc
sc☀

µM AE ± σM AE
0.46 ± 0.04
0.39 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.01
0.197 ± 0.008
0.186 ± 0.007
0.171 ± 0.007
0.164 ± 0.007
0.154 ± 0.007
0.147 ± 0.006
0.139 ± 0.006
0.136 ± 0.006
0.131 ± 0.006
0.126 ± 0.005

µM AP E ± σM AP E
3.3 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.1
2.2 ± 0.1
2.03 ± 0.08
1.71 ± 0.07
1.61 ± 0.07
1.44 ± 0.06
1.36 ± 0.05
1.25 ± 0.05
1.19 ± 0.05
1.13 ± 0.05
1.07 ± 0.04
1.02 ± 0.04
0.99 ± 0.04
0.95 ± 0.04
0.92 ± 0.03

µM SE ± σM SE
1.7 ± 0.4
1.2 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1
0.63 ± 0.06
0.50 ± 0.06
0.43 ± 0.04
0.37 ± 0.04
0.31 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.03
0.21 ± 0.02
0.20 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.01

µD ± σD
0.972 ± 0.002
0.975 ± 0.001
0.9811 ± 0.0009
0.9827 ± 0.0007
0.9854 ± 0.0006
0.9863 ± 0.0006
0.9877 ± 0.0005
0.9884 ± 0.0005
0.9893 ± 0.0004
0.9898 ± 0.0004
0.9904 ± 0.0004
0.9908 ± 0.0004
0.9913 ± 0.0003
0.9915 ± 0.0004
0.9919 ± 0.0003
0.9921 ± 0.0003

µR2 ± σR2
0.978 ± 0.005
0.985 ± 0.001
0.990 ± 0.001
0.9919 ± 0.0007
0.9937 ± 0.0007
0.9946 ± 0.0006
0.9953 ± 0.0005
0.9960 ± 0.0005
0.9963 ± 0.0004
0.9968 ± 0.0004
0.9969 ± 0.0003
0.9973 ± 0.0004
0.9974 ± 0.0002
0.9976 ± 0.0004
0.9977 ± 0.0002
0.9979 ± 0.0003

Table C.24: Test 2, scenario l. H0 always rejected. Submodular cells sc is the prefered sampling policy.
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